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NEW EDITION - UPDATED FOR 2005
COMMUNITIES DIRECTORY
Over 600 North American communities,
plus 1 30 from around the world, provide contact information and describe
themselves-their structure, beliefs,
mission, and visions of the future.
Includes articles on the basics of
intentional communities and tips on
finding the one that's right for you.
You'll also find information on how to
be a good community visitor.
MAPS
Complete maps show locations of
communities in the United States,
Canada, and Mexico. See at a glance
what's happening in your area or plan
your community-visiting adventure.
CROSS-REFERENCE CHARTS
These charts allow you to quickly
scan for the communities that fulfill
your criteria, including size, location,
spiritual beliefs, food choices, decision
making, and more.
All data is based on the Online
Communities Directory at
directory.ic.org (see below).

Order it NOW online!
$27 Postpaid (book rate in US, call or visit store .ic.org for other shipping destinations and options)

store.ic.org/directory • 1-800-462-8240
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Looking for the best books on community? Check out...

At Community Bookshelf we know what it takes
to create and sustain community and we want
to provide you with the skills and information
you need to make it happen for you. We handpick only the best books about community and
community skills. Topics include:

Intentional C· mmunities Store
_ _ I _II: ...

••

• community building - how to start an intentional community or find the one of your
dreams
• community stories - inspiration and insight
directly from the source
SI' 00

crnrl)

• group process - how to run successful meetings, where everyone feels good about the
decisions that were made
• communication skills - learn how to meet
conflict head-on and resolve it successfully
• participatory democracy - options and tools for making decisions together
Browse our store online at store.ic.org or look for us at upcoming community-related gatherings and events, including NASCO Institutes, Twin Oaks Communities Conferences, and all
FIC Art of Community events and organizational meetings.
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FOCUS

Urban Community

FRONT COVER

Los Angeles Eco-Vi ll age foun der
Lois Arkin on her way home
from the neighborhood market.

28 Conservers, Not Consumers
Diana Leafe Christian

Credit: Somerset Waters.
BACK COVER

A resident of Tryon Life
Comm unity Fa rm in Portland
teaches young workshop
participants about soi l.
Cred it: Bonsa i Matt james.

30 The Village Can Save the City
Why don't we build ecovillages like traditional
European villages? Why not build multi-story
buildings surroundi ng open courtyards and
plazas, leaving more room for agriculture? And
how can cities benefit from this resource-conserving pattern? Richard Register.
• Torri Superiore: An Ecovillage on the Traditional Village Model- Diana Leafe Christian

40 Living the Good Life Downtown
Former Cohousing editor Stella Tarnay shows how
residents of Swan's Market C oho using in Oakland- living upstairs fro m cafes, restaurants, food
markets, and art galleries, and two blocks to public transit--experience both the benefits and challenges of living right downtown.

44 An Urban Ecovillage of the Near Future
International urban ecovillage activist Lois Arkin,
cofounder of Los Angeles Eco-Village, shares her
vision of an ideal, created-in-place urban ecovillage.
• Urban Ecovillage Networks

48 A Farm Grows in Portland
A rural farm inside city limits? Yes, an d this
one- Tryon Life C ommun ity Farm-is also a
sustainability education center for inner city
youth and many others. j. brush.
• How We're Acquiring O ur Urban Farm
• T he City Repair Project

52 A Home-Grown Ecovillage on Our Street

36 Our Sustainable Acre in the City
How M aitreya Ecovillagers in Eugene, O rego n live
rheir ecological values, and hopefully, inspire crucial change in rhe wider culture. Melanie G. Rios.
• A Vision for Cascadia Bioregion

Community organizer Jim Schenk recounts how
he and h is neighbors started Enright Ridge EcoVillage, an already inhabited half-mile cui de sac
street surrounded by forest- in the h eart of
Cincinnati.
• Why Urban?

57 "Urban Biotope"-Japanese Style
H ow intentional community, the natural world,
and the latest sustainability technology coexist on
a tiny fifth-acre parcel in the heart of Tokyo. Gra-

ham Meltzer.
• Tokyo's Unique Cityscape
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Dana Snyder-Grant of New View Cohousing
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LETTERS

What About Sociocracy for
"Ask the Experts"?
D ear Communities,
The questions in your "Ask the Experts" article

EDITOR

are about a con sensus d ecision-making process.

Diana Leafe Ch ri stia n (Earthaven)

I wonder whether among yo ur experts, you have

LAYOUT

individuals who are using the Sociocratic Method,

Wordsworth (Meadowdance)

which w ould direcdy address these problems, or

ILLUSTRATIONS

only those who can make suggestions within the

Darren T. McManus
Bill ie Miracle (WomanShare)
Richard Register
PHOTOS

Lois Arkin (Los Angeles Eco-Vil/age), Al bert Bates
(Ecovil/age Training Center at The Farm), jim
Bosjolie (EcoVil/age at Ithaca), Rain es Coh en
(Berkeley Cohousing), Bonsa i Matt james (Tryon
Life Community Farm), Tets uro Kai (Kyodo No
Mori Cohousing), Marty Klaif (Shannon Farm),
Graham Meltzer, Kirstin Miller, Melanie G. Rios
(Maitreya Ecovil/age), jim Schenk (Enright Ridge
Eco-Vil/age), Ly-Ian Schwartz (Tryon Life
Community Farm) , Somerset Waters (Los Angeles

consensus decision-making framework?
Thanks for the opportunity to jump in.
Tena Meadows O'Rear

Send your comments to communities@ic.org
or Communities, 1025 Camp Elliott Rd. , Black
Mountain, NC 28711. Your fetters may be edited
or shortened. Thank you.'

Eco Village at Loudo n County
Loudon County, Virginia

We don't yet have an expert in the Sociocratic decision-making method, but we'd like to
find one. Can you help us?
-Editor

Eco-Vil/age).

Emphasize Sustainability
First, Cooperation Second

COPYEDITING

Wordsworth (Meadowdance)

Dear Communities,

PROOFREADING

Wordsworth (Meadowdance)

Love yo ur m agazine an d am a happy sub-

DISPLAY ADS

scriber and an ongoing regular advertiser. But

Diana Leafe Christian (Earthaven)

I think it's time now

REACH AND CLASSIFIED ADS
Patricia Greene (Ness)

the growing interest in sustainability, which

to shili: the emphasis to reflect

shows up in your ad s. The communities m ove-

OFFICE MANAGER
Tony Si rna (Dancing Rabbit)

ment is becomin g greener all the time.

CIRCULATION MANAGER
McCune Porter (Twin Oaks)

the ecological m essage than the cooperative

EDITORIAL REVIEW BOARD

Deborah Altus
Laird Schaub (Sandhil/ Farm)
Tony Sirna (Dancing Rabbit)
COMMUNITIES (ISSN 0199-9346) is publi shed quarterly by
the fellowship for Intentional Community at Route 1, Box 156,
Rutledge, MO 635 63. Peri odicals postage pa id at Rutledge,
MO, and at additiona l mailing offices. POSTMASTER: Send
address changes to Communities, 138 Twin Oaks Rd., Louisa, VA
23093. Indexed in the Alternative Press Index.

Nowadays people are responding more to
one. Susrainability is m uch more important now;

More on Conflict; Sociocratic
Decision Making
Dear Communities,

it has to starr coming first. Cooperation will
increasingly be seen as a means to an end and
not an end in itself. And it no longer sells mag-

I really appreciated yo ur issu e o n conflict.

azines. Community is about relationships. We

We need as much inform ation on this subject

all know we have to cooperate in relationships.

as w e ca n get! Peo ple must hon es tly confront

Cooperation is still important because it may help

conflicts and resolve them if the co mmunity

us to live more sustainably, but it n eeds to be the

is to flm ction. T he old standbys of ignoring, iso-

secondary emphasis-sustai nability should be

SUBSCRIPTIONS: $20 U.S., $24 Canada, $26 outside U.S./Canada
for four issues via periodical/surface mail. Single copies are $6
U.S., $7 Canada, $8 outside U.S./Canada. All payments in U.S.
dollars. Available from Communities, 138 Twin Oaks Rd., Louisa,
VA 23093; order@ic.org, or order online at store.ic.org.

lating, dominati ng, fen cing, zon in g, shouting,

number one; in fact, it must become the iden-

undermining, ctying, and buying your way o ut

tifYing charaaerisric of the communities movement.

BACK ISSUES: Rt. 1, Box 156, Rutledge, MO 63563; 800·995 -

no lon ger work.

8342.

Communities magazine should have a new sub-

Most often, people equate conflict with

EDITORIAL OfFICE: Communities, 1025 Comp Elliott Rd., Block
Mountoin, NC 28 711,828 ·669-9702; communities@ic.org.

tide, for example: "Towards a Sustainable Way

anger, dislike, rejection , unreaso nable demands,

of Life" or "A Journal for Sustainable Living."

etc. T hi s lead s to magical thinking, such as " if

I also sugges t an an nual fall issue on the

© 2005 by fellowship for Intentional Community. All rights
reserved. Printed in the USA. Opinion s expressed by authors
and correspondents are their own and do not necessa rily reflect
those of the publisher.

we a re just nice, all this will go away, " "Just get

challenges of forming new communities, which

a long," "What we need is a good p a rty." Of

I susp ect has a lot to do with the kinds of lead-

FELLOWSHIP fOR INTENTIONAL COMMUNITY: Rt. 1, Box 156,
Rutledge, MO 63563; 660·883-5545.

course this does work sometimes, but not on

ership and control issues Laird Schaub points
out in his columns. Who are the stakeholders

REPRINT PERMISSION: Community groups may reprint w ith
permission. Please contact Communities, 1025 Camp E/fiott Rd., Black
Mountoin, NC 28717,828·669·9702; communities@ic.org.

th e b ig issues.

ADVERTISING: Communities, 1025 Comp Elliott Rd., Black Moun·
toin, NC 28771,828·669·9702; communities@ic.org.

d eali ng w ith confl ict respectable.

WEB SITE : wwwic.org.
This magazine printed on recycled paper, using soy-based inks,
at Allen Press in Lawrence, Ka nsas, USA.
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More on conflict, please. Make facing and
Sharon Villines

of a newly forming communi ty, and why; who
has what rights and why?
T McClure

Liberty Village Cohousing

orrhern Cal ifornia

Takoma Park, Maryland

www.SustComm.com
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Thank you very much for these suggestions.

We are currently in the process ofchoosing a
new subtitle for the magazine, and we are certainly considering emphasizing sustainability
more, for all the reasons you state.

-Editor

more meaningful community in their neighbothoods?
T his could include articles on proj ects indi viduals can start in rheir own neighborhoods,
such as block parties, or personal stories about
people who creare more community where they
li ve. O r how-ro in fo rmation and reviews of
reso urces available to people doing local community organizing. What if the FIC (Fellowship
for IntentionaL Community, pubLishers of this
magazine -Editor) sponsored salons on creatin g communi ty locally, li ke Utne Reader did
wirh their Salon seri es, including puttin g subscribers in ro uch with one another)

Alan Pakaln
H ast ings-on-Hudson, New Yo rk

apakaln@concemedconnections.org
Thanks very much for your comments-this
is exactly what we'd like to do. See "From EcoHome to Sustainable Neighborhood" by Dan
Chiras and Dave Wann (excerpted from their
book, Superbia!) in our Fall '05 issue, and in

Creating More Community
Where You Live Now
Dear Communities,
Do you have any idea what percent of your
readership doesn't presently live in intentional
commu nities? What do you think of featuring
articles for those people who feel a srrong sense
of connection and community but don't want
to move som eplace else to get ir? Could Communities magazine help readers interested in
having more community in rheir lives learn
how to more effectively develop me communi ties
where dley live now? Could the "skill set" of people
living in intentional com muni ties be used by
those who don'r live that way, but who nevertheless co uld use such ski ll s ro create closer,

OUR APOLOGIES!
We apologize ro New Sociery Pu blish ers and authors D an Chiras and
Dave Wann rhat our artribution lin e
and their bio informarion did not appear
wirh the article, "From Eco-Home ro
Susrainable Neighborhood," in our Fall
'05 issue. The arricle was excerpred wiili
permission from Superbia! 31 Wtzys to
Create Sustainable Neighborhoods (New
Society Publish ers, 2003). Ir is available at booksrores, at srore.ic.org, or
from New Society Publishers: 800-5676772; www.newsociery.com . - Editor
Winter 2005

this issue, './1 Home-Grown EcovilLage on Our
Street, "pg. 52, and "Our SustainabLe Acre in
the City, "pg. 36.

- Editor

Seeking ...
Dear Communities,
We're willing to rra in wo rk exchangers in
susrainable living ski lls, developing various projecrs here ar our homes ite, which may incl ude
creating an organic CS.A. farm. A srrong back
and a real smile are the most impo rrant criteria
we seek.
Boyd Nelson
Shady Grove Co mmuni ty Co-op/
Srone Ages Farm
876 Trace Ridge Rd.
Leslie, AR 72645
870-447-2669
slettmala@yahoo.co m
Dear Communities,
In 1959, when our fam ily builr our large
home ar Bryn Gweled Homesteads near Soum-

Gweled is an in te n tio nal com m un iry wirh
unusual economic di ve rsity.
Bryn Gweled's fou nde rs were apparend y
ahead of rheir rim e when rhey bought rhis
240 ac res in 1940. They nor only preserved
80 acres to remai n as fo rest fo reve r, bu t also
soughr di ve rsity of race, reli gion, po lirics,
ethnicity- and income leveL Whi le many
ne ighbo rhoods in Bucks County roday are
diverse in m any ways, Bryn Gweled is unique
in its diversity of wealrh. So our large house,
with an asking price of $300,000, is more expensive th an othe rs in the same commun iry.
(Based upon replacemenr value, erc. a home
comparable to ours elsewhere in Southampron
migh t sell for $5 00,000. Initiall y our askin g
p rice was $360,000, but a realro r persuaded
us to re du ce ir.) Peo ple apparenrly want
"mono-wealrh" in rheir neighborhoods: rhey
do n't wa nt ro live next door ro people wirh
smaller houses or pres umably mo re modesr
means. One of me founding values of our comm unity-economic d iversity-is ap paren tly
repellenr to conremporary homebuyers.
M os t realto rs are accustomed to "me mbership associati on" subdivisions and so accept
Bryn Gweled's com munity mem bers hip procedures and $75 monthly resident associarion
dues . Five orher homes in Bryn Gweled have
sold in recent years, bur no ne were as large
as ours or wo uld have merited an askin g pri ce
of $300,000 iflocated elsewhere in Sourhampton.
Ar ages 91 and 89 , my wife and I conrinue
ro hope to find a buyer.
John R. Ewban k
Bryn G weled Homesteads
Sourhampro n, Pennsylva nia
www.bryngweled
www.owners.com. irem 2071

hampron in Bucks County, Pennsylvania with
seven bedrooms and fo ur and a hal f bathrooms,
we knew we were taking a risk in selling ir one
day. In 2003, we p ut it on rh e market. For
more man rwo years we've listed our home wim
three different realtors, received approximarely
7,000 hirs o n the websire, and shown ir ro
pro bably 300 home buyers, without success .
We're rold rhe house isn't desirab le because of
irs unconventional fearures, and also because Bryn
COMM UN iTi ES
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Communities Editorial Policy
Communities is a forum for exploring intentional communities, cooperative living, and
ways our readers can bring a sense of community into thei r daily lives. Contributors include
people who live or have lived in community,
and anyone with insights releva nt to cooperative living .
Through fact, fiction, and opinion, we offer
fresh ideas about how to live cooperatively, how
to solve problems peacefully, and how individual lives can be enhanced by living purposefully
with others. We seek contributions that profile
community living and why people choose it,
descriptions of w hat's difficult and what works
well, news about existing and forming communities, or articles that illuminate community
experiences-past and present-offering
insights into mainstream cultura l issues.
We do not intend to promote one kind of
community over another, and take no official
position on a commun ity's economic structure,
political agenda, spiritual beliefs, environmental
issues, or decision -making style. As long as submitted articles are related to the theme of community living, we will consider them for publication. However, we do not publish articles that
1) advocate violent practices, or 2) advocate
that a community interfere with its members'
right to leave.
Our aim is to be as balanced in our reporting as possible, and whenever we print an article critical of a particular comm unity, we invite
that com munity to respond with its own
perspective.

Submissions Policy
To submit an article, please first request the
Writer's Guidelines: Communities, 1025 Camp
Elliott Rd., Black Mountain, NC 2B711 , B28669-9702; communities@ic.org.

Advertising Policy
We accept paid advertisi ng in Communities
because our mission is to provide our readers
with helpful and inspiring information-and
because advertising revenues help pay the bills.
We hand pick our advertisers, selecting only
those whose products and services we believe
wi ll be helpful to people interested in com munity living, cooperation, and sustainability. We
hope you find this service useful, and we
encourage your feedback.
Communities Advertising, 1025 Camp Elliott
Rd., Black Mountain, NC 28711,828-669-9702;
communities@ic.org.

What is an "Intentional Community" ?
An "intentional community" is a group of
people who have chosen to live or work together in pursuit of a common ideal or vision. Most,
though not all, share land or housing. Intentional com munities come in all shapes and sizes,
and display amazing diversity in their common
val ues, which may be social, economic, spiritual, political, and/ or ecological. Some are rural;
some urban. Some live all in a sing le residence;
some in separate households. Some raise children; some don't. Some are secu lar, some are
spiritually based, and others are both. For all
their va riety though, the communities featured
in our magazine hold a common commitment
to living cooperatively, to solving problems
nonviolently, and to sharing their experiences
with others.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTE

Finding Community in
Co-op Housing and Getting
Schooled in Diversity
I got to Kansas City on a Friday, By Satiday I larned a thing or two
Up til then I didn't have an idy, Of what the modren world was comin' to!

U

nlike Curly from che 1943 hie musical Oklahoma, I goc w Kansas Cicy on a
Wednesday, which afforded me a couple excra days w learn a ching or (WOin my case, by participating in the 46 th annual conference of the National Association
of Housing Cooperatives (NAHC), held September 14-17.
I was there w find om whac was happening in the world of cooperative housing and
how much che experience of intentional communicy living was of interesc w an organizacion whose slogan is "sharing solutions; strengthening communities."
This issue of Communities is focused on urban communicy and it seems apropos w
share what I found om about this important cooperative option in cicy life. How much
did I really know abom che largest chunk of people who are living cooperatively in chis
country?
Though it's not ordinarily the lens we look through in this magazine, intentional
communities are a form of housing cooperative. (I could as easily have made the case
that housing cooperatives are also a form of intentional communicy, bm I was going
w their parcy and wanted w see it through their eyes.) One of the hot wpies at the conference, for example, was the question of markec rate co-ops versus limited equicy
co-ops, which keep prices down and attempt w secure affordabilicy by placing a cap
on how much co-op units can be sold for. Intentional communities face the same
choices.
Here's what I learned about housing cooperatives.
• They're big. They drew about 500 people to this year's conference (a typical
number for them) and there are perhaps 3-4 million people living in cooperative
housing in the US, compared with an opcimistic estimate of 100,000 who self iden-

COMING IN FUTURE ISSUES
"Sustainabilty and Peak Oil" Spring 2006
How prepared are we for the expected limitations of Peak Oil, in terms of "Power Down,"
"Soft Landing," or "Mad Max" sce narios? What cultural, appropriate technology, and sustainability practices can benefit us in hard times? Which urban and rural intentional communities
and organized neighborhood s have these practices in place now?
Communities; communities@ic.org; 828-669-9702.
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tify as living in some form of intentional communi ty. More, the population of a housing
cooperative is typically an order of magnitude larger than the size of an intentional
community (where a large intentional community has over 100 members; a large
housing co-op may be comprised of thousands of housing units) .
• They're urban. Just like student co-ops (which might be the best example of an
entity that straddles the world between intentional community and housing cooperatives), housing co-ops overwhelmingly tend to be in cities and they tend to be clumped.
That is, there are usually many or none in any given place, which tends to reflect the
dynamism of a few dedicated individuals who have successfully pioneered and promoted the co-op model and/or favorable local ordinances that make buying and
maintaining co-ops attractive.
For example, DC has a city ordinance that requires owners of rental property to
give the existing tenants the right of first refusal whenever the property goes on the
market. Because there are local lending institutions willing to fund these opportunities,
many apartment buildings in that city have been converted to co-ops in the last two
decades.
• They're racially mixed. I'd estimate that 60 percent of the conference participants-and perhaps 30 percent of the presenters and organizers-were people of color.
Some of this high percentage is accounted for by the fact that the conference draws a
disproportionate number of people from limited equity co-ops, which comprise only
35 percent of the cooperative units in the US yet are the segment where people of color
will show up more strongly. However, that's quibbling. The essential point is that
housing cooperatives are attracting a racial mix that is far more diverse than what you'll
find in all but a handful of intentional communities.
For all the value placed on diversity in the Communities Movement, it is rare for a
community event to attract even five percent people of color. NAHC is reaching a different audience than we are, and that's exciting.

Housing co-ops overwhelmingly tend to be
urban and they tend to be clumped: there
are usually many or none in any given city.
• They're democratic. While clearly committed to the cooperative ideal of everyone
having a voice in how things are run, the co-ops I heard about were largely unsophisticated about group dynamics. (To be fair, so are a lot of intentional communities,
though it's getting better.) It's been a long time since I worked with groups still trying
to get it done solely with Roberts Rules of Order and majority rule, yet there wasn't a
single person among the 75-80 who attended my workshops who reported using any
other method of decision making in their cooperative boards and committees.
Mter my workshop on the Manager's Role in Conflict, one man came up to me
privately and asked my advice about how-as the new board president-he could work
constructively with the disgruntled ex-board members who were ousted in the reform
election that brought him into power. They all seemed bitter about losing and were now
busy sabotaging his efforts. He was looking for help with bridge-building.
One woman admitted she'd never been part of a group that had discussed how to
handle emotions in a meeting. Her experience had always been that groups just coped
as best they could when things got hot or teary, hoping to avoid a major meltdown or
raw aggression. It was eye-opening for her to realize that groups could talk about how
they wanted to handle that moment.
When I polled people in my workshop on meeting facilitation, only three of 30
reported having any agreements about the authority given to facilitators to run meetWinter 2005

ADMINSERVICE.ORG
Do You Need
Short-Term Help
with
Your Project?

...

Temporary
Administrative
Help?

...

Review of Your
Policy It Procedural
Manual?

...
...

Staff Training?
Conflict
Resolution?

Adminservice does work nobody
wants to do, saves you time and
money, and brings a spiritual
orientation to the process. We will
help you finish projects, implement
recommendations, administer your
business, clarify organizational
structure, and develop your board.

www.adminservi(e.org
info@adminservi(e.org
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Live in an Ecovillage in Eugene, Oregon
Triplex For Sale at Maitreya EcoViliage

ings. Lacking clarity about what's wanted,
it's no wonder they're getting indifferent
results .
Taken all together, here was a pool of million s who share a basic commitment to
cooperative principles yet are relying on
19th Century tools (which is when General Roberts fi rs t proposed his Rules of
Order) to address 2 1st Century dynamics.
When given a taste of how things co uld
be improved, there was palpable eagerness
for the information.

The co-ops I heard
about were largely
unsophisticated
about group
dynamics.

Extraordinarily bea utiful cu stom-crafted three-un it, two-story
apartm ent building with common laundry room on a 10,000 sq. ft.
lot five minutes by bicycl e from downtown Eugen e, Oregon . Parcel
in cludes a 450-sq. ft st raw bale/earthen meeting ro om/comm unit y
space, bicycl e parking structu re, and additional outdoor bath/ toilet
facilities. Tripl ex front doors open onto a common courtyard and
large community gard en at Mait reya Ecov illag e.
• Cedar-shake exterior, massive exposed log beams, lots of natural
wood throu ghout· Cu stom-crafted wind ows, ca binets, & exteri or
doo rs · Earth en floo r in so uthweste rn ad obe traditi on · Superins ulated, wood-burning stoves, heat-recovery ventilators.
• Two units ap prox. 1000 sq. ft· One app rox. 1200 sq. ft. · Combi ned
rental incom e $2500/ month • $500,000

Now I was really excited. Despite co nsid era bl e comm o n interests, housin g
cooperatives and intentional communi ties
have largely existed in parallel universes,
with little u-affic between the two movemen ts.
Maybe it's time for that to change .
Borrowing fro m the Institute for C ultur al Affairs (which coined th e te rm
"tech nology of participation") I'd call what
the Comm unities Movement has to offer
the "technology of cooperation." Perhaps
we can offer it in exchange for the housing
co-ops' "technology of diversity." In addition to learning from each other's strengths,
we'd be demonstrating cooperation between
movements dedicated to cooperation. Seems
like a good idea to me.

• Nine housin g units on adjacent lots· Easygoing landlord & t enant
situ ation· Res idents valu e sustain able community lifestyle: o rga nic
garden, potlucks, work parties, group meditations· Restriction s on
deed to preserve community/ ecovill age charm .

Seeking community-minded buyer to
help Maitreya EcoViliage become a model
of sustainable living for the 21 st century.
Robert Bolman: 541 -344-7196, robtb@efn.org
Melanie Rios: mrios@juno.com
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Laird Schaub is Executive Secretary ofthe Fellowship for Intentional Community (publisher of
this magazine), and a cofounder ofSandhill Farm
community in Missouri.
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Conversations at ZEGG
Art of Community
Audiotapes

I

returned to the ZEGG community in because there is no sexual barrier between
Germany in 2005 to meet old friends m embers and nonmembers.
and catch up with this fascinating proWhat can I say to help Communities
ject. I have been visiting ZEGG since 1998 readers understand and appreciate ZEGG,
and have a deep appreciation of its culture one of the more interesting intentional
and social system. I have also written about communities in the world today? Perhaps
ZEGG in Communities magazine (Winter, conversations I had with ZEGG members
1998) , The Encyclopedia of Community: will give some flavo ur of the community.
From the Village to the Virtual World, and
My overall impression today is of a vety
in my latest book, The Findhorn Book of mature intentional community with a core
Community Living (2004).
gro up of members who are here for life:
ZEGG is the acronym for "Zentrum people who carry the administrative load
fur Experimentelle Gesellschaftsgestal- and respo nsibilities, and who embody the
tung, " which roughly translates as "The spirit and culture of ZEGG. The average
member is in their mid-forCentre for Experimental Cultural Design." The community
ti es, with many years of
was founded 28 years ago in
co mmunal experience. At
southeast Germany, and has
the dinner table one day I
been on the present site in the
was jokingly told, "We have
town ofBelzig, an hour south120 years combined comwest of Berlin, for 14 years.
munal experience at this
About 90 men, women, and
table, so perhaps we can now
children live together-sharing
work out our cooking shifts
for the week?"
most meals, a thriving =nomy,
and a common cultural scene.
As is usual in intentional
communities, the ZEGG
They follow an ideology of
what they call "love without
children present many challimits" and "open sexuality,"
lenges. One 17-year-old girl
who has been attending their
sometimes incorrectly translated as "free love." Sociologically speaking, local school now finds that she will have to
they are polyamorous (willing to be lovers work extra hard if she wishes to gain entrance
with any others) rather than polyfidelitous to a university. The eight-year-old son of
(being lovers only within a defined group) a member finds that he is much happier in
the regular State School because there is
Our international correspondent, Dr. Bill Metcalf of Griffith University, Australia, has studied
contemporary and historic communal groups worldwide since the 1970s. Past president of the International Communal Studies Association, a Fellow ofthe Findhorn Foundation, and author ofFrom
Uto pian Dreaming to Communal Reality (University ofNew South WaLes, 1993), his newest book
is The Findhorn Book of Com muni ty Living (Findhorn Press, 2004).
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Multigenerational Living in
Communities:
Meeting Everyone's Needs
Caroline Estes

Finding Your Community:
An Art or a Science?
Geoph Kozeny

Manifesting Our Dreams:
Visioning, Strategic Planning,
&: Fundraising
jeff Grossberg

Raising &: Educating Children
in Community
Diana Christian, Elke Lerman,
Martin Klaif, judy Morris

Conflict: Fight, Flight, or
Opportunity?
Laird Sandhill

Consensus: Decisions That
Bring People Together
Caroline Estes

Six "Ingredients" for Forming
Communities (That Help Reduce
Conflict Down the Road)
Diana Christian

Building a Business While
Building Community
Carol Carlson, Lois Arkin, Harvey
Baker, Bill Becker, judy Morris, Ira
Wallace

Legal Options for Communities
Allen Butcher, Aiy'm Fellman,
Stephen johnson, Tony Sirna

We Tried Consensus and Got
Stuck. Now What?
Caroline Estes & Laird Schaub

$8 each. S+H: $3 for 1-3, $4 for
4- 6 and $5 for 7-10.
Art of Community Audiotapes,
Rt 7, Box 756, Rutledge, MO 63563;
660-883-5543; fic@ic.org.
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The best address
in cohousing is
www.cohousing.org
YOU'LL FIND:
Resources for building and
successful living in community
Cohousing news and events
Community listings
throughout the United States
Cohousing products

WE SERVE:
•

Seekers of
cohousing communities

•

Groups in the
development stages

•

Completed communities

•

Cohousing professionals

JOIN US!
Jo in the Cohousing Association
of the United States (Coho/US)
and connect with the people,
resources and knowledge that
are making cohousing happen!
Formerly The Cohousing
Network, Coho/US provides
you with the best available
resources and information
about cohousing. For membership rates and information,
call (510) 844-0790 or find
us at www.cohousing.org.
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more structure and order, and less noise, than
in the on-site community school. The lSyear-old son of another member does not
want to continue his formal education but
only wants to work with computers, to the
disappointment of his fath er.
During my stay, the Z EGG teenagers
organized a "Forum" (special meeting)
with their parents to negotiate some new
gro und rules based on mutual obligation.
From all accounts, this was very successful.
I find that most people who have grown
up in communal societies demonstrate
great maturity and social skills- and the
sam e applies at ZEGG. However, there is
little evidence that this generation who
are growing up at ZEGG want to stay
there-but then that is the pattern in most
intentional communities around the globe.
ZEGG's village pub, Dorfkneipe, continues
to be the centre of social
life. Each evening, I sipped
a few beers and chatted
with ZEGG members.
English is widely spoken
here-very fortun a te
because my German is
limited. My oId fri end
and colleague, Christa,
who worked with me on
m anaging the International Communal Studies
Association conference
in 2001 , has moved out
of administration and
now works part time in
their pub-a not-unusual
career change here.
ZEGG 's hybrid eco.
.
nomic system continues
to function well. Each
member contributes 4S0
Euro ($US5S0) per month for room and
board. About a third of the members work
for ZEGG in administrative, outreach, or
community support work. The jobs range
from cook, maintenance manager, and gardener to Guest House manager and financial
director. The other members either work
ourside of ZEGG or have their own businesses which they operate using ZEGG
facilities.
Members used to hold two Forums every
week but they now hold a Forum every
afternoon for one week each month. They

find that this is easier for them to plan
around- particularly for those members
who work in their own businesses, either
on or off site. Most major decisions, after
community discussion, are made by ZEGG's
"Council of 13" or a subgroup of "financial planners," then announced and, if no
one objects, implemented. Day-to-day
decisions are made by work teams.
One ZEGG member has recently been
elected to their local town Council, which
helps their acceptance in this rural region.
The ZEGG choir recently sang at the 60year celebrations of the end ofWWII and
the liberation of a nearby concentration
camp. ZEGG members are becoming ever
more accepted into the wider community.
A 30-year old ZEGG member tells me
that she has been hoping to get pregnant
for a year-but with no luck. She finds
that open relationships
can be a challenge because
old thought patterns

They follow an
ideology of what

and behaviours return.
She would like more
younger members here-although also stresses
how much she admires
the wisdom of her communal elders. She loves
ZEGG but finds that it
can all be a bit stressful
at times.
Findhorn Foundation in Scotland, and
ZEGG nUght not appear
on the surface to share
much. bur over the past
decade they have been
moving closer together.
They now operate a
member exchange program, and ZEGG members regularly conduct
workshops at Findhorn. Findhorn has influenced ZEGG as well, as it's members now
have regular meditations and a much more
obvious Earth-spirit direction.
One woman who is a long-term, key
member ofZEGG 's core told me that her
workshops and other involvements with
Findhorn Foundation are changing her
orientation to life and community, and
that she is becoming more spiritual, changing
in ways that she never would have predicted a decade ago.

they call "love

without limits"
and "open

sexuality, "
sometimes

incorrectly
translated as
"free love. "
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ZEGG and Findhorn Foundation also
share the European Office for the Global
Ecovillage Network, with offices and staff
at both communities. This means th at
ZEGG receives visitors from a wide range
of intentional communities throughout
Europe and Russia, and is in regular international contact with other intentional
communities through this global network.
T h e complex sexual relationships at
ZEGG co ntinue to fascinate me. In the

This was a hard
decision for the
community because
each new child

f<ebteai
Looking for Community?
Existing Retreat Campground
Lodge, Dining Facilty
Conference rooms
Wilderness Sanctuary
Animal Husbandry
Organic Farming
Hydroelectric Plant
Pure Air and Water

requires a great

Come Create
the Vision with Us

deal of community
energy and money.

1000 Hwy 180
Hiawassee, GA 30546
706-896-9966 or 800-990-8869
WWW.ENOTA.ORG

Dorfkneipe pub one evening, I sat and
chatted with a friend of mine and the three
men with whom she maintains long-term
relationships, including her husband. They
appear to manage their relationships with
a minimum of jealousy and strife, through
open communication and a commitment
to "love without limits."
A university postgraduate student at
ZEGG who has been doing participantobservation research for several months,
found that open relationships were greatuntil his girlfriend arrived and took other
lovers.
When I was at ZEGG in 2001, one of
the teenage girls was pregnant without a
partner. She wanted to keep the child even
though most ZEGG members felt she was
not mature enough to do so. The community finally decided to trust fate and
they supported her. Now she has threeyear-old twins, and when she works in
their communal kitchen her ch ildren are
looked after by ZEGG members in their
kindergarten. This was a hard decision for
the community because each new child
requires a great deal of community energy
and money.
Winter 2005

Full of Bright Ideas!

The Magazine Dedicated to Horne-Scale
RenelNable Energy Since 19B7
Solar Electricity • Wind Turbines • Microhydro Power • Water Heating •
Batteries and Chargers • Inverters and Controls • Home Heating and Cooling
• Appliances • Home Efficiency • Water Pumping • Solar Home Design •
Transportation • Biofuels • Green Building • And much more!
Six issues per year for $22.50! (inside U.S.]
800-707-6585 • 541-512-0201 • www.homepower.com.subscription@homepower.com
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An Insider's View of Twin Oaks
Community in its 26th Year
by Kat Kinkade
Is it Utopia Yet? is a lively, first-hand account of the
unique struggles and triumphs of the first 25 years
of Twin Oaks Community, one of America's most
promin ent and successful communes. This thoughtful and entertainin g
320 page book from the author of A Walden Two Experiment is illustrated with 16 photographs and 60 cartoons .

4Twin Oaks Publishing
. $ 18. 00 each includes S/H (US delivery)

Twin Oaks Publishing
138-CMTwinOaksRd Louisa , VA 23093
540-894-5126
www.twinoaks.org pub lish @twinoaks .org

Specializing
in cohousing and
community design,
offering a full range of
architectural services.

We live there!

A young member in his late 20s worries
that ZEGG is getting too old and conventional-too comfortable through success.
He longs for more young members, more
radical ideas, and a return to the more freewheeling open sexuality of previous years.
Two middle-aged male members who call
themselves "The Anarchists" try to challenge the core group and the comfortable
ways into which ZEGG has developed. It
is obvious, however, that they have little
audience amongst the membership. They
seem to be more tolerated than listened
to.
A group of 15 people are undertaking
an intensive three-month member internship program at ZEGG, exploring all aspects
of communal living, with "limitless love"
as a core concept. Of these 15, it is unclear
how many will want to remain at ZEGGor how many would even be accepted if
they wanted to remain. ZEGG has space
to grow but has stayed at the present size
of 90 people for some years. and I doubt
that they want to grow. T here is a low
turnover of members although the very
close connections between ZEGG and the
German-speaking Tamera community in
Portugal means that many ZEGG members
spend part of the year there, and vice-versa.
I thoroughly enjoyed my recent sojourn
at ZEGG. The community now seems to
be solidly established, with good social,
cultural, and political processes in place,
even as their membership is aging and their
orientation is changing. For example, several members to ld me of their concerns
for aged parents and of other traditional
worries of middle-aged people everywhere.
ZEGG continues to be a truly extraordinary intentional community. I am proud
of my personal connections with this remarkQ
able group of people.

Kraus-Fitch

Architects
20 communities
and counting!

110 Pulpit Hill Rd.
Amherst, MA 01002
413-549-5799
www.krausfitch.com
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and

Work
In a
Appreciating Merlin
Position Available at
Hummingbird Community
Part time Marketing Manager

I

- is resonant with our com munity

'd like to share the testimonial I read
at the memorial se rvice of Merlin
Porter-Borden (1939-2004), a founding
member of Liberty Village Coho using
who died on Sept. 16,2004. Merlin had
poured his heart and soul into Liberty
Village, our 18-unit cohousing community in the countryside near Frederick, Maryland.
The way our community
dealt with the death of our
friend, coach, and mentor
is the best testimonial to
what Merlin gave us-a
close-knit community of
family who cried, hugged,
and laughed together in the
days and months after his
death. For me , this is the
best description of cohousingwhat it takes to create it
and what we residents get
ftom it.
Merlin first learned about cohousing
in 1989. H e told me la ter th at what
interested him was that he wouldn't have
to drive his children to th ei r friends '
homes. He wanted his family to live in
a community where his children knew
everyone, where they could play freely with
their friends, and where his neighbors
worked together to make the community work.

But he wasn't one to sit by and wait
for so meone else to make this kind of
community happen . From that beginning idea in December of 1989, Merlin
threw himself heart and soul into making
th e dream of cohousing becom e real.
He , Tom Lo fft, and John Be utl er
started the daunting task of building a
group and looking for land.
It is amazing that in this day
of large developers building
cities out of large tracts of
land, Merlin and his team
kept following their dream,
spending their Sundays
looking at different parcels
of land and having meeting
after meeting.
As this anonymous quote
about commitment says:
"It is making the time
when there is none. Coming
through, time after time after time, yea r
after year after year. Commitment is the
stuff character is made of; the power to
change the face of things. It is the daily
triumph of integrity over skepti cis m ."
That was Merlin. The owners of the
first property wou ldn't sell , so find
another. The zoning for the Pride oOoy
farm wasn't right, so work with the county
to write coho using into the zoning. When

- join in our shared agree ment field
- can be creative abo ur co mpensation

•
Facility Available
We invite you to co ntact us to
co-create solutions to meet your
group's needs at our facility.

•
Come for a visit!
We can n ow accommodate a few
guests in winter.

•
Beautiful lush Hummingbird Ranch, a
co-creative community, is nestled at the
foot of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains
in northern New Mexico.

Visit our website:
www.HummingbirdLivingSchooL.org
or call us at 505-387-5100

Martie Weatherly is a founding member ofLiberty Village Cohousing near Frederick, Maryland.
Winter 2005
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•_______________________________________________________ a!

: Meadowdance is an egalitarian, child centered :
community that welcomes human diversity,
:• _____
ecological
sensibility, mutual learning and joy. !
•••• _______________________ • _______ w_ •• ___________ •
•

i

!

4

We welcome people of all ethnicities, sexualities, economic levels
and experiences.
For now we are seeking to add adult
members to our community:
hard working folks who
love children and want to
help create a good way
to live that embraces
the human family and
treads softly on the earth,
folks who are interested
in settling for the long haul
in north-central Vermont.
Meadowdance Community
2078 Vermont Route 15
Walden, VT 05873 USA
(802) 563-3099 phone
(802) 563-2105 fax
http://www.meadowdance.org
amanda@meadowdance.org

STARTING OR
BUILDING AN
INTENTIONAL
COMMUNITY?
W E H AVE CLASSES
THAT C A

we were digging wells, the first five wells
didn't h ave eno ugh water, so try the
sixth . When the sixth well didn't work,
design the water system another way.
He never gave up. He was never disco uraged . He rarely complained. He
never even seemed impatient. He just
kept encouraging us to keep going, to
work with the county, and to create our
dream community.

He never gave up.
He was never
discouraged. He
rarely complained.
So all of us who live in Liberty Villag e now have Merlin to thank. We
wouldn't be here except for him. We
wouldn't all have homes we love and a
community that is family, not just neighbors. Liberty Village is just the best.
There's more. Merlin was one of the
first people in this area to build coho using.
We now have six cohousing communities in the DC area, and he was the prime
reason for three of them . He supported
coho using on a national level, by going
to conferences and putting forth ideas on
the Cohousing-L listserve. He was always
forwarding articles to the group about ideas
from ground-source heating to consensus.
Years ago when a wom a n with a disability wrote on the Cohousing-L listserve,
concerned that she wouldn't be able to
help her community enough , he answered:

H ELP

Intentional Communities
May 20-22
O c. 21-23
Permaculture Design
Feb. 5-1 8
Sept. 24-0ct 7

People put into cohousing what they are
willing, able and inspired to give. Of
our 2 1 families, the amount of effort
ranged from huge to small, but we
accept, gratefully, every small bit of
help. We give without expectations for
the level of effort of others. The desire
to help is nurtured in an environment of
acceptance of whatever people are willing to contribute.
Merlin put in huge amounts of time.
As a member of the three-person devel-
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opment team he reviewed the installation
of all our infra stru cture. When th ey
planted the trees along the berm before
we lived here, the trees had to be watered.
Merlin actually got people up to come
out at 4 :30 am to water them before it
go t too hot! He designed and installed
a drip system for waterin g our trees
(maybe to keep from having to get up at
4:30 so much). H e designed our parking
lot lights and did a large part of their
installation. H e was on most of our major
teams, came to meetings, took minutes,
and was an administrative partner.
Recently he spent ho urs reading about
the problems with the sewage treatment
system, talking to co un ty staff and commis sio n ers and then exp laining to u s
what it all meant.
There are so many little things to
thank Merlin for: the system of moving
our cars to clear the parking lots of snow
("first on the eas t side, then move to the
west side") and our task list where we
pin evetyone down "By when will you have
that don e?"
In fact, one problem that we h ave to
face now is that we really don't know all
Merlin did. We will just have to see what
breaks and then figure out how to fix

Mosaic
Commons
A Cohousing Village in Massachusetts
Do you want to live in a
community that values
children , and elders?
That welcomes , respects ,
and supports diversity?
That makes decisions
by consensus?

We share a beautiful 55
acre site in Berlin, MA
with our friends from
Camelot Cohousing
Introductory meetings
held monthly - contact
us for more details!

We do too!

www.mosaic-commons.org
Mosaic C ommons, LLC
info@mosaic-commons.org

508-453-0466

It .

So Merlin, even though yo u never
wanted to b e called "The Leader" in a
community based o n co n se nsus d ecision-making, you led us to our community
where our neighbors are family. We take
up the baton from yo u now, dear friend,
and move on to build 20 more homes
and, mo st importantly, our common
house. We will not waiver from yo ur
dream, as we fUlfill our mission statement,
the last lines of which are: "To have a common
hous e filled with the sights and so unds
of an active caring community, and to
celebrate life! "
Q

Trillium Hollow (ohousing
Discover why PortLand is ranked top 10 cities for Livability and
how you can buiLd community at TriLLium HoLLow.

• 3.6 arces in a Lush forested wiLdLife setting with a creek and
eve rg ree n fi rs
• AvaiLabLe units: 1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms
• Community garden, hot tub, 24/7 Internet, and 3,600 sq ft
Common House with guest rooms and kids' pLay rooms
• Close to Light raiL and 15 minutes to downtown PortLand
www.trilLium-hoLLow.org or 503.297.1696
Winter 2005
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The Lukas('QIL
Community %'

Needs and Wants

£
New Hampshire, is seeking
warm-hearted people who are interested ';4.
in doing mea ningful work with
developm entally disable d adults .
.....,

§

R espo nsibilities include living with
and providing lea d e r'ship and
in stt-uc tion with a fo cus on the a rts,
including l11u sic , sin gin g, weaving,
woodwor'king, painting, ce ramics,
candI e-mak in g, hikin g, oI'ganic
gardening, outings and more.
Care-giving expe I'ience
pl-efe n-ed.

f

Benefits include:
.5-day work week
.private living quat·ters
• salary & benefits
.8 weeks of paid vacation
Appren tice positions also available ;
gr'ea t oppor·tunities for young p eople
who want to gain valuable
wOI-k experience.

If intel'ested, please call:
David Spears,
Executive Dit-ectOl; at: 603-878-4796
e-mail: lukas@monad.net
www.lukascom.mmuty.org
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ne of the seven characteristics that
defines a community within the
Federation of Egalitarian Communities (FEC) is that the community will
take care of you-for life. Specifically, the
second principle of the FEC states, "Each
of the Federation communities assumes
responsibility for the needs of its members, receiving the products of their labor
and distributing these and all other goods
equally, or according to need."
Those familiar with the Marxian formula, "from each according to ability, to each
according to need, " will recognize the lang uage and intent of this
principle. In practice, each Federation community has its
own way of parsing the notion.
Children and the elderly generally work less than adults
in their prime. At some communities-I know this is true
at Twin Oaks and East WlI1dlabor quota gradually decreases
after adult members reach a
certain age, according to an
established schedule. Special
arrangements are made if an
adult member becomes disabled. No one is expected to work more
than they are able .
But labor quotas throughout FEC
communiti es tend to be high, demanding

enormous energy and commitment from
community members. Twin Oaks ranges
roughly from 40-50 hours per week for
adults in their prime, depending on the
time of year. And the work is oftentimes
physically intense and exhausting. Even
at the Emma Goldman Finishing School,
where I live-though quotas are closer
to 25-30 hours per week-we find that
our quota system demands more than
other urban communities we know.
In return , however, all our needs will
be met for as long as we remain in the
community, possibly 'til death. Thus, in
addition to providing food
and shelter, FEC communities provide for old age,
illness, and disability. Basic
daily needs are also met:
everything from tran sportation (cars, train or bus
fare, community bikes) ,
clothing and bathroom articles, to telephone and
computer access-all within
the economic system of each
community.
Defining what counts as
a need, and should therefore
be included in the community "contract" as opposed to a mere want-proves the
devil in the FEC's details. There is both a
practical and an ideological compunction

Parke Burgess lives at the Emma Goldman Finishing School in Seattle (www.egfi.org,) and is
Secretary ofthe FEC (www.thefec.org).
This is the second ofseven principles guiding the Federation ofEgalitarian Communities (FEC),
a network ofcommunal groups in North America valuing nonviolence, egalitarianism, and participatory decision-making. FEC communities include East Wind, Sandhill Farm, Twin Oaks, Skyhouse,
Acorn, and the Emma Goldman Finishing Schoo!. For a complete list of FEC principles see
http://thefec.org/about!.
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here: because each community must subsist on limited budgets, it is impossible for
any of them to guarantee much more than
the basics; and because FEe communities
explici ely value ecological sustainabili ty
and the ideal of egalitarianism, it becomes
a matter of principle to avoid the trap of excessive consumption.

Building Stronger Organizations
Through Consensus
One of North Americ a's leadi ng consensus
facilitato rs, Alpha Institute has been bringing the
inspiration and tools of consensus decision making,
meeting facilitation and community building
to groups of all kinds for more than 25 years.

Defining what counts
as a need proves the
devil in the details.
But it's nearly impossible to draw a definitive line between needs and wants, so each
case that comes anywhere close to the line
needs to be freshly negotiated. This becomes
especially sensitive when we are talking
about huge life issues, such as what gets
covered by the community's healthcare
policy, or how much money a community
will allot for educating its children. Is that
massage a need or a want? Do you really need
that professional development workshop ?
Or that experimental surgical procedure
that may (or may not) extend your life at
some future time?
These decisions always strain the community in a variety of ways, but especially
by raising the all-important issue of trust.
No community will thrive without enormous reserves of trust-both the trust of
individuals that they will be supported by
the community when they really need it,
and the trust by the community that individuals won't abuse the collective largesse.
In my experience, this trust is being challenged all the time, and both individuals and
communities regularly fail to one degree
or another.
It seems to me that the effort of developing a deep sense of trust, even as it is
regularly betrayed, by continually re-experiencing the restoration of trust out of the
jaws of collapse, is a deep part of the work
of radically revisioning a better world. The
sweat, blood, and tears of this effort represents the body of labor, one might say,
working to manifest the ideals dreamed
by the utopian mind.
Q

Winter 2005

*
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*

Consensus training
Group facilitation
Strategic planning
Mediation

More than 50 years' combined
experience with consensus and
life in community

Alpha Institute
www.alpha-institute.org
(541) 302-0925 db@peak.org
Deadwood, Oregon 97430 USA

A Manual for Group Facilitators
"The bible" for consensus
facilitators
uilding United Judgement
he best handbook around
r consensus

Essential reading for anyone
interested in consensus decision
making. -Caroline Estes, consensus teacher
Make your group more effective with these classic
texts. We've reprinted these books because they're
some of the best available. $16 each plus $2 s/h
To order:
The Fellowship for Intentional Community (FIC)
1-800-995-8342
Route 1, Box 156-0
Rutledge, MO 63563
wholesale discounts
avai lable for mu ltiple copies
consensusbooks.ic.org
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THE ART
OF

CO-OPERATION

Looking Back:

THE ART OF

25 Years at Sandhill Farm

CO-OPERATION

l
Benjamin Creme

In his latest book, British
author Benjamin Creme
explains the necessity
for co-operation in
creating a new civilization
fully expressive of the
divine brotherhood of
man, and discusses how
to resolve intra-group
difficulties.

r 'A
Benjamin Creme

Available through online
vendors and local bookstores. To preview this
and Mr. Creme's nine
other books, visit:
Share-International.org/books

888-242-8272
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am celebrating being at andhill Farm
Community 25 years today.

I first came to visit Sandhill for a 10-day
visit in June 1979. I then visited Twin Oaks
and applied for membership. At that time
there was a waiting list for men to join Twin
Oaks (to address gender balance) and since
I loved both communities, I spent the
summer at Sandhill, along with Grady and
three Sandhill members: Ann, Laird, and
Tim. In September I joined Twin Oaks.
However left five months later in March. I
arrived at Sandhill April 11 , 1980. When I
was negotiating my stay at
Sandhill, I said I'd like to
spend the summer (I'd previously moved to G uatemala
and then Twin Oaks "for the
rest of my life," and was now
chastened and being more
modest) . I often joke: "This
is being a long summer."
So what comes up for me
regarding the last 25 years in
community?
• Farming. I've become a
farmer; it grounds me. I grew up on a farm
and enjoyed it, but I had no reservations
abo ut leaving it after high schooL (I aspired
to teach at the college leveL) When I came
to Sandhill , I immedi ately felt I'd come
home. It was a blending of the best aspects
of my past- living and working on the land
and feeling a part of family and commu-

nity-and alternative-culture stuff-learning
how to till the soil lovingly, feeling it nurturing
me. I fancied myself an artist who painted
the landscape by farming .. "
• Silliness. I have less of it now. Where did
it go, and why? Is it because the world is a
grimmer place? I am older? I used it up?
• Community. Sandhill is at five adult members now. We've been five to ten most of the
time I've been here. When I got here, Sandhill had just applied to become a member of
the Federation of Egalitarian Communities.
The feeling I had was that
was homesteading. And it was
kinda expected that communirywould just happen. When
it didn't, it became more of a
priority. Now, it is definitely
a priority. The homestead is
established: we can always
improve, but what we really are
concerned about now is having
more members, community
process, the feeling of sharing
life together.
• Sense of Place. When I first read about
Sandhill in Communities magazine when I
lived in G uatemala, I wondered: why Missouri? I'd never been there and couldn't think
of any reason to go there---except to visit
SandhilL Now I've lived here longer than
any other place. I've become familiar with the

Stan Hildebrand grew up in a M ennonite community in Manitoba, Canada. He has taught history and agriculture in college. Currently, he is an organic inspector and former who "still believes in
the revolution!"
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trees, plants, birds, the weather, soils, and
the people. I've become part of the larger
community. When I came to community, I
was looking for a home. I feel at home now.
• Music. I still love to sing, but do not play
an instrument. Still in my futute ...
• Parenting. When I came, I'd kinda hoped
that sometime I would be part of a gtoup
parenting experience. I'd had a vasectomy
and knew I did not want to do the nuclear
family trip, but I had only a vague notion of
what I wanted ... and then it manifested. I
was in a relationship with Ann when she
and Laird had Ceilee. I was at his birth and
felt welcomed by Ann and Laird to be a
parent. Conscious parenting is full of wonders-rediscovering the world thru virgin
eyes. Being here now. Making sense of it all.
Since Ceilee, there have been other children:
Jo, Emma, and Renay are still in my life.
When Skylar was born here in 2002, I felt
like grampa. I joined the next generation.

• Drugs. I continue to enjoy
coffee. I finally kicked
tobacco for good in 1986!
For the attitude adjustment,
I've switched to alcoholI still make beer and wine.
• Cussing. When £Urn equip-

• Expressions of awe. "Far out," "trippy,"
"cool," "awesome," and back again to "kooel."
• Yoga. I do yoga/stretching several times a
week, about the same as 25 years ago.
• Intimate relationship. I've had close relationships since I've been here. I'd begun to
wonder ifI'd ever have a long term partner
.... Ann & I grew into being partners .. .. It
was so organic that it's somewhat arbitrary
to assign a beginning and end, but I think
of us as being primary partners for about 18
years .. .. That was a wondrous sutprise! I
feel quite lacking in grace as to how it ended . ...
I'd gotten used to the feeling that it would
last forever. I am grateful and awed by how
easi ly, how much and for long we shared
and feel humbled by my actions that led to
it ending. I'm sti ll wondering about it, but
we have both moved on
and are still in contact. And
I have a wondrous relationship with Gigi. And I
sti1l see Everett in Kansas City.
And in the middle of a
sleepless night I can still
feel incredibly alone in the
multiverse.

Silliness. I have

Sunrise Credit Union

Expanding
your
Community?
Sunrise Credit Union has provided funding for a variety of
community projects
Our board and staff have over 75
years of combined intentional
community living experience.
We understand your needs and
will provide you with the personal attention you deserve.
Sunrise Credit Union is a full
service financial center for FIC
members.

less of it now.
Where did it

go, and why?

ment expresses itselfin ways I do not appreciate,
I still cuss in Low German. I feel like I channel
my father there-similar word choices and
vehemence in tone. Every so otren I laugh at
myself atrer one of these outbursts.
• Livestock. I used to put a lot of energy into
domestic animals-mostly cows, chickens,
goats. We no longer have cows or goats. I
don't take care of the chickens. I don't make
hay. I feel the lack in our overall sustainable
agricultural trip, and it has freed up a lot of
my personal time/energy.
• Same Old, Same Old. Twenty-five years
ago I was fixing things like rain gutters, paths,
buildings, cleaning out barns etc. I still do that.
I'm still planting sorghum, pruning fruit
trees, tending the bees, etc. The "What's
new" is helpful in that it encourages attention to detail-nuances in how a plant is
different, or the bees are behaving, etc., but
Winter 2005

on a deeper level it feels to me that it comes
from the paradigm of viewing life/history
trom a linear perspective, rather than cyclical.

• Hormones. I used to equate hormo nes
with sex. I now acknowledge other hormones. Somewhere in my early 50s I noticed
that I had considerable mood swings. What
happened to ole steady even-tempered Stan?
(Or was that just an illusion that I could no
longer sustain?) The glass switches from half
full to half empty and then back again. And
then I had/have night sweats; in short, I'm
not as in control of my moods as I used to
believe I was. I'm getting used to riding
them . .. now I switch on the light and read
in the middle of the night, get up at 4 am,
whatever.
• Spirituality. From born-again Christian in
my teen years to now a born-again Pagan. I'd
letr Christianity during my college days ... and
was in a nonspiritual headspace. Then I read
The Magic ofFindhorn and realized that the
multiverse is full of energy/spirit-including

We offer:
• Online Banking
• Free Checking
• Low Fees
• Visa Card 0- Debit Card
• Savings, CDs, IRAs, and
Money Market
• Loans-Personal and Project
• Excellent Rates
• Federally Insured

Find out more!
scua>ic.org
www.sunrisecreditunion.org
888-87 1-3482 or 970-679-4311
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nonhuman. Now what? Then I started an intense
journaling trip and was amazed that I had an
inner life/spirit that was affected by everything
surrounding me and I in turn affected it:
vibes. Wow! A whole new view of spirituality:
from being embarrassed about it, I embraced
it and wanted to explore all kinds of NewAge stuff: pendulums, auras, plant devas,
telepathy, and drugs to help in the exploration. But it was in the company of the
Radical Faeries that it came together for me:
Celebrating the spirit in everything. (OK,
OK, I still kill mosquitoes and ticks.) And
experiencing rituals as a way for a group of
humans to interact with the nonhuman
(mysterious ones?) in a respectful/celebratory manner. In fact, I long for more ritual
and celebration in my life.

Dancing Rabbit offers
internship opportunities for
people with a wide range of
backgrounds and interests
to experience and learn a
variety of skills while living
as part of an ecovillage.
Being part of Dancing
Rabbit doesn't have to mean
living here. You can receive
our newsletter, make a
donation, come for a visit,
or just help spread the word
about us.

At Dancing Rabbit we're building a rural
ecovillage, learning about sustainable
living while we educate others. We're open
to all kinds of individuals, families, and
groups who share our commitment to
sustainability, cooperation, feminism, and
building for the future.

I still cuss in Low
German.
• I still wear plaids on plaids. If there is an
issue here, it must be in the eye of the beholder.

What are yo.u
your

A SPIRITUALLY ORIENTED COMMUNITY OF GAY MEN DEDICATED TO:
•
•
•
•

promoting social justice
living lightly on the earth
celebrating our lives together
transforming and healing the human soul

•
•
•
•

encouraging creativity
respecting the wisdom of the body
practicing a radical hospitality
resolving conflict non-violently

518-692-8023
800-553-8235
www.eastonmountain.com
For info on our communiy, r etreat center and work-study options
EASTON MOUNTAIN RETREAT
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• Personal Growth. OK, so what's my paradigm here? Linear or cyclical? At various
times I feel I've grown a lot: whether it's in
terms of a liberated male, environmentalism,
spirituality, self-awareness, yadda yadda
yadda, and then I read my journal of 25
years ago and it's deja vu. I'm dealing with
similar issues NOW Are there differences?
Sure, like this spring is different from last
year. Or this peach blossom is different from
that o ne. But I'm humbled: I'm not sure
there is progress .... Ah, so the paradigm is
faulty, eh? Throw it out and adopt the cyclical
one: what made me think I should be making
progress anyway? And why? And toward
what? Is not the ultimate goal to make as
light an ecological print as possible? So how
does growth fit in here?
• I still flinch when conflict arises in group
or personal interactions, though I feel I shut
down less when confronted with tension.
• I haven't painted my nails in a long time .. .
Q

GREENWICH, NEW YORK 12834
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YrrE LAST STRAW

,

Giving Velma a Bow
as She Bows Out

V

elm a Kahn stepped down thi s
summer as manager of the FIC
administrative database, creator/manager of store.ic.org (the Fellowship's
web-based point of sales), and member of
the Fellowship's Webweaver's Committee.
She was wirh us fOr 10 years and will be missed.
When Velma first put her toes in FIC's
water it was rhe early days of web development
and we were still feeling our way with electronic recordkeeping. Our database was
being held together h ero ically with th e
electronic equivalent of baling wire and
duct tape. Velma wrote custom sofrware
to create a database program
that would fit our needs as
a growing yet decentralized
organization heavily dependent on volunteer staff-all
the while making sure we
had an accurate set of subscriber labels for rhe quarterly
m ailings of Communities
magazine.
After slaying most of the
dragons plaguing our database (keep in mind that new
ones are always hatching) ,
Velma turned her attention to creating a unified shopping cart system for purchasing the
many products on our
This was launched
successfully New Year's D ay 2002, and has
now become the FIC's most important
conduit for sales.
Following up on that success, Velma
launched an ancillary business of her owncommunitymade. com-featuring a variety

The International Journal d
of Straw Bale and
Natural Building
\..

•••

of products produced by US intentional
commUnIties.
She did most of her work as a volunteer,
earning wages only in the latter years, and
at a rate that was only a frac tion of what
her skills were worth in the open market.
In addition to all her behind-the-scenes
electronic work, Velma was a m ember of
the Res tructuring Committee, a sp ecial
ad hoc gro up which m et in 1996- 97 to
overhaul the Fellowship's internal organi zation, crafting the structure still in use
today. T hroughout her tenure she served
as a co re m ember of the administrative
staff, where she helped write
protocols and job descriptions, developed accounting
systems, was active in search
committees evaluating candidates for office positions,
and kept team morale high
with incomparab le shipments of holiday cookies in
the dark of winter.
Velma is employed full
time as a computer programmer for a company in
Roanoke, Virginia offering
software for the medical field , and is a
fou nding member of Abundant Dawn, a
community in Floyd County, Virginia. She
has more than enough to keep her busy
even without FIC tasks, and we take this
opporrunity to appreciate in print her decade
of unstinting service to the Fellowship.
Thanks, Velma.

Laird Schaub is Executive Secretary of the Fellowship for Intentional Community (FIC, publisher ofthis magazine), and a founding member ofSandhill Farm community in Missouri.
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''Excellent newsletter,
both technical and entertaining.
Essential for any
straw-bale enthusiast."
-Environmental Building News

• Technical Details
• Practical Tips
• Testing & Standards
• Resource Guide
• Workshopsffraining
• Owner/Builder Insights
• Worldwide Updates
• Project Profiles

Timely and Timeless
I-year subscription $28 ($33 US Canada)
On line Electronic Copy (check the website)

The Last Straw Journal
PO Box 22706
Lincoln NE 68542-2706
402.483.5135/ fax 402.483.5161
<thelaststraw@thelaststraw.org>

www.thelaststraw.org
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BY DANA SNYDER - GRANT

Yearning for Spring
onday, March 14. I look out my window longingly. Longing for
warm weather, crocus buds, red and yellow tulips. Even green grass
would be a joyous sight. But what I still see is white snow and more
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white snow. Some of it is beginning to show signs of age, dirt. It
is March 14 and the longing is powerful. Three weeks ago, we did
have a brief warm spell, and my neighbors and I at New View
Coho using here in Acton, Massachusetts, spoke of spring just
around the corner. Kate remarked to me on a forty-degree day,
"My head's in landscaping tasks today. I can feel spring."
Saturday, after the previous night's snow storm, a crew of us took
a wonderful walk in the now glistening white woods: Franny on her
red skis; Bill keeping an eye on their dog, Toby; Me with my purple
boots and jacket; and my husband Jim with his bright orange parka
and hi-tech snowshoes. We were off through the woods to our local
market to shop for that night's common house meal: pasta with
olives, tomatoes, and artichoke hearts. But I don't want to write
about snow and winter meals. I want to write about anticipating spring.
It's been a very long winter.
Soon, I will see those yellow and purple crocus buds as they ache
to burst in front of No la's house. Planted in the sunniest spot on our land, they are the first to flaunt
their colors. Soon, our kids will truly frolic on the community lawn, playing the ball game they call the
"Onion Game" late into the night. It looks like rugby
to me, but what do I know? Simultaneously, adults
will linger over supper in the common house. The
days will be long. But right now, we cohousers are
bound together in aching and striving for spring.
March is the seaso n of ice. Today, it is our
family's turn to sand the walkways. Jim has filled
our household's bucket with sand and I go out in the
middle of the afternoon to sprinkle some on the ice
patches. The front of our home and those of our immediate
neighbors are in the shade for much of the day and ice threatens.
Jim has nicknamed our community North Wind Coho using.
Located on a hill, we imagine the winds bring more snow here
than to West Acton village just a half a mile down the block. In
March, warm days make the snow melt; the wet runs down the
hill, puddling randomly on our paved walkways. At night, the
wet ices over. We've formed a rotation amongst the households
to sand when needed on these days.
Soon, neighbors will plant the common house garden. I will
dig in the dirt, re-accustom myself to wriggling worms , and
place my flats of pansies into the ground to create my simple flower
garden. Carol will stroll by and pinch off the stems after the
flowers fall, as is her wont; new flowers will then appear. I will
smile at our shared paradise.

go up and I breathe a sigh of relief. We've had some tension
about making these requests right at dinner, rather than before.
But sociery's perfect madness has kept too many from considering tonight's clean-up before now.
Our monthly group meeting follows the meal. There is little on
the agenda, so the steering committee suggests a lengthy check-out
after our business is done. I am pleased to hear people speak from
their hearts: Jim shares his excitement about a search for a life
coach to help him organize his priorities more effectively. Carol is
pleased with her Passover holiday plans and visits to children. Becky
cautiously tells us about her interpersonal challenges at work. I
follow their lead and speak honestly about my recent awareness
about my anxieties and insecurities. Sue also shares a recent understanding about her sensitivity to sound and color. We learn about
this concept of synesthesia. We feel connected, many remarking on
the disconnection they have felt with winter isolation. ''I've been
so disappointed that we've had fewer meals, just
when we've needed more," someone says.

Real talk in

the common

Monday, March 21. Spring arrived officially yesterday. It is here, for sure. When I look out my
study window, I see green grass, hear birds singing.
Temperatures barely reach 50°, but I only wear
my baseball hat now. I figure this will usher in
spring. Franny has called me to join her for a walk
in the woods. I pass, but by midafternoon, I'm
ready for a walk. I call my neighbor and other
walking buddy, Nancy. She, too, is working at home and
eager for a break.

house tonight.

Tuesday, March 15. Real talk in the common house tonight. I've
just finished a book. Perfect Madness: Motherhood in the Age ofAnxiety, and I want to connect with others about the ways in which
contemporary culture pressures us to perfection. Sue, who has
cooked this meal, asks me to join her at a small table and I gladly
oblige. Marcia, her co-cook joins us.
Marcia and Sue are tuckered out. I stand up and ask for
cleaners for the meal. "First, let's thank our cooks for a delicious
meal," I invite my neighbors. A round of cheers and claps results.
"We also need some cleaners," I continue. Two or three hands
Winter 2005

Tuesday, March 22. In one week's time, I can see the grass. It
puts the snow to shame. not that our turf is in great shape, but
like New Viewers, it begs us to come out and play. Easter comes
early this year and email conversations abound about an Easter egg
hunt this Sunday. Email that connects and disconnects. I remember
our close connections of the other night. Snow is again forecast for
tonight.
Wednesday, March 23. I'm the community's contact to Carl, our
snow-plowing contractor. I awake to the sound of the snowplow like a mother awakens to her baby's cry. It is 4 a.m. In a
few hours, I am dressed and staring out the window at the heavy
wet snow which we know won't last long. Later in the day, I
return from work at 3 p.m. and ask Jim who shoveled the walkways. "I don't know, " he says.
On email, I read that Franny and Steve, whose turn it was for
snow removal, had rejected the tractor and shoveled the walks
manually. I imagine the new tractor was more than they wanted
to handle. The plowing rotation has worked again. Our community
has just about made it through another season. I thank my lucky
stars, knowingly.
D ana Snyder-Grant is a social worker and a freelance writer who lives at
New View Cohousing in Acton, Massachusetts. www.snyder-grant.orgldana;
danasg@newview.org
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ASK THE EXPERTS

WHAT

Do You Do WHEN

What burning questions about conflict in community would you ask
an experienced p rocess and communications consultant?
Below, th ree well-known consensus trainers and community
process consultants answer our readers' questions.

n'-..estion: For some years now at Cornerstone Village

'<..Cohousing in Cambridge we've deak with the "progressIprocess"
lSSue.

It's phrased various ways:
"How do we deal with those who want to endlessly process
questions while others ofus want to get something done?"
"WIry tW some people insist on ignoringprocess and common
courtesy in the name of taking action?"
"we still need to address the alternative push and pull
between everybody being heard and moving along to resolution of issues. "
''I'm tired of talking about this. Can't we just decide?"
"Why do we need a policy on this at all? Can't we reply on
courtesy and common sense?" (which can generate the reply,
"Your common sense may not be the same as my common
sense. '')
we have people who are frustrated with how long decisions
take, and have been having discussions about modifying our
consensus process by allowing us to go to a voting-fallback
process much sooner. Some have advocated for being able to
vote as soon as the first meeting where an item is discussed, if
consensus cannot be reached. Our task force on this issue has
put forth a proposal that on nonmajor, noncontroversial
issues, voting could happen as soon as the second meeting
in which we discuss the proposal, if a majority of those
present at the first meeting decide that we are ready to go to
a vote.
How do you suggest we resolve this?
- Mabel Liang, Cornerstone Village Cohousing,
Cambridge, Massachusetts

•

Beatrice Briggs responds:
From what you have said, my guess is that
the problem is not consensus vs . voting,
or process vs., action, but rather the way that
proposals are presented and discussed. It
sounds as if anyo ne can bring any item,
large or small, simple or complex, to the whole
community for a decision. It is not clear whether or not the
proposals are submitted in writing in advance, but I am guessing
that often they are not. Finally, "open d iscussion" is a notoriously inefficient (if very common) way of trying to reach a
decision. Here are some ideas for reducing the quantity and
Winter 2005
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improving the quality of proposals that reach the whole gro up
for decision:
1. Delegate. Not everyone has to decide everything. Whenever possible, establish a clear policy or guidelines and then leave
the nonmajor, noncontroversial decisions to the relevant committee or work group.
2. Require committee review. In order to get on the agenda
of a full community meeting, all items must be reviewed by the
relevant committee (maintenance, fi nance, special events, etc) .
The committee's job is to work with the item's sponsors, helping
them to frame their ideas in the larger context of the community's priorities, suggest modifications and, if possible, add its support
for the proposal. If the committee does not support the proposal or is divided on the issue, they should explain why. This
report should be made available to the membership before the
meeting at which the item is to be discussed.

Consider the issue from five
different perspectives: factual
information, pros, cons, new
ideas and emotional reactionskeeping each category separate
from the others.
3. Standard format. All items that require a decision by the
whole membership must be presented in a standard format, in
writing. The proposal should include (1) an explanation of why
this issue is important, timely, etc.; (2) what it hopes to accomplish; (3) the specific action to be taken, including time frame,
budget, and other relevant information; (4) at least 3 possible positive benefits and 3 possible difficulties that might occur if the
action is taken; and (5) at least two alternatives to the proposal.
The vety process of preparing this document will help the sponsors refine their ideas and will make it easier for evetyone else to
give the proposal a fair hearing.
4. Structure the discussion. Edward De Bono's slim volume,
Six Thinking Hats, presents a brilliantly simple way to structure
a group discussion. The fundamental concept is to ask the whole
group to consider the issue at hand from five different perspectives: factual information, pros, cons, new ideas and emotional
reactions - keeping each category separate from the others. (The
sixth "hat" is facilitation. ) T his method eliminates the push and
COMMUNiTiES
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pull of traditional debate, transforming it into a collective search
for understanding. T h is approach has worked fo r all kinds of
gro ups, From kindergarreners to corporate executives, so it m ight
even be usefit! for Cornerstone Village Coho using!
Beatrice Briggs is the director of the InternationfiL Institute for Facilitation find Consensus,

fI

projeJSionfiL teflm of comuLtfints and trainers
with flffiLiates in J2 countries, and author of
Introduction to Consensw. Beatrice Lilles in 1::.1:0viLLllge Hu ehuewyotl, nellr Tepoz tltin, Mexico and
trll1Jels extensively giving workshops lind focditating
participatory

processes

in

English

and Spanish.

bbriggs@iifoc. org; www.iifoc.org.

Tree Bressen responds:
H aving come from the intentional
communiti es movement that predates
coho using, i have been really impressed wim
how cohousing communities have taken on
the consensus process. Among organizations that don't develop good ski lls for
co nse nsus, it is common for members to
get fru strated with th e process and end up changing over to
voting- thi s has happened in many a political activist group.
While i wou ld never presume to prescribe consensus or any other
decision-making method for every communiry or every issue, i
do think that there are enough good reasons to use consensus
mat a group should work on improving its process before drop.ping it in favor of majoriry voting.
In a we ll-fun ctioning gro up, good process supports good
product- th ese beco me a natural pair instead of at odds.
Reading yo ur ques tion makes me wonder about the quality
of the facilit a ti o n in yo ur gro up.
Usually an active facil itation modelwhere th e fa cilita tor summarizes
frequentl y, refl ects back uniry a nd
disagreements in th e group, and supports the g roup in looking at the
needs, feelin gs, and reasons that are
givi ng rise to the disagreementsresu l ts in a se nse of prod uctivity
during meet in gs.
facilitators
often only summ arize once or rwice
during an agenda topi c, whereas experienced facilitators rypicall y summarize every few minutes (unless the group is really
hearing each other well and moving forward together without
that ass ista nce) . With practi ce, th ese summaries become concise; som etimes a mere phrase suffi ces.
Skilled fac ili tators continually analyze the content to separate it into th reads, then help the group find convergence on
each thread, then bring the threads together into a full weave.
T hen there are the participants. How well do they understand the consens us process? How good are they at putting the
interests of the group at the ce nter of the exploration?

There are various specific dynamics that can contribute to
the problem you are describing (e.g. 'if someone skips earlier
meetings and then at a later meeting raises a concern
the group has already dealt with) , and if something like mat is happening you will probably
n eed to craft a solution to address that
particular cause.
Are you making decisions in full group
meetings tha t could be handled more
appropriately by committees? How about
using a Decision Board, so that minor decisions can be handled o utside of meetings?
Committees at some commun ities post pending
decisions that they believe are within their purview
on a Decision Board (or send them out via email) so
that all communiry members can see them . Communiry members have a certain number of weeks to raise
concerns. If concerns are raised, men the matter is referred back
to committee or to communiry meeting for further work; if no
concerns are raised by the end of the review period, then the
decision becomes policy.
Welcoming all voices and getting things done are both imporrant. Even th ough it doesn't always feel li ke it to the people
caught in these roles at either end of the spectrum, they need
each other. Can they find a way to honor each other's contribution? How about at the next meeting where this kind of
grumbling starts to happen, ask a few people to get up Out of
their chairs and switch positions in a bit of role play, having
me slow processer advocate for moving things along and having
the "let's get it done already" person speak to the importance
of inclusion?
Reaching a consensus decision does rypically take longer than
a majoriry vote. However, there is a payback in that the time
gap berween decision and successful
implementation is likely to be much
shorter when everyone is on board
with the decision than when 1 to 49
percent disagree. In particular, for
decisions that can only succeed when
people lend active support (such as
anything requiring a change in people's
behavior), it doesn't seem realistic to
think that voting would be effective.
Omer benefits of consensus are higher
qualiry decisions due to drawing out the full wisdom of the
communiry, and an enhanced sense of connectedness among
members as a result of finding uniry rather than creating winners and losers. My experience has been that when m eetings
work well, people are willing to spend the time.

Are you making decisions in
full group meetings that
could be handled more
appropriately by
committees?

Tree Bressen is a group process consuLtant who works with intentional
communities and other nonprofits on how to ha1Je meetings thflt are Li1JeLy,
producti1Je, and connecting. She is a founding member of Walnut St. Co-op
in Eugene, Oregon, which celebrates its fifth anni1Jersary this foiL. Her website, www.treegroup.info. offers free tools and resources. tree@ic.org.

(continued on p. 60)
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# 117 Ecovillages: What Have We
Learned?
W hat is an Ecovillage; C reating "Ecovillage
Zo ning" with Local Officials; Why Urban Ecovillages are C rucial; A 73-Year-Old Ecovillage in the
Land of lee and Fire; Accountability and Consequ ences. (Spr. '03)
#118 Lovers in Community
Make It or Break It; Breaking Up (While Staying in
Communiry); Living Outside th e Box; Relationships in the Crucible; Lovers, Friends, and Parents;
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Consensus. (Sum. '03)
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Recipe for a Thriving Commun iry; Findhorn's Village Economy; An Honest Day's (Village) Work;
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Right Livelihood in a Cam phill Village; Redwoods,
Rugged Cliffs, & Mineral Baths; DevelopIng Trust
in Com munities. (Fall '03)
#121 Thriving in Community
Still Thriving After All These Years; Where There
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FROM THE EDITOR

BY D IANA LEA FE CHR I ST IAN

Conservers, not Consumers

"!COUld live here," I thought, as I strolled down the

charming, narrow street in Cincinatti. I passed small,
wooden-frame houses with clapboard exteriors and wide
front porches not far from the sidewalk, reminding me of
an earlier age. "Good evening," and "hello" greeted me as I
passed people walking in the opposite direction; one couple
even said hello from their porch. I passed teenagers leaping
in the street playing basketball. The neighbors were multiracial and apparently friendly to strangers; the small houses
ranged from cottage-like or remodeled to funky; flowers
and vegetable gardens filled many front yards. As far as I
could tell, every backyard on both sides of the street was
adjacent to what looked like forest. It took me awhile to
realize the street was primarily a pedestrian play and interaction zone, because while cars were parked along the curbs,
I saw few cars actually driving down the street, and those that
did so drove slowly.
Not too surprising, since this was Entight Ridge EcoVillage, a group of dedicated neighbors living on a half-mile
dead-end street in an urban neighborhood a few minutes from
downtown Cincinatti. Jim and Eileen Shenk, who operate
Imago Earth Institute, a children's nature center here, and
28
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their neighbors have been consciously creating community
on their street for years. They had set about to meet everyone
in every house, hold social events and meetings, and "green"
as much of their neighborhood as possible. (See '/I. HomeGrown EcovilLage on Our Street, "pg. 52.) Entight Ridge
Eco-Village illustrates a significant point-urban community can happen more easily where human vision and
motivation meet an ideal physical layout: (1) a dead-end
street, which results in relatively little traffic and forces
everyone to pass their neighbors' houses on the way in or out;
(2) houses and front porches close to the sidewalk, which make
for easy social interaction; (3) no cross-streets that cut across
the focused-in sense of place; and (4) easy connection to
the natural world. Sounds like the site plan for a cohousing
community, doesn't it? And it's no wonder: the architects
who originated coho using in Denmark in the 1960s based
their vision on traditionally built environments which foster,
rather than impede, the innate human tendency to connect
with others and create community. To use a socioarchitectural concept, the Enright Avenue cui de sac fosters social
capital through centripetal energy and forced proximity. To
use a Chinese concept, it has great fong shui.
Number 129

This past year, as I traveled to do workshops and speaking
engagements, I kept ending up in one wonderful urban
community after another.
• Maitreya Eco Village. In nine houses and apartments
on five adjacent lots in Eugene, Oregon, landlords and
tenants share potlucks with food from their large organic
garden, bicycle to work, park in the community bike shed,
and meditate together in their
cob community building.
(See "Our Sustainable Acre in
the City, "pg. 36.)
• Los Angeles Eco- Village. Multicultural intentional residents
from Iran to Israel to Guatemala
rent apartments in two adjacent apartment buildings and
share courtyard garden space,

and invests in the future, not in present-day luxuries. A conserver views consuming not as a reasonable activity but as
a problem to be solved. A conserver wants community relationships that are direct, rather than simulated, vicarious, or
distanced from the source. And conservers invest locally,
supporting local retailers and suppliers.
"Well," I thought, "that sounds like almost everyone I know
in the communities movement."
Other speakers advocated
similar ideas: "We need to shift
from an oil-based culture to a sustainable culture" (Richard
Heinberg, author of Power Down
and The Party's Over); "We need
to value human relationships
and the Earth over financial
gain" (agricultural economist
John Ikerd); and 'We need to spend,
save, and invest locally" (Michael Shuman, author of
Going Local.) In my presentation on ecovillages I said,
more or less , "Hey folks, here are people doing these
things already."
For me, the highlight of the Peak Oil conference was
CSI's video documentary, "Peak, Oil, Cuba, and Community," which essentially brought down the house with tears,
cheers, and a standing ovation. This moving account showed
how Cuba fared after the country
lost access to petroleum for fuel,
energy, and fertilizer in 1993. To
save themselves and their children from
near-starvation, the Cuban people used
a combination of organic farming,
natural fertilizers, plowing by oxen,
permaculture design, bicycle carts,
donkey carts, sometimes photovoltaic panels, and other pre- and
postindustrial appropriate technologies. In the populous city of
Havana people taught themselves
to grow local indigenous fruits and
vegetables and raise chickens, doves,
guinea pigs, and rabbits in hundreds
of tiny city garden plots and in courtyard, rooftop, and balcony gardens.
If Cubans in Havana and many of us are doing these
things now-living as conservers, not consumers-many
more can learn. I think the stories in this issue will inspire you.

The Cuban people used
organic farming, plowing by
oxen, community gardens,

bicycle carts, donkey carts,
and photovoltaic panels.

composting, recycling, poclucks,
meetings, and bicycle activism. (See /In Urban Ecovillage o/the Near Future," by L.A. Eco- Village cofounder Lois
Arkin, pg. 44.)
• Swan's Market Cohousing. Residents share a Mediterranean-style terrace above a busy courtyard, just a
stairway up from specialty food markets, art galleries,
and shops-all packed in a renovated '20s-era art deco
building in downtown Oakland. (See "Living the Good
Life Downtown, "pg. 40.) (In
truth, I actually visited Swan's
Market two years ago, in 2003.)
This September I returned to
Yellow Springs, Ohio, an enclave
of eco-activists in an othetwise conservative area of the state. This
beautiful small town of tree-lined
streets, picket fences, and wide
verandas was home to the renowned
engineer/social innovator Arthur
Morgan. In 1940 he founded Community Service, Inc. (CSI), a nonprofit
educational organization supporting
small sustainable communities and
urban neighborhoods. I reconnected
with his granddaughter Faith Morgan and her husband Pat
Murphy, current Executive Director of Community Service, Inc. , at CSI's second annual "Peak Oil and Community
Solutions" conference September 23-25
In his address to conference participants Pat Murphy
urged people living in cities and small towns to "become
conservers, not consumers." A conserver, he told us, is socially
cooperative and agrarian-not necessarily a farmer, but one
who has an attitude of supporting those who do grow food.
A conserver consciously uses fewer and fewer material goods,
Winter 2005
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and author a/Creating a Life Together: Practical Tools to Grow
Ecovillages and Intentional Communities. She lives at Earthaven
Ecovillage in North Carolina.
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BY RICHARD REGISTER

Author Richard Register 'S conception of an 80120 member ecovillage in Northern California,
with vineyards, orchards, fores ts, and fishing, I
bed and breakfast, and small general store. !
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na meadow at the northern edge of Scotland in
October, 1995, as huge, rolling vanes of a giant
wind generator slowly turned cartwheels against
the sky, and barely a thin row of pines separated us
from the moody North Sea, 400 of us from 40 countries gathered in a green meadow for the First
International Eco Village Conference at Findhorn.
Co-sponsored by the Findhorn Foundation, Gaia
30
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Trust, In Context magazine, and the newly formed Global
Ecovillage Network (GEN), it proved to be one of
the most positive and inspired events I've ever attended.
Findhorn had recently acquired a new piece of
land, and had posted a sort of first-draft site plan of
the property with a scattering of generalized house
outlines, and a note seeking design suggestions from
conference participants.
Num ber 129

Torri Superiore:
An Ecovillage on the Traditional Village Model

At least one ecovillage, Torri Superiore in Italy, is built on the traditional village
model-with added solar panels and permaculture design-advocated in this article.
That's because Torri Superiore is literally a medieval stone village, built sometime in
the 14th century and abandoned and fallen into ruin since World War II, being
restored since 1989 by a dedicated group ofItalian ecovillage activists.
Torri Superiore is located on a steeply terraced hillside above the Bevara River
in Liguria, northeast of Monaco
in the foothills of the Italian
Maritime Alps. To defend the
settlement from enemy attack,
its medieval founders built it as
one large architecrurallabyrinth,
with all homes and shops connected by narrow stairs and
arches. After WWII its residents moved away to ci ties to
seek work. Since 1989, the village's new community inhabitants
have restored most of its 166
rooms. International intentional community expert Bill
Metcalf calls Torri Superiore
"one of Europe's most beautiful ecovillages."
In 2001 Torri Superiore became an ecotourism project under GEN-Eutope,
offering guest house facilities, a restaurant serving fresh local foods and wines, and
courses in permaculture design, ecovillage design, meeting facilitation and consensus,
and Italian cooking.
-Diana Leafe Christian
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"This looks like it's modeled on Los Angeles," I thought. "Every
house stands alone. " That day I had also visited the nearby town
of Forres. It was arranged in a traditional village layout: its multistory common-wall buildings joined edge-to-edge, with shops
on the ground floor and residences above. The buildings defined
a streetscape and public plaza, and served to keep the whole settlement to a very small footprint. I had seen essentially the same
village design in my trips to Europe,
China, India, Nepal, Turkey, Africa,
and even in the steep hillside fovelas
of Rio.
This traditional village pattern
offers quick, easy pedestrian access to
shops and residences, and therefore
saves considerable energy that might
otherwise be expended as transportation fuel. Since ecovillage activists seek energy conservation,
one would think traditional village design would be a natural pattern for ecovillage founders . If one were to build on that ancient
and well-nigh universal pattern, and then incorporate solar and
wind-generating technology, organic gardens, democratic decision-making, and spiritual values, then perhaps something new,
powerful, and inspiring wo uld happen . But, to my surprise, conference participants weren't very interested in this time-tested
pattern of human settlement.

At Findhorn, using this traditional village pattern would mean
"infilling" (building new buildings in between existing separate structures) to create a streetscape and pedestrian plaza. A small plaza
or park could be created as a kind of "view plaza" and a social
gathering place, with one side open to views of the wide meadow
and wind generator, which was much celebrated at Findhorn as
part of their largely renewable energy system. Many ecovillage
participants at the conference were
among the early innovators in passive solar design-so why not make
their greenhouses not just one or two
but three or four stories high? Why
not design stepped-up slopes on the
south faces of buildings similar to the
terraced Indian Pueblos of the American Southwest? Why not build taller
buildings than are common in today's ecovillages, thereby vertically clustering housing and allowing more room for home gardens,
pastures, and agriculture? Why not make ecovillages a powerful
model fo r how we can transform and "green" our cities?
The buildings around such a "view plaza" at Findhorn could
be designed to frame the perspective, with terraces facing the
south and east for sun and view. Buildings could have connecting
bridges over the streets that converge in the plaza, uniting rooftop
gardens, restaurants, and guesthouse patios, thus creating a very

One would think traditional
village design would be a
natural pattern for
ecovillagers.

.
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Early stage of an ecovillage, with 750 members. Includes small hotel and general store
for the region. Th e dots show possible future
development, shown in illustration on pg. 33.
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Later stage of the same ecovillage as on pg. 32, now with about 500 members, with capacity for housing about 50 visitors. Includes large community building, upper left, as well as general store, post office, meeting spaces, and offices. Entering the plaza one has a view of the lagoon
framed by larger buildings-many of which are connected by bridges for pedestrian access.

pedestrian-friendly environment. Instead of just one- or two-story
buildings, why not built up to five stories, with a few higher towers
for roof access and design flourish? Such high places were also
traditional in the compact pedestrian towns of the past, as seen in
castles, manor houses, and churches. In Findhorn's case such multileveled dwellings could be solar- and wind-powered, and
comfortably sheltered with glass
windscreens where needed. Gardens could be celebrated on roofs
and terraces to attract and feed
native birds, as well as on the
ground to feed people. We need
such models of full-on, multistory, compact ecological design
for cities as well as villages.

much of the growth was up a few stories as well as out a few
more blocks. But when cheap energy from oil became available,
and vehicles such as cars were invented to quickly consume this
energy, the city began to lose its compact and walkable structure. Most of the ancient city had been available to the person on
foot. Not so in the 20th century. Over the last 100 years cities have
continued to build outward,
melting across the landscape as
if infused by some kind of solvent. Big single-use central business
districts popped up in city centers
as tall, massive buildings. We had
energy to burn, North Americans readily believed, and soon
it would be too cheap to meter.
Life came to mean daily driving
to and from a central business district, or driving through allaround sprawl to commute to work, shopping, and socializing.
The solvent that melted city structure was gasoline, backed up
by factories of the polluting kind, motivated by people moving farther from the city center (for access to clean air, lawns, and robins),

Why not build taller, "vertically
clustered" housing and allow

more room for home gardens,
pastures, and agriculture?

T his kind of village-and ecovillage design- is where my
vision begins to connect with the design of cities.
Like so many aspects of modern life, cities ain't what they
used to be. They started as compact pedestrian structures, like villages, but spread out to cover more land as they grew. For a time,
Winter 2005
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and as a cover for racism and classism (fleeing the poor). For a long
time, gas was cheap. In the early days of oil, the ratio was about
1 barrel's worth of oil "in" (fueling the energy to discover, refine,
and distribute) oil to about 20 or
30 barrels worth of of oil "out"
(creating gasoline , electricity
from power plants, plastics, and
fertilizer) . Rather qui etly that
ratio has declined steadily from
1:20/30 to abo ut 1:2, but we
have continued to aa as if oil-based
fuel and energy are still extraordinarily cheap. Gasoline might
so und affordable at $3 .0 0 a
gallon- it's a deal for those who
think they can't do without itbut if subsidies were accounted
for, including the not-so-free
"freeways" and wars for oil, the
cost of gasoline would go up several times over. In other words,
cheap energy is already a thing
of the past, though few really
grasp this yet, and fewer still
appreciate how much more expensive and rare gasoline is going
to get in the near future.
Meantime cities of vast energyconsuming distances are still
being built, as if oil and energy
reserves would always be as cheap
and abundant as they were until
recently. Rather than confront the disasters of sprawl and the fact
that we are now radically dependent on massive flows of energy
to unite the scattered city, we buy new improved agents of sprawl
and energy dependence such as Priuses and hybrid cars to preserve and rationalize the present city structure, because, as a recent
American president said, "Our way oflife is not negotiable." Millions buy into this nonsense
and are, so long as the city rtmains
in its present form, addicted
to massive flows of energy.
The "more energy-efficient"
car simply means people can
drive farther per dollar-creating more sprawl whi le
postponing dealing with their
addictive overmobili ty. I call
car-dependence a "structural
addiction" because it is based
on the structure of the built
community, and if that structure is not changed, we will remain
addicts and continue finding ourselves in bizarre situations because
of it, such as the all-day, 100-mile-plus traffic jams out of Houston,
Texas as Hurricane Rita approached.

The intens ity of hurricanes has actually been increasing, say
many scientists, as a function of increasing sea temperature.
Spread-out cities, towns, and even villages, are based on the
"needs" of cars. Living in the
suburbs, which forces people
1'1
to burn cop ious amounts of
j.
fuel just to get to work and
h ave access to one another,
constitutes an enormous part
of the problem. The walkable,
compact village that looks and
functions velY clearly as a physical suuaure for radically-reduced
energy demand is precisely
what can show us the alternative. Building this kind of village
is a way to help roll back sprawl
and save the city, giving us a chance
to achieve climate stability and
end increasing species extinctions. For those who go back
to the land in any kind of village or ecovillage, concern for
changing the city should be
high, because if the city does
not reverse its literally flat-out
trajectoty, jfit doesn't roll back
sprawl development, the climate change (to which cities are
the largest contributor) will
profoundly wound village and
ecovillage life as well. But if
cities can be reshaped to be more compact and serve all needs at
close, mainly pedestrian proximity, millions of acres now covered in sprawl and paving can be de paved and returned to
agriculture and natural open space.
When I talked about the idea of traditional village design for
ecovillages at the Findhorn
Conference in 1995, I got
puzzled looks or comments
as, "Well that's interesting . . .
It's something to think about
anyway."
After the conference I corresponded with some of my
new Findhorn acquaintances.
Then there were longer time
gaps between shorter letters.
Finally I just got the word:
"This just doesn't work for
us." Now it's a decade later, and the times they are a'changing.
The pressure on cities is not only mounting (and the pressure of
cities on the natural world), but cities are starting to look more like
surrealistic war zones (witness New Orleans) than anyone would

If cities can be reshaped to be more
compact and serve all needs at

sum

close, mainly pedestrian proximity,
millions of acres of sprawl and
paving can be returned to
agriculture and open space.
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have guessed even a few months ago. A pedestrian environment
holds many of the answers. The village, if designed as the most lively
pedestrian environment we could imagine, and with the ecological features typical in the ecovil lage movement, would be crucial
in a much-needed cultural awakening.
Such villages would be what architect Paul Downton, cofounder
of Urban Ecology Australia, calls an "urban fractal"-that is, a
whole system which functions with all the basic parts of a city
or town, and is organized in the same basic pattern on a smaller
scale. Such urban fractals could include not just ecovillages, if
they were built in the compact, pedestrian-friendly tradition al
vi llage form , but also "integral neighborhoods"
in cities that could provide jobs, housing, shopping, small-scale manufacturing, food-growing, and
rooftop gardens, or neighborhood restoration
projects, in which, for example, paved-over creeks
were dug up and brought back to life. These projects and their downtown cousins, which I call
"heart of the city proj ects" or "ecological demonstration projects," are three kinds of urban fractals
that co uld be inspiring and clearly lead in a direction to put
society and its built habitat back in balance with nature.

and cooperation required for planning larger shared structures is
challenging, and related to not having enough money to finance the
long process of accomplishing new and ambitions goals like these.
The time and money required to change zoning and convince
neighbors, even in low-density rural neighborhoods, can be daunting.
Unless many people are strongly convicted about the value of such
projects, and have the time and financial resources to pursue them,
projects like these will likely be impossible.
On another level of state and federal policy, it is hard to compete with freeways and car infrastructure constantly funded by tax
expenditures in the tens of billions of dollars annually. Meantime
politicians groan about every cent spent on public
transit and perjoratively call these contracts and
grants, "subsidies. " Far more than just investing in
public transit over car infrastructure, we should be
spending tens of billions of dollars ann ually on ecological cities and ecological villages. Ecovillage activists
have embraced this legislative challenge less enthusiastically than have union organizers, environmental
lobbyists, and political party activists. So far ecovillage founders have mostly been motivated to just go out and do it
- an admirable practice, but perhaps not enough.
Part of the solution is more awareness that we're subsidizing
I've asked my ecovillager friends , "Why not build this way?
the car-based city and even the destruction of traditional village
structure in dozens of ways in our current society. Our overWhy is it you're not embracing this sort of traditional village
mobility has turned not only cities into structures designed for
design"? Their answers have ranged from, "Local zoning won't let
cars,
but also spawned strip malls and freeway exit franchise
us," to the question, "Why should we have to model a way of
living to influence cities, since cities are unredeemable, after all?
facilities . Another part of the solution is simply to consider the
Besides, we don't have much to do with cities anyway, since we live
ideas presented here-that building ecovillages in the traditional
village form and keeping in mind their links to cities, hold proin the country." Those issues can be addressed--change the zoning,
found positive possibilities .
which developers, activists, preservationists and politicians do all
This "big picture" view of ecovillage and city fractal design seems
the time anyway. Or refuted-after oil production starts plummeting
beyond the reach of most of us planning our homes and lives.
and the price of everything skyrockets, especially food, hungry
Maybe we need to study how to save and shifr our own investments
people in sprawl cities will use the last of their gas, not to mento literally, physically create ecovillages based
tion bullets, to drive out to rural areas to take
on traditional compact village design. If ecovfarmers' crops rather than let their children
illages can save the city by reshaping it, and
starve. To change our cities into healthy settleprevent the likely collapse of whatever civility
ments that will thrive in a new form instead
we still have in this world, it could hardly be a
of collapsing is our first line of defense.
higher priority. This is obviously a gigantic chalBut simple unwillingness to "go there, " to
lenge, and I don't have easy answers. There's a
consider these ideas in any depth, may result from
need for a whole paradigm shift here, from a patanother problem--cash flow. Few of us in either
tern of investing in cars in so many ways to just
the environmental or intentional communisteadily shifring that kind of investment over
ties movements, especially ecovillage pioneers,
to an ecologically healthy built environment.
have large financial resources. Perhaps the silence
Author Richard Register
My hope and vision is that in just one or
I hear from most ecovi ll age rs is no different
two generations we'd be living in the most gorgeous ecovillages
from my own silence when friends suggest I buy somethi ng I
and ecocities you could imagine.
simply can't afford. That is, building ecoviLlages on the traditional
village model is expensive!
I'm sure this is not the entire reason few city dwellers or ecovilRichard Register, author ofEcociti es and Building C ities in Balance
wi th Nature, is president of Ecocity Builders, an educational/research nonlagers respond to these suggestions, but it's a part and often a
profit in Oakland, California, andfou nder ofthe International Ecocity Conmake-or-break reason. To build taller, more complex ecologically infurmed
ference series held in Berkele;1 California, 1990; A delaide, Australia, 1992;
ecovillages on a traditional village layout is just plain beyond our budYo ufflDakar, Senegal, 1996; Curitiba, Brazil, 2000; Shenzhen, China,
gets. It could save money in the long run but it would take a lot of
2002; and coming next, Bangalore, India, 2006 www.ecocitybuilders.org
up-front cash to get such models up and running. Further, the time

The solvent

that melted

city structure

was gasoline.
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Our Sustainable Acre
•
In the City

BY MELANI E G . RIOS

"I

f we do n't change how money works, then nothing's going
to change," says Mike Ruppert, one of many voices warning
about the effects of Peak Oil, impending economic collapse,
and global warming. T hey argue that there is no source of energy
on th e horizon that will keep our growth-addi cted economy
afloat, nor would we even wish another inexpensive source of energy
to appear given the destructive effects of material consumption
on our planet. Urban communities h ave an opportunity to
become "lifeboats" as petroleum-based agriculture declines, jobs
dependent on oil are lost, and people around us become frightened and hungry. We can be inventors and stewards of information,
systems, and too ls to share with others who come flocking for
help if we begin preparing ourselves now for this effort.
Here at Maitreya EcoVillage, 25 of us live in several houses,
apar tments, a nd a few small er dwellings on an acre abo ut
36
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five minutes by bicycle from downtown Eugen e, O rego n,
Some of us are tenants and a few are landlords, and I'd say the
common purpose of our 16-year-old communi ty on five adj acent city lots is to live in a coop erative, sustainably-oriented
setting with neighbors and friends. Our shared comm on faciliti es include large organic gardens, a small orchard, a co b
guest cottage, a srrawbale community center, beautiful residences made from recycled and sens i tively harvested wood ,
so m e low-b udget dome dwellings, and so me renovated co nve nti on al ho using. W e ho ld op ti on al meetin gs wh e never
someon e ca lls one , and make d ecisio ns by con se nsus. Our
two property own ers, wh o live on site, have veto power over
iss ues that sign ifican tly affect the lan d or their finances, b ur
so far they've not exercised that veto. T here is effectively a "waiting
list" for each ho using unit, such that wh en sp ace becomes
Number 129

available, the other members in that h o using unit select the
new resident fro m amongst their friends.
I'd like to tell you what we're doing to support each other
and our neighbors to live more sustainably and prepare to live
in a world with less petroleum, and how we're encouraging our
government to support us in this . The following six "eco nomic
principles for new villagers," could , if implemented at many
levels, help steer us in a direction that would leave us hap pier,
healthier, and more sustainable than our current econom ic practlces .

Principle #1: "Don 't Delay!"
We're headed towards a sustainable culture one way or another.
W ill a few survivors scratch a living from the dirt while livi ng
in unheated huts, or will m ore of us enjoy abundance and
warmth? The latter vision is more likely if we use our remaining
fossil fuels now to transition towards sustainable practices such
as increased organic farmin g a nd
renewable energy.
Two months ago I looked at a drian
veway alongside of one of our houses
where cars were parked, and thought
/I
"What is a self-respecting ecovillage
do ing with cars on its property?" So
I asked my fellow ecovillagers for ideas
on converting that space to something more life-enriching. Now organic vegetables are growing
there and the cars are banish ed to the street. Food not driveways! T his proj ect involved plenty of sweat, but was also made
easier by renting a jackhammer for a couple of days to break
through compacted gravel and cement. We envision creating
more garden space on our yet unused nooks and crannies and
rooftops as we attract more urban farmers to live here. And our

dream s don't stop at the boundaries of our property; we are
ready to help others converr lawns, roads, roofs, and parking
lots into gardens with bike paths and/or gathering spaces.
Better to do this now than wait a few years, when it may be
much more expensive to get the fuel for the equipment and
power tools that can help us.

Prin ci ple #2 : "Total-Cost Accou nt ing"
The total cost of a product, including environmental costs associated with its creation, use, and disposal, should be included in
its price. In the sam e way that tobacco companies pai d for
damage caused by their product, I believe other industries should
be required to pay for their true costs of doing business. If oil
companies paid for the contribution gasoline make to increased
lung cance r, traffic accidents , and global warming, then gas
prices would increase, which would discourage folks from driving. Proceeds from a h efty tax on gasoline , in addition to
covering car- related medical costs,
could be used to invest in public
transit and medium-density, mixeduse urban redevelopment. This would
further reduce traffic and co ntain
urban sprawl, retaining valuable farmland for food production.
We support this principle at Maitreya
Eco Village by providing free bus
passes and the use of bike trailers to our residents, and ask them
to park their cars on the street. We also ignore current prices
when deciding what products to purchase. For example, vinyl
windows are inexpensive to buy, but we didn't use them in our
new buildings. Their low price doesn't account for the cancercausing chemical compounds they outgas when they are produced
or as they burn in land fills at the end of their life cycle. We

Urban communities have

opportunity to become
"lifeboats as petroleum-

based agriculture declines.
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make our own windows out of sensitively harvested or recycled
wood, though it takes lots of time to craft them, and thus costs
us more. It feels good to know that in this way we're not contributing as much to the accumulation of poisonous chemicals
in the environment, which are so pervas ive they're even found
in the breast milk of the Inuit.

Principle #3: "Money Doesn't Buy Happiness"
In 2004 the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation did a study and
fo und that children raised in working-class and middle-class
homes were happier than children raised in wealthy homes,
implying that something other than money contributes to happiness and well being. Paradoxically, when people don't make

enough money to have even the basic
necessities for phys ical health, and
when the lack of jobs leads to crime,
this creates the opposite of happiness.
And wealthy people often consume
more natural resources and manufactured goods than is good for them or
the planet.
At Maitreya Eco Village we question the assumption that working harder
or accum ulating more money and
things leads to the good life. Many
work part time, earning incomes below
the official poverty lin e, but our lives
feel rich in connections and beauty.
With our time £reed up substantially £rom
income-producing work, we nurture
each other and our land, play music,
dance, and meditate together, read and
study, and are active members of our
larger community. Partly because we have less money to spend,
we drive fewer miles in cars, and buy fewer things we migh t
later throwaway. All 25 of us fit our trash into one family-sized
barrel each week.
Imagine if our government diverted the millions currently
spent on wars for the purpose of controlling oil fields to instead
create part-time government jobs geared towards transitioning
to sustainable agriculture, homes and businesses, similar to Roosevelt's Civilian Conservation Corps in the 1930s? Money would
be better spent insulating homes and installing wind generators
and water catchment systems than spending millions to kill
people in other countries to get their last remaining petroleum
reserves, just to continue an unsustainable oil-based way oflife.

A Vision for Cascadia Bioregion
Please see our website: www.permatopia.org.
Vision: To foster the creation of ecologically sustainable communities which have thriving local economies, participatory decision-making, and peaceful means of resolving conflicts.
Coals:
• To increase awareness of global resource depletion and environmental degradation and to inspire people to view this as an
opportunity to improve our lives through the creation of healthy, sustainable, local economies.
• To encourage friendship and cooperation amongst neighbors.
• To create environmentally sustainable jobs so that people can have their basic material needs met while making positive contributions to their communities.
• To create neighborhoods with interspersed homes, workplaces, shops, schools, churches, and parks so that basic goods and services are within walking distance of our homes .
• To encourage people to look for happiness in their lives through participating in relationships, art, music, spirituality, connection
with nature, and meaningful work.
• To apply appropriate technology and permaculture principles to create sustainable systems of food production, shelter, energy,
healthcare and other basic needs.
• To eliminate waste by using waste products from one production system as resource inputs for creating other products.
• To create decision-making councils which are democratic and participatory, where policy supports the common good.
• To create an economic system that motivates us to make healthy decisions in what we purchase and how we use our time.
• To establish effective means for conflict resolution.
-M. C.R.
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Principle #4 : "Close Resource Loops"
In a sustainable economy everything would be recycled. Biological "wastes" from one process will be "food" for another
process. Leftover by-products of industry such as chemicals and
metals would be carefully separated and reused.
One way we do this at Maiu'eya is to compost our kitchen scraps
to fertilize our o rganic garden , which not only feeds us but produces slugs, which are eaten by our ducks, which provide eggs
for breakfast and manure for our compost- o ne large happy
circle of resource sharing. This concept can be applied to every
production process.

Principle #5 : "Support the Local Economy"
Ellen, who raises d ai ry goats at h er farm outside of town,
brings us homemade goat cheese and gives us gallons of raw goat milk once a week. We make the
milk into kefir, add fruits and berries from gardens, and pour it over granola we make with
ingredients from our local food co-op. Sometimes
we go out to Ellen's farm to get goat manure for
our compost piles. Supporting local businesses
strengthens the local economy, which is important as it becomes increasingly expensive to import
food and other goods from far away.
If it becomes toO costly fo r Ellen to drive to town
each week due to rising gasoline costs, we envision
starting a business called "Urban Shepherds" (which
assumes the local government will rescind its laws
against keeping goats in the city). We'll raise goats
here and not only use the milk ourselves and sell to
our neighbors, but bike around town with goats in
our custom-built bicycle trailer, letting them feed
on blackberry vines to clear land for gardens.

would use the proceeds of this sale to payoff the mortgages on
the house where one landlord lives and one other house, and
place all tl1e land in these buildings as well as mat of the new owners'
building in a land trust to ensure that Maitreya Eco Village will
be protected from future sale for real estate speculation , and forever be dedicated to exploring how we can live more sustainably
upon our planet.
I'm currently involved in helping organize the upcoming
regional permaculture gathering in Cascadia Bioregion (the area
from British Columbia to orthern California). Our 2006 Bioregional Sustainability Convention will explore how we might
organize ourselves if our federal government continues to find
it difficult in these challenging times to promote democracy and
sustai nability. (See "Our Vision for Cascadia Bioregion, "pg. 38. )

Principle #6: "Participatory
Democracy"
True parti cipatory democracy extends to our
daily lives at Maitreya EcoVillage and is grounded
in shared access to education and resources. We make
some decisions by co nsensus, such as when we
decided to each contribute $15 dollars per month
to the upkeep and m aintenance of our cob co mmunity center. Most decisions, though, are made
by the individual Maitreya residents with initiative
to carry our proj ects, advised by other people here
with expertise in that area or who might be affected
by those projects. For example, one highly skilled
gardener here decides where and when to plant vegetables in
our primary garden, but only after he consults with others who
also use that space abo ut what they like to eat.
Maitreya EcoVillage is not yet a truly democratic place because
of its ownership structure, as several of us own the land and the
rest of us rent. We hope to fi nd compatible people to buy the
parcel with our most beautiful and sustainable dwellings, including
the passive-solar triplex and our cob community center. We
Winter 2005

Author M elanie Rios, right.

While plenty of other principles could be added to this list
(please email me with your ideas), I believe these "Economic
Principles for New Villagers" can help guide our thinking as we
create a new culture in response to the challenges ahead.
Melanie Rios is a community activist, mother, urban former, violin
teacher, and ecovillage steward in Eugene, Oregon. (Please see ad, pg. 8)
maitreyaecovillage. org; melanie@rios.org.
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Living the Good
Life Downtown
BY STE LLA TA RNAY

O

In the Metropolis Cafe, downstairs from Swan 's M arket Cohousing.

n a mild October day, developer Joshua Sim on and I
are having an outdoor lunch at M etropolis Cafe, one
of 12 businesses that have opened at Swan's M arket,
an historic, 80-year-old Art D eco market hall covering a whole
city block in downtown Oakland, California. Swan's Market
was renovated and adapted ro house a neighborhood food market,
galleries, a children's art museum, shops, a cafe, offi ce space,
affo rdable rental homes-and th e 20-uni t Swan's M arke t
Coho using.
C oho using and an urban business an d residential p roj ect?
Well, yes . Nom ad Coho using in Bo ulder; Quayside Village in
Vancouver; M arsh C ommons in Eureka, California; Arcadia
Coh o using in Carrboro , North Carolina; and Pioneer Valley
Coho using in Am hers t all have adjacent busi ness spaces-a
corner store, professional office space, and even an historic theater. Swan's Market Coho using is the first to be part of a mixed-use
city project this large. It is a remarkable community in the midst
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of an urban transformatio n, part of an ambitious plan to bring
back Oakland's neglected downtown.
It is lively here during lunch hour, with area workers and shoppel'S hanging out on the extended sidewalk, and outdoor cafe
tables full. Joshua Simon smiles at the scene. As senior project managel' for the East Bay Asian Local Development C orporation
(EBALDC) , nonprofit developer of this $20 million proj ect, he
coordinated the Swan's Market development process, including
public approvals, fin ancing, leasing, and construction.
Joshua Simon is no stranger to coho using: in 1996, he and
his wife Ruth m oved into Doyle Street Coh ousing in neighboring Emeryville, and he considers cohousing part of Swan's Market
success sto ry. "Before th e coho using residents came in, most
policy makers were unsure that middle-class people would want
to live in downtown Oakland," h e tells me. " The coho using
residents h elp ed prove to the city council and offi cials th at
bringing market-rate housing to downtown was a viable plan ."
Number' 29

Swan's Market coho users are enthusiastic about their downtown location. "There are many things we can walk to now that
we live in Swan's Market that we couldn't walk to before-really
good restaurants, the fresh-foods market right downstairs, good
bread and cheese around the corner, an old-world deli, the best
of Oakland coffee, and Chinatown," says resident Joani Blank.
"It's not just a convenience to be downtown, it's a real pleasure."
Debby Kaplan is one of five cohousing residents who walk to
work. In fact, Debby gets to her job as executive director of the
World Institute on Disability, five blocks away, in her wheelchair.
She also frequents local grocery stores, drug stores, flower shops,
and restaurants. Two other residents
of Swan's Market Coho using who also
have disabilities find the community
and most of downtown Oakland very
accessible.
The local subway system (BART,
or Bay Area Rapid Transit District)
and dozens of bus lines are cwo blocks away, and downtown San
Francisco is just a 12-minute ride away. Joani Blank counts seven
Swan's Market Cohousing residents who take the BART or local
buses to work.
By the early 1990s, save for the Ninth Street Farmers' Market
on Fridays, this historic downtown location was an abandoned
neighborhood. (In 1999, the unemployment rate in Old Oakland and its surrounding neighborhoods was 25 percent and the
median household income was $7,620.) It is expected that the
Swan's Market complex will bring 135 new jobs to the area.
On Friday mornings, Swan's Market hosts a small crafts market
in Swan's Court, the central courtyard of the complex, and opens
up onto the bustling farmers' market along Ninth Street. Recent
Asian and Latin American immigrants mix with African-Amer-

iean residents from surtounding neighborhoods and newly arrived
White residents in the friendly jostle for the best, freshest produce
and fruit, pastries, flowers, and knickknacks.
You reach the cwo-stOry tOwnhouse-style housing units of
Swan's Market Cohousing through a small gate off the central
courtyard and up an outdoor staircase. The homes open directly
onto the shared 18-foot-wide outdoor walkway adjacent to the
courtyard below; bay windows and small balconies project from
the upper stOry above. The walkway reminds me of an historic
European street. In the center is the common house, a portion
of the building with a kitchen, dining room, guest room, laundry
room, workshop, and exercise space.
The walls along the outdoor walkway
are pale stucco with exposed structural trusses which formerly held up
the building's roof, forming a kind of
geometric canopy over the space. The
effect is of a Mediterranean village
with an urban edge. Container shrubs, small trees, and potted flowers
overflow in front of residents' front doors. Residents' cats have their
nap at strategic locations.
The homes also have an open, airy feeling. All are cwenty feet
wide and range in size from 675 to 1,500 square feet, with a mix
of studios, one-, cwo, and three-bedroom units.
Security was a serious tOpic during the planning stages of
Swan's Market Cohousing. None of the group members wanted
to live in a gated community, but they were aware that downtOwn Oakland was deserted after 6:00 pm and not considered
a safe neighborhood. The group and their developer decided on
a flexible gate system. Wrought-iron gates on Ninth Street at
the courtyard entry are open during the daytime and closed at
night. The Tenth Street coho using units have an additional sep-

It 's not just a convenience
to live here, it 's a real

pleasure.

Swan's Market residents enjoy their second-story terrace.
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arate gate that opens
on an electronic key
system. The rentaluni t residents have
an mner enuy system
with buzzers. "Individual members of
the group had many
different ideas about
what it m eans to be
safe in the city," ?"
recalls Debby Kaplan.
"We're still dealing
with some of these
questions, like when
do we leave the
common house doors
open and when are they
locked."
Joani Blank observes that just six months after moving in, the
community feels safer than residents expected.
Shops and offices continue to open in the neighborhood and 98 new condominiums across the
street add more "eyes on the street. "
The following Monday after dinner I happen
upon coho user Harriet Chin outside her unit,
and we sit down at a garden table to chat. Harriet, who is a nurse, talks about the transition
from living alone in a conventional condo development to life in cohousing. ''After an intense
day's work, I would take my newspaper our to the
back and have some downtime," she says. "But
here on the terrace, when I pick up my newspaper and read it at the table, someone is bound
to stop by and chat.
I've discovered that
when I want to be outside and just read,
the best thing to do
is to take my paper
and go downstairs
to Swan's Court. I
think we are all still
l ea rning how to
mediate boundaries
of community and
seW"

The Swan's MaIket
core group of community members
initially envisioned
a diverse, mixedincome community
of 20-plus market-
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rate condominiums
and 20 affordable
rentals. Unfortwlateiy,

bank financing l1:qt.U.rro

The core
plan
to create a
mixed-income
community was
thwarted by an
archaic lending
structure.

physical separation
of the market-rate
and affurdable housing
units. Specifically,
lenders require a certain percentage of
condominiums to be
owner-occupied befOre
they make their best
loan rates available.
A physically integrated
mixed-income community would have
meant that a number
of the rohousing group
members would not
have qualified to buy their homes.
The group explored many options to create
connections with the affordable units through design,
such as a bridge between the two communities
and a shared mailbox area, none of which were
incorporated in the fmal design. Some cohousing
residents would like to see more interaction with
people living in the adjoining affordable housing
rental units, while other residents of the coho using
community are less inclined to reach out.
About 33 people live in Swan's Market
Cohousing, but only three are children. During
the course of development the group had five
more families with yo ung or school-age children, but they dropped our. Joani Blank suggesrs
a number of reasons
why families with
children may choose
not to live in co re
ci ties-safety, lack
of green space, and
schools. "We were
able to create a sense
of safety and attractive community space,
but in the end they
couldn't m ake the
school siruation work,"
she says. "The public
schools in Oakland
just don't cut it a nd
these families couldn't
afford to send their
kids to private schools."
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Kathryn McCamant, who with her husband Chuck Durrett were architects for the
coho using portion of Swan's Market (and
who brought cohousing to North America
with their 1986 book, Cohousing), thinks
it is inevitable for families with children to
be slower in moving to
urban coho using. "We
had the same problem
at Doyle Street Cohousing
in Emeryville, which is
a semi-industrial urban
area," she recalls. ''At
first, there were no kids.
Now we have five, with
another on the way. A
healthy, functioning urban community
eventually attracts families. Besides, many
families discover that in a less toney town,
such as Oakland or Emelyville, whatever they
might spend on private schools they will
save on property taxes."

members who talk about how to bring in
more diversity of background and income.
At the same time, I have sadly watched
as talented participants have had to leave
groups because they can't afford to buy a
home. In the case of Swan's Market
Coho using, the core
group's plan to create
a mixed-income community was thwarted
by an archaic lending
structure. Mixed-use,
mixed-income projects
o
U
that include coho using
Z
__
(with enabling lending
structures) are a helpful
model for building diverse neighborhoods
and for making coho using accessible to
community-minded families of modest
means.
If I were the planning director of an
ailing urban area, I would be looking for incen-

A larger mixed-use project like this provides
important infrastructure and the safety of
ground-floor "eyes on the street."

Lost Va((e'!j
Center

I}{ands -On tTra inin8 for
Cu(tura( !Evo(utionaries
Please join us in our community
exploration ofpersonal, social, and
ecological sustainability on 87 beautiful
acres in Oregon's Cascade foothills. See
www.lostvalley.orgfor details about:

Edible Forest Gardens and
Bioneers Sustain ability Program
with D ave Jacke, 10/ 11 -13 and 10/14-16/05

In my opinion, Swan's Market project
demonstrates how coho using can be part
of a successful strategy to bring middleincome fam ilies downtown. Cohousing
groups build strong bonds and social support thro ugh th eir community process,
making it possible for members to imagine
living in "marginal" neighborhoods like
this one. They can form
the stable residential core
of a healthy, diverse area.
At the same time, a larger
mixed-use project such
as Swan's Market provides
importa n t
infrastructure for people
living there-shops,
restaurants, and cafesand the safety of
ground-floor "eyes on the street. "
Over my years of working and observing
co h o using groups, I have found that
coho users share an important characteristic: we welcome diversity. I have gone to
countless meetings with cohousing group
Win ter 2005

tives to encourage the growth of coho using
groups as a redevelopment strategy. If I
were the mayor of a city and looking for
ways to integrate affordable and marketrate housing in such a project, making
inclusive mixed-income financing possible
would be one of the places I would starr. For
me, as an urban planner and a community
organizer, the willingness and enthusiasm of
cohousing groups to be
part of diverse , lively
neighborhoods is the
most hopeful sign of all.
Stella Tamay, an urban
nizer, and form er editor of

Cohousing Magaz ine, lives
in Washington, D. C.

Winter Permaculture Course
with Ri ck Valley, Jude Hobbs, Michael
Pi larski , Marisha Auerbach, 11 /27- 121 II l OS

Ecovillage and Permaculture
Certificate Program
eight-week and six-week courses (summer, fall )

Heart of Now
living vibrancly in the presenc with self and
others- 9/23-26, 10/2 1-24, 11/1 8-21, 12/9- 12/05

Workshops, Courses, Retreats
permaculcure, eco logy, green building, arcs,
peace & jus(ice, yoga, youch , med itation ,
compassionate communi cation , relationship,
community, and more

Internsh ip, Volunteer, Staff, and
Membersh ip Opportunities
areas of foclls include orga nic gardening,
sustainable building & maincenance,
perm aculcure/ land stewardship. service &
sacred space, childhood & adult education,
vegetarian cooking, development, and more

Lost Valley Educational Center
81868 Los( Valley Lane, Dexter, OR 97431

Excerpted with permission fro m the new book,

Reinventing Communiry: Stories from (he Walk-

(541) 937-3351

ways of Cohousing. by Fulcrum Publishing, 2005.

www.lostvalley.org

To order call 800-992-2908 or visit wwwfoLcrum-

events@lostvalley.org
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An Urban Ecovillage
uture

A
44

you stroll down this former city street,
now a long, narrow mini-park, you spot
small boy on a ladder harvesting guavas

COMMUNiTiES

from a guava tree. H e carries the guavas a h undred feet away to a beautifully designed wooden
kiosk that serves as a fruit stand. An elderly woman
Number' 29

in the kiosk enthusiastically greets him as she takes the
basket and starts displaying the guavas. A young mother
helps her sell these and other locally harvested fruit to
the many people passing through the neighborhood,
who often pay in a colorful local currency. Nearby you
spot a long "grapearbor/electric vehicle
shed" with rooftop solar
panels in the former
parking lane outside a
co-op apartment building.
Tiny one-person and
two-person electric vehicles belonging to co-op
residents are plugged
into batteries connected
to the solar panels;
grapevines laded with
luscious purple grapes
twine up trellises covering the back and sides
of this open shed-roof
structure. Beyond the
arbor/shed, two retired
gentlemen play chess on
a handmade curved
mosaic-encrusted cob
bench in the minipark,
while further on a group
of teenage boys and girls
shoot baskets on a basketball court. People pass
through the park on all
kinds of human-powered vehicles: bicycles,
tandem bikes, unicycles, and lightweight scooters. Older
people pedal slowly on three-wheeled bikes; the young
whiz by on skateboards. The street life is rich and interactive with pedestrians too. Most
people here seem to know each
other. They offer a welcoming
energy to newcomers passing
through their homegrown ecovillage.
''Aha!'' you say as you observe
people in relation to each other,
to the landscape, and to the
architecture. "So this is what it's like to live in a healthy,
sustainable neighborhood."
Passing between two buildings, you find a long narrow
greenhouse running down the center of the block. It's

a biological "living machine," containing a series of
large, connected water tanks filled with aquatic plants
and animals, surrounded by an exquisite array of hydroponic vegetables. Graywater from houses and apartments
on the block is solar pumped into the tanks at one end,
and by the time it emerges
from the other end, is
clean and drinkable again,
pumped to a bubbler at
\;
the end of the block and
recycled to the houses
and apartments it emerged
from. Passersby can read
a small plaque describing
how this biological waterpurification works. You
look up and see an orchard
and garden 1000 feet
long by 10 feet wide, a
former parking lane for
cars. Children from the
grammar school across
the street are busy working
in the garden to prepare
for their organic farmers'
market this weekend.
You notice a tiny, elegant structure with an
opaque window-wall on
the south side and a rooftop
turbine fan emerging from
a vent stack-one of the
neighborhood's solar
moldering composting
toilets. A peek inside
reveals no odor at all and a pair of comfortable wooden
toilet seats next to a stack of recent Communities magazines. There are no individual gas-powered cars in sight,
but around the corner you'll
find stops for buses and the
subway.
Everywhere you see small
wooden plaques explaining
various biological systems or
appropriate technologies, and
how each is connected to or
supported by other systems
in the neighborhood-the biological graywater recycling
plant; a particular species of native ftuit tree; the small
electric vehicles; an array of quiet wind generators on a
nearby roof; green building materials, the garden mulch;

Aha! So this is what it

like to live in a healthy,

sustainable neighborhood.
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how chickens, ducks, and rabbits are integrated into the
nutrient cycle of the gardens; and the many ways the
neighborhood recycles its wastes. You even find an information kiosk posted with the latest local ecovillage
educational and meeting events, including the location
of neighborhood m eetings, how decisions are made, and
items on the upcoming agenda. This complex set of inter.
..
acnve processes mtegraung
social, economic, and
ecological aspects of
community life come
alive as you walk and
look and read and feel
and talk to people in
this ecovillage neighborhood.
Many of the people
you see live right here
in several apartment
buildings on the block;
others attend schools
in the neighborhood
or nearby; still others
pass to and from markets and shops within
or adjacent to the neighborhood. Some are
tourists, in that this
ecovi llage project is
listed in the local Convention Center's tourist
guide and its primary visitors' magazi ne, and is
now a registered tourist
attraction with a variety
of travel agencies. People can take guided tours that
leave every two hours on Saturdays at the entrance of the
neighborhood, or purchase maps to self-guided walking
tours, or just stroll through on their own and read the

signs and observe. The ecotourism business has become
a significant source of income to the small group of ecovillage residents who own and manage the tour business.
If you'd like to follow ongoing developments in this
ecovillage or learn what steps you and your neighbors could
take to retrofit your own urban neighborhood, tune in
to the "Daily Ecovillage Hour" on the local listenersupported radio station.
Or take one of the many
workshops held in the
ecovillage and around
the city on sustainable
urban living, permaculture design, composting,
solar and wind-power
installation, organizing
for permanently affordable housing or commercial
spaces, local currencies,
green business development, participatory
decision-making processes,
neighborhood conflict
resolution, and much
more. Many of these
workshops are free, cosponsored by the city and
many of the Neighborhood Councils throughout
the city along with the many
com munity organizations offering expertise in
these topics. The Mayor
an d the Ci ty Council
believe that the more
responsibility neighbors take for going sus tainable in
their own neighborhoods, the less strain there will be
on the budget for city services. They also know that
education for sustainably retrofitting urban neighborhoods

Urban Ecovillage Networks
•
•
•
•

Urban ecovilJage resources and discussion: www.urban.ecovillage.org/.
Coogle "urban ecovillages" or "eco cities" to find thousands of initiatives worldwide.
For a list of urban ecovillages, go to www.ic.org. select "Communities Directory, " and search for "urban ecovillage."
For tips on how to organize an ecovillage in your neighborhood, see Superbia! by Dan Chiras and Dave Wann (New Society
Publishers, 2005).
• For a legislative or funding proposal you can adapt for your local needs, email author Lois Arkin at crsp@igc.org.
• If you live in a megacity (over five million people: e.g., New York, Los Angeles, Mexico City, London, Tokyo), and are part
of an on-the-ground ecovillage core group, and you'd like to participate in an emerging self-help network of ecovillage retrofits in megacities, email a description of your project to crsp@igc.org.
-L.A.
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is just common sense, and if the people do n't do it on
their own, the local government will be forced to require
it. Supporting sustainable education is an
investment in the health
of the city and in getting themselves re-elected!
Ecovillage residents
meet regularly with writers
and directors in the film
industry to help them
research new storylines
for commercial films
with an ecovillage or
urban sustainability
theme. Several dail y
newspapers now include
a syndicated weekly "Ecovillage Living" column, bursting
with information and resources so read ers can apply
ideals and methods of sustainable living
wherever they live.
Because cities are home to dozens of
colleges and universities, our emerging
networks of ecovillages get dozens of
requests every week to host student
research projects and offer hands-on
work. Students organize on-campus
classes on retrofitting neighborhoods
for sustainable community living, based
on their broad experience visiting ecovill ages in various stages of developm ent around the city.

originator of a well-known definition of an ecovillage,
says, "We need to broaden our scope without losing our
focus. We need to let go
of 'ecovillage' as a defining
concept and replace it
with the term 'sustainable living in community.'"
I agree that we need to
lower the thresholds for
people to become involved.
Retrofitting the neighborhoods where we live
now makes it easier for
more people to participate . Wh en " regu Iar"
people are able to visit and
interact with ecovillages
or "sustainable living in community" in dense, highly accessible urban neighborhoods like the one described above,
far greater numbers of people can consider shifting to a more sustainable
lifestyle. Rural ecovillages are certainly
also needed, but mainstream city dwellers
rarely see them. And even if they did, most
need tangible urban examples to imagine
how they, too, could live more sustainably, and without leaving home. This is
reason enough to support urban ecovillages, but even more so if you are called
to be an agent of social change and you
love the vitality, diversity, and sensuality of cities.

Chickens, ducks,

and rabbits are
integrated into

the nutrient cycle
of the gardens.

This not-all-that-fanciful scenario is a composite
of a variety of sustainable
activities already taking
place in various cities
worldwide-just not all
in the same place yet!
As I see it, the challenge of an urban ecovillage
is to bring a broad range
of interconnected ecoliving processes together
in the same place, which
raises the quality of neighborhood life, significantly
reduces its environmental impact or ecologi cal foo tprint, and inspires visionary change in others. Yet the concept
of creating our own ecovillages can be daunting. Robert
Gilman, former In Context magazine publisher and coWinter 2005

Lois A rkin, cofounder of Los
Angeles Eco-Village, is an Ecovillage Network of the Americas
(ENA) representative for the
W't>stern US, a board member
of Global Village Institute, and
Executive D irector of CRSP, the
nonprofit sponsor of Los Angeles
Eco- Village, where she lives and
works. crsp@igc.org. L.A. EcoVillagers Lara Morrison and
Esfondiar Abbassi also contributed to this article.
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A Farm Grows

J. BRUSH

T

he rains have come! I step from the rosy morning
bustle of tea-kettles, oatmeal porridge, and murmuring voices to hear the wind rushing through
the trees on our seven acres of sloping, wooded meadow.
Swirling raindrops drench my face. My blood sings.
I escort our most escape-prone goat back to its pen.
Jenny is walking up the curving path leading from the
tall trees, as confident in the wet as a native Northwesterner, in love with the sky.
We live at Tryon Life Community Farm, home to
both a nonprofit sustainability education center and
intentional community surrounded by the G50-acre
native forest of Tryon Creek State Park. With our goats,
gardens, and two large farmhouses we look rural, but
we're actually an urban community in so uthwestern
Portland, a half-hour bike ride from downtown.
48
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Smoke pours into the air by the sweat lodge. It's Saturday morning, and these last few weeks an organization
called Fuego has been hosting ceremonies at the sweat
lodge on weekends for at-risk youth of color; even when
I'm working on the other side of the land, I occasionally
hear echoes of the drum. Young people in Fuego's rites
of passage program are slowly arriving this morning for
the ceremony; I greet them with a smile as I walk back
up the path.
These young visito rs represent the sustainable educatio n aspect of our unique land-use projec t. As a
nonprofit 501 (c) (3) tax-exempt organization, we serve
both as a ven ue for dozens of schools, colleges, and atrisk youth programs, and host our own classes in native
habitat restoration, permaculture design, soil ecology,
and natu ral building.
Number 129

I check on the zone one gardens by the house and then head
out to the larger plot past the cedar tree. Tomatoes were late this
year and the rain will be end of them; I gather two dozen green.
I check on my spot at the end, where with a class of fourthgraders we sheet-mulched and planted leeks, tomatoes, peppers,
and basil together.
The rain is easing. I watch the sky to the west:
streaks of blue! I head past the compost to the Village green, munching a yellow cucumber.
The 18 members of our intentional community include activists, artists, farmers, professionals,
healers, construction workers, and three infants.
We live together in the farmhouses , conduct
weeldy meetings, eat meals together once or twice
a day, and share cooking, cleaning, and other
chores. Each of us pays about $300 rent, depending
on sizes of our individual room and amenities. We
work at least five hours a week for the inten tional
commlU1ity and ten hours a week for the nonprofit
educational center.
I climb up the ladder to the roof of the red-plastered earthen
sauna, pull back the tarp, and sigh. The back of this small cob
building is definitely getting wet; we didn't finish it before the
rains came. I purse my lips: maybe we need just a bit more insulative pumice in the front wall? We push and push and push to
finish our buildings and build our community, always knowing
everything could be lost if we don't scrape together tens of thou-

sands of dollars by January. For a moment I'm lost in the weight
of it all.
Then the world turns golden . I look up; the trees are underlit by slanted rays of sun fire, all sparldes and shadow. I look
over the land, gently sloping from the west cliffs up above us past
the houses curling wood smoke, down the gardens and groves
and meadows to the forest all around us. Everything, is glowing, glistening, even wisps of mist
in the low spots. Overwhelmed, I tilt back and
yelp like a band of wounded coyotes. Silence.
Then once, twice, a call in return from across
the fields . In the distance, the drum .

Overwhelmed,

I tilt back and
yelp like a

In 2004 this property was going to be sold
to a developer of upscale homes. Now, through
old-fashioned and new-fangled grassroots organizing, we're in th e process of buying this
property-on the cusp of changing what was
going to be 23 minimansions into a full-fledged
laboratory for creative, sustainable, Earth-centered urban ecology and community.
It's becoming increasingly clear that the existing world
system is unhealthy, u nstable, and unwise. We want to
demonstrate functioning alternatives in which regular people
live simply, lovingly, and well, in healthy relation with each
other and the natural world. The challenge is to create
something rooted in the Earth, in the wisdom we find when

band of

wounded
coyotes.

Winter 2005
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plant gardens; naturally built structures provide both a demonimmersed in an ecosyste m not of hum an d esign, which
stration of new fOl111S of d1eap,
rem a i ns access ible and
community-building earthen
app li cabl e to wide variconstruction and space for
et ies of people.
education , healin g, an d
Portland is a city preggathering; th e pathways,
nant w ith possibil i ty.
groves, meadows, and garInnumerable communidens of this land provide
ties of interest have developed
food for the body and the
experience in specific skills
soul, rest for residents and
for transforming culture:
the publi c, gatheri ng for
bodywork and blockades,
humans and creatures of all
Nonviolent CommunispecIes.
cation and transcendent
We're using this project
a rts, gi ft eco nomies and
as an opportunity to grow
free schools, growing food
effectiveness at interorganand building with Earth.
izational co ll aboration ,
As the niches interweave
with various groups working
and develop horizontal
Gardening with at-risk youth in front of one of the two farmhouses.
together to satisfY separate
relations of mutual aid
aims: a sweat lodge built by
and support, we become
one of the Umatilla coma n ecosys tem of change,
missioners of the Colwnbia
and thus a n ew politi cal
River Intertribal Fish Comeconomy in embryo. Portmission is use d by hi s
land's C ity Repair Proj ect
community as well as by
(se e below) , cal ls this
Fuego; City Repair has
extended network of relamoved its "T-Whale" whimti 0 ns "the Village"-a
sical temouse and gathering
distributed ecovillage or
space onto the land as an
intentional community
ongoing venture in Placewhich is rooted in spemiling; and organizations
c i fic places but not
from the graduate departgeographically contiguous.
ment in Co un se lin g
Tryon Li fe Comm uPsychology at Lewis &
nity Farm is a place to
C
lark College to N ICA
ground the V illage. We
(No rthwest Inten tional
explore what urb an life
Communities Association)
can look like when we
use our Village Green for
mimic the density of ecosystheir gatherings.
tems by weaving human life
Inside the T-Whale teahouse, now set up on TLC grounds. Author j. brush
In permaculture terms
bad<into the natural world:
(s econd from right).
we're "stacking functions"outdoo r classrooms with
designing sys tems in which each element serves multiple
living walls double as native h abitat corridors and medicinal

Portland is a city pregnant with

possibility ... an ecosystem of change.

The City Repair Project
For the last decade the nonprofit City Repair Project has helped
transform abstract and alienating urban spaces in Portland into
inviting and relationship-fostering places. City Repair's projects
include the roving "THorse," a gaily painted portable teahouse
with extendable wings on a refurbished pickup u·uck, creating instant
community gathering spots wherever it parks and opens its wings;
the annual Earth Day celebration; the annual week-long Village
Building Convergence, in which hundreds of people learn natural building skills willi renowned natural building, permaculture,
50
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and community-building teachers from all over the continent; and
Intersection Repairs, in which intersections in various neighborhoods become distinctive neighborhood-designed and created
gathering places, with street murals, cob benches, neighborhood
bulletin boards, and other functional, beautiful installations that
foster interaction and inspire the spirit. With the right attitude,
the city is a vast interwoven, overlapping sea of potential community, seeking the intentional places in which to emerge.
www.cityrepair.org; 503-235-8946.
- j.b.
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purposes and supports other parts. In canvassing our wealthy
neighbors for fundraising, we find active
suppo rters and allies where we often
least expect dlem. In organizing government
and found atio n support, we develop
legal structures that pave the way for
new forms of public/private partnersh ip in sustainable land tenure. W hen
we host neighborh ood potlucks as well
as avant garde arts immersio n benefits ,
we bu ild skills in creatin g a diversity
of opportunities for communi ti es (0
feel comfortable connecting with the Earth and each other.

This is the kind of success s(Ory the sustainability movement needs. As we experien ce the
powe r of people wo rkin g (Ogether
with each other and th e Earth, we
build mom entum , inspiration, and
hope. In these times of chaotic danger
and opportunity, eve rything is possible.

I

j. brush is the point p erson fo r Tryon
Life Co mmunity Farm's social ecology
wo rking group, and a resident of the intentiona! community. www. Tryonfa rm.o rg; 503 -245 -3847.

How We're Acquiring Our Urban Farm
• January 2004: First call to organize alternative to high-impact devdopment planned
for this farm; 60 people show up.
• March 2004: Property's owners sign purchase agreement with developers.
• April 2004: Ttyon Life Community Farm
in co rporated as nonprofit.
• May 2004: As pan of annual Village
Building Convergence, community saWla
was begun on the property.
• Summer 2004: We build organizational
capacity, planning. Devdopers have preapplication conference with City of Portland
for 23-unit development.
• October 2004: Two babies born at the
Farm ; eviction notice received; second
big call for accelerated organizing can1paign.
• November 2004: We develop first business plan; propose mediation with owners.
• December 2004: Developers break off
negotiations with Tryon Creek State Park
on impact mitigation and prepare to file
final application with City; we organize
mass ive letter-writing campaign, neighborhood canvass, Solstice fundraiser.
• January 2005: The eviction process we're
protesting goes to court; we 1I1ltJate negotiations with developers; w e writ e
comprehensive strategic plan.
• February 2 005: Judge orders us evicted;
we post supersedeas bond pending appeal;
nonprofit acquires developers' option to
purchase the property for $125,000; Judge
grants stay of eviction pending appeal.
• March 2005: We finish raising money
for acquiring option to purchase property by March 31.
Winter 2005

• May 2005: As part of the Village Building
Convergence sauna is plastered; we plant
food forest; continue building organization, raising money.
• Summer 2005: Nonstop fundraising, organizing, grant-writing, communicating
with potential allies.
• October 2005: Nonprofit receives 501 (c) (3)
status; we develop ground lease proposal;
we get first commitment of $100, 000
towards financing from City; approximatdy $900,000 nearly finalized, the rest
111 process.
• January 2 006· Deadline to exercise devdopers' contract to purchase property.

Land acquisition campaign:
Sources
500,000 31.3%
Senior Loan
Philanthropic Loans 200,000 12.5%
Government partners 300,000 18.8%
Acquisition Grants 200,000 12.5 %
Capital campai gn
400,000 25.0%
Total Sources 1,600,000 100.0%
Uses
Acquisi tion
1,425,000
82,000
Closing
Purchase Option
93,000
Reserves
Total So urces 1,600,000
Government and foundation funding
are contingent on assurance that land-use
and program activities can be enforced.
Bank loans are contingent on most of the
fee simple-interest value of the land remaining

as security for mortgage: this is the innovative value of the Ground Lease.

How we'll function legally:
• A well-established local land trust, Oregon
Sustainable Agriculture Land Trust
(OSALT), wi ll hold title to land.
• A Limited Liability Company (LLC) will
coordinate the beneficiaries of the land (i.e.,
nonprofit organization, intentional community, other future organizations). LLC
pays all mortgage payments to OSALT.
• Government partners will own a conservation easement over a portion of the
land; their easement will be equivalent
in value to their contribution, therefore
the easement will only cover a fraction
of the property.
·A 99-year, ren ewabl e G round Lease
between OSALT and the LLC will include
a Comprehensive Land Use Plan covering the whole property: improvements
will be owned by the LLC.
• The Comprehensive Land Use Plan, negotiated among stakeholders, will require
that the property be used for sustainabilityoriented educational programs, intentional
community, and public access, and will
describe which activities and uses of the property can happen where. In case of default
on mortgage payments, multiple aligned
partners will have the opportunity to step
in and take over. To provide funder security, secondary mortgage loans, to be called
"grants," will have repayment indefinitely
deferred contingent on satisfactoty enforcement of the Ground Lease.
- j. b.
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BY JIM SCHENK
he seeds of Enright Ridge Eco-Village actually began 31 years ago as a compromise between
my wife Eileen, who was city born, and myself,
a native of a small rural town. We struggled to find a
home that would nourish both of our souls. I wanted
a neighborhood that valued green living, with protected land, organic food, resource conservation,
alternative energy, and cooperative relationships with
happy children and older people. Eileen supported
these same values, but insisted that the urban neigh52
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borhood she lived in was the perfect location. She
pointed out an urban environment offered the best
chance for creating a village-like community because
of the numbers of people there with proximity to each
other, public transportation and options for employment. So we moved to a dead-end street in Cincinnati's
Price Hill neighborhood. While Enright Avenue is a
half-mile street on a ridge surrounded by 200-plus
acres of woods, it's only minutes from downtown
Cincinnati and our places of work.
Number 129

Price Hill, an inner-ring neighborhood in C incinnati builr
in the early part of the 20th ce ntury, was on e
of the last areas of local farml and to be becom e
urban, bur on ce building began, soon reached
a population of 40 ,000. Pri ce Hill was the
las t of the neighborhoods in C incinnati in
which houses began to age and deteriorate,
followed by speculators buyin g them up and
renting them out. The real es tate practi ces
of predatory lending, lease-o p tions to b uy,
and ramp ed pro perty forecl osures furth er
degraded the housing and quality oflife in th e
neighborhood.
In 1978 E ileen and I fo un ded Im ago , a
nonp to fit educati o nal o rga nizati on in Price Hill. O ur idea
was to look at how we wo uld live if we held th e Earth and

its peopl e as sacred , and offer workshops and conferences
abou t sustainability. Imago eventually purchased eight acres of wooded area about a
quarter mile down the street from o ur house
on Enri ght Avenu e, and began an o utdoor
Earth ce nter which h elp s 10 ,000 school
children
annually connect with th e natural
on
world .
In 1993, 15 residents of Price Hill came
together to look at how Imago might take a step
toward actually walking its talk. We decided to
develop a model for revitalizing a transitioning
neighborhood into an ecological neighborhood.
W ith suburban sprawl destroy ing huge tracts
of land, we co ncl uded that th e human population would be
more beneficially located in urban areas. For this to happen,

More than a

fourth of the

households

this street have
ecological
values.
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Through

urban
areas needed to
become very livable places.
An ecological neighborhood would be
that type of place.

brochures, a video, and
community prese ntations , thi s
group of neighbors starred promoting this
concept throughout Price Hill. We received a six-year
grant in 1998 [0 work [0 develop the Seminary Square Ecovillage in Pri ce Hill, a 50-block area at the entrance-way [0 the
neighborhood. T h e concept was that developing an ecovi llage in
this 50-block area would serve as a m odel for the rest of th e
communI ty.
Over a six-year period much was accomplished in th e Seminary Square project-block clubs were formed,
street u'ees planted, parks improved, the facades
of many businesses im proved, and six houses
and three office buildings eco-rehabilitated.
However, despite the many improvements,
the ecovillage never cam e [0 fruition. A study
of the project concluded that it didn't happen
for four reasons:
• The project began in the most deteriorated
area of Price Hill.
• There was a huge influx of relatively transient
re nters into the neighborhood during this
time .
• The 50-block area was roo large.
• T he project began without a large group of
residents in the area being committed [0 the
ecovillage concept.
After reviewing these conclusions it became
obvious that the ideal place to begin an urban
Ecovillage proj ect wo uld be in the very area
where Imago began and where itS Earth Center
was located. Along with the extensive woods,
25 of the 90 households on this street have ecological values. T he housing is stable, moderately
priced , with the majority of h ouses owned by
their inhabitants. T hrough a program that
Imago initiated in the early 1990s, two-thirds
of the houses were insulated; many also with
installation of energy-efficient, double-glazed
windows, low-watt florescent light bulbs, and
energy- efficient furnaces . Most households
on our street recycle. Two bus lines run within
a few minutes walk from the street. A solid business climict is nearby and downtown Cincinnati
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seven-minute drive
or fifreen-minute bus ride away.
In June of2004, after Eileen and I had
lived on the stree t for 30 years, we and 17
other residents met, and using a process called
Appreciative Inquiry, began looking at what
we liked about our su·eet, and from this assessment, brainstormed what we would "like to
see more of" in our lives on the street. After
coming up with a list of 38 items, we prioritized them into four areas and set up working
committees to accomplish these goals. The
four areas were:
l. An improved image of the street both
among residents and those off the street.
2. A walking trail through the woods around
the street.
3. Shared meals with residents on the street.
4. A better relationship between children and
adults.
A professional photographer and a graphic
artist, both of whom are involved with the
project, developed a brochure for our retrofit
community, which we decided to call Enright
Ridge Eco-Village. We wrote "Enright Ridge"
on large street planters and placed them at
the entrance to the street to slow traffic into
this dead-end street and help define the area.
We created a two-mile walking trail through
the woods behind houses on both sides of the street and encirding the ridge. We began hosting monthly meals, inviting all residents
on the street. The Imago Earth Center, with funds collected
from residents on the street, provided a staff person to offer
after-school and summer outdoor programs for children on the
street. We wrote a mission statement: "Enright Ridge Eco-Village, a community inspirin g Earth-friendly
I iving, nurtures an intimate and prosperous
neighborhood within its uniquely forested urban
setting in Price Hill in Cincinnati, Ohio."
Soon afterwards we decid ed we needed to
bring together the other people in the Enright
Ridge area to support the ecovillage co ncept.
One of our members had been studying wi th
Peter Block, a national organizational consultant located in Cincinnati. Peter Block's underlying
principle is "Contact comes before content." In
other words, peopl e need to know each other
before they can start working together. We began with a series of
dialogues that brought an average of 15 people from the meet together

on

to get to know each other better, both as neighbors and in their
relationship to the street neighborhood.
After four meetings with this group the content began to
emerge. One of the difficulties with an urban ecovillage project with people who already live in an area is how to involve
all residents in the process. We started to engage others by
distribu ti ng four issues of an Enright Ridge
Eco-village newsletter and the Eco-vi llage
brochure to all residents. People welcomed
these efforts. People were open to this mainly
because homeowners feared a major decline
in housing values if our neigh borhood didn't
do something to reverse the trend of decline.
We decided to further involve the neighborhood through a process called Treasure Mapping,
in which residen ts would reveal the treasures
of our neighbo rhoo d by making a collage
together. We built a box with four sides, each
four feet by four feet. Each side had a focus: Our Homes, Our
People Our Children, Greening Our Neighborhood, and
Promoting Our Neighborhood. We divided our street into

People need to
know each other
before they can
start working
together.
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Why Urban?
We're frequently asked why we're going to this effort to create an
urban ecovillage on an existing street with existing neighbors,
given the good reasons fo r creating a rural ecovillage as a whole
new project. It's so much easier to develop sustainable homes,
alternative energy systems, constructed wetlands, and so on from
scratch on raw land. Rural areas often have fewer zoning regulations and building codes than urban areas where many alternative
materials or waste-water systems are illegal or at least frowned
upon. And the site plan of a new ecovillage can encourage and support human interaction and a sense of connection along paths
and in common areas where people will naturally congregate.
Ecovillage proj ects which develop from scratch and have shared
property own ership and membersh ip criteria can also make sure
that residents are like-minded and committed to the community's
common vision, purpose, values, and goals.
In an "urban retrofit" ecovillage with existing neighbors, however:
• Usually the houses were built many years previously with
unsustainable materials and no awareness of energy or resourceconservation.
Streets are laid out in such a way as to encourage car use and
anonymity and reduces the likelihood or meeting or conversing with neighbors, so it's difficult to get to know everyone.
• Because any resident can sell or rent their house to any buyer or
tenant of their choice, there is li ttle to no control over who will
live in the neighborhood.
On the positive side,
however:
It is not necessary
to begin building
on raw land using
newly harvested or
manufactured materials-the dwellings
are already here.
• For that reason, no time is spent struggling to agree on a site
plan, des ign and build buildings and alternative systems, etc.
The focus is on improving the present situation.
Retrofitting existing buildings costs far less then building
from the ground up.
• The neighborhood is located minutes from a business district
and close to job opportunities.
Possibly the most important reason for developing an urban
retrofit-neighborhood ecovillage is that the majority of peopl e
in our country and in the world now live in urban areas. Urban
sprawl and the destruction of habitat, excessive energy con sumption, and loss of community can be reversed if we can
make our urban neighborhoods life-sustaining. We can change
the face of our cities and our countryside if we are successful. This
is the dream of E nri ght Ridge Eco-Village.
- Js.
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10 sectio ns . We recruited two host families from each section to invite and draw people to participate in the collage.
On a Saturday in September, 2005, starting at 10 am, the collage box, lo aded on a truck, began its move through th e
neigh borhood. At every section along the street we unloaded

Enright Ridge neighbors enjoy their collage box. Author jim Schenk,
second from left.

the collage box off the truck Onto a table so people could reach
all four sides. We laid out a stack of old magazines, m arkers,
and scissors along with food and drinks. T he host h ouseholds drew people o ut of their homes and invited th em to
visually express their dreams for the neighborhood by cuttin g ou t images fro m the m agazi nes to paste on the four
sides of the co ll age or draw or write on it. As the collage
evolv ed , movin g along the stree t throughou t the day, an
incredible array of ideas and t ho ughts emerged on the four
sides of the box.

We decided to develop a
model for revitalizing a
transitioning neighborhood
into an ecological
neighborhood.
We consider the collage the jumping-off point for the next
level of involvement in further developing our street as a retrofit
urban ecovillage.
Jim Schenk is an environmental educator, community organizer, and
cofounder ofi mago, Inc. He is organizer offive EarthSpirit Rising national
conferences on teo logy and Spirituality, and a resident ofthe forming Enright
Ridge Eco-vilLage in Cincinatti. jschenk@imagoearth.org; www.imagoearth.org.
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The common dining area is a traditional japanese barbeque on the roof.

"Urba11 Biolol,e"Jal,a11eSe Slile

F

ive-year old Kyodo No Mori ("Forest of Kyodo")
in Tokyo, the first cohousing development in
Japan, consists of a three-story building with passive solar heating and cooling, a constructed wetlands for
greywater recycling, solar-powered water pump, and
rooftop gardens-all packed into a one-fifth-acre lot.
The small site had been an urban organic farm for all
but the last two decades, and the most recent owner had
let it revert to natural woodland. The north side of the
site also had five enormous 120-year-old native zelkova
trees, which now offer valuable shade to the building in
summer and a windbreak in winter. A fine lattice of
twine stretches upward over three floors of the southern
fayade, and permanent bamboo trellises are attached to
Winter 2005

BY GRAHA M MELTZER
the eastern and western fayades. Throughout summer,
a vertical landscape of vines grow up the building. The
huge trees to the north, vegetation on the roo£ and vines
to the south envelop the building in a canopy of green.
Cool air is drawn into the building at or below ground
level by a solar-chimney effect created by voids within.
Passive solar design ensures year-round comfort despite
the extremes of Tokyo's climate. The building envelope
is thoroughly insulated, with double-glazed windows
and doors installed throughout; woodstoves provide supplementary heat in winter. A small constructed
wetlands/greywater system filters and purifies wastewater and then circulates it throughout the building
with pumps powered by photovoltaic panels.
COMMUNiTiES
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Capturing and enhancing nature's offerings
Because exorbitant land prices severely limit the space availImitating nature's laws in architecture
able to n ew housin g projects in Tokyo, Kyodo No Mori is
• Applying nature's lessons in life.
unusually small for a cohousing community-with only 12
housing units, no common house and minimal parking facilities. However, a ground-floor shared terrace serves as a co mmon
As in most cohousing projects, the architect employed a participatory design process with the future residents. This is especially
meeting space, and while there is no common kitchen/dining room,
small-scale co mmon
remarkable for a project in Japan, and so was
dining facilities are available on the third-floor
without a wellspring of
roof, where a traditional
local experience from
Japanese wood-fired
which to draw. Furbarbeque sits in by an
thermore, the residents
had no prior knowledge
artfully landscaped conversation pit, surrounded
of coho using. They carne
by shared vegetable and
together to expedite the
design and development
flower gardens. Social
and cultural occasions
of th e project, not to
occur mostly within pribuild communi ty, as is
vatedwellings as residems
generally the case in
open their homes to the
coho using. And ye t,
community for sponcommunity was built
in the process.
taneous events, including
tradition al tea ceresteering committee members.
The consultation
monies and dramatic performances. Private exterior space is only
process was instigated by the project developer and an intended
ava ilable in the form of sunken courtresident, Tetsuro Kai. It involved
ya rds or balconies.
meetings between him , the architect,
The unique design features ofKyooo
and other future residents about the
No Mori can be better understood by
personal requirements of each housetalcing into account a ubiquitous cultural
hold, building technologies, and other
phenomenon ofTokyo: potted plants.
issues of importance.
Along the streets and narrow alleyways
These meetings were cond ucted
according to a strict Japanese etiquette compr isin g four
Tokyo, residents adorn the street fa<,:ade of their dwellings with
plants ofall kinds: a kind
prin c i pIes:
of practical, productive,
• A problem or concern for anyone
urban agriculture and a
conrribution to the public
household is an issue
realm . Bur more fundafor the whole commentally, its an expression
munity.
of a profow1d and ancient
• Solutions to problems
should be generic
connection with nature
(i.e., generally applicborne of the Shinto reliable), not unique.
gIOn.
This combination
• No one person or
household should
of Japanese culture, the
be si ngled out for
need to pack many funcCfltlClSm or censure.
tions intOan exceptionally
small area, the organic
• Personal issues should
not be brought to
history of the site, Tokyo
meetin gs.
residen ts' love of potted
plants, and sustain able
systems such as passive
At first glance, these
agreements might indisolar heating and cooling,
cate high levels of cohesion and commitment. Bur perhaps they
solar water pumping, and a constructed wetland-gave rise to
the architect's metaphorical design co ncept, best translated as
simply reflect Japanese corporate culture in which the asp irations
"creating an urban biotope." Ie has three basic tenets:
of individuals are often forsaken for the good of the o rganisation.

Throughout summer, a

vertical landscape of vines
grow up the building.
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Decisions in these m eetings were made by consensus. However, when agreement could not be reached within a predetermined
timeframe, the gro up used a secret ballot to break the deadlock.
This is rare in co housing and, again, could be interpreted as a
characteristically Japanese contrivance to prevent personal embarrassment or "losing face." In any case, the consultation process
had to be efficient in order to deal with the complex implications
of this project development model.

that residents gained commitment to the ongoing management
of the project's sustainable systems.
Kyodo No Mori Cohousi ng demonstrates juSt how robust
the cohousing model ca n be for urban areas anywhere. Because
co hous ing is fo unded on common human (i ndeed, tribal) needs
such as sharing, collaboration , and social support, and is free of
any ideo logical or po li tical agenda, it has universal appeal. Further, its essential simplicity ensures it can be ada pted to suit

A small constructed

we tlands/greywater
system filters and
purifies wastewater
and then circulates
it throughout the
building with pumps
powered by
photovoltaic panels.
Th e constructed wetlands.

Residents were also thoroughly in volved in the construction
process. Some of the rich one-metre-deep topsoil excavated from
the site was set aside for a roof garden and the remainder given
to elderly neighboms and a local school. The future residents potted
and later replanted site vegetation and were responsible for all
the new landscaping. Significant trees were milled and recycled
as bench tops, doors, and windows, whilst waste timber became
firewood. Residents were even involved in the production of
the infill panel, applying a natural, plankton-based render to
wall panels. Participation in design and construction ensured

particular geographical, climatic and cultural conditions-literally,
all over the world.
Graham MeLtzer, an internationaL expert on cohousing, is an architect,
schoLar, and commerciaL photographer who consuLts, researches, and Lectures
in environmentaL and sociaL architecture, housing, and intentionaL communities. H e Lives in Brisbane, A ustraLia.
Excerpted and adapted with permission foom Susrainab le Co mmuni ry:

Learnin g from rhe Cohousing Model, by Graham M eLtzer, Ph.D. (Trafford
Media, 2005). See advertisement, page 61.

Tokyo's Unique Cityscape
Tokyo is a rare city. It has no historical or business centre,
is not zo ned by socioeco nomi c function , and has no prevailing urban morphology. T h ere is no discern able master
plan or urban design intervention. High-rise towers, architectural follies , sin uous expressways, neon signage, billboards,
power poles, and a lattice of overhead cables are superimposed
on an historic (medieval) fabric of close-packed, ramshackle wooden dwellings, temples, and market buildin gs.
The conjunction is utterly chaotic. As a city with no
centre, no cohesion , a nd no order, Tokyo's sole raison
d'itre appears to be unfettered growth and development.
Winter 2005

Tokyo has been reconstructed three times in the last
century: fo ll owing the earthquake of 1923, the firebombing of Wo rld War II , and just prior to the 1964
O lympics. Several co nstruction booms since h ave further transformed a ciry where the only constant seems to
be change itself. Many buildings are demolished before
their time . Some are designed for disassembly and let by
landowners waiting for the already-high land values to rise
even further. The high density wrought by inflated property values pushes buildings up against their neighbours
and the street.
-G.M.
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Sunrise Credit Union

ASK THE EXPERTS
(continued from p. 26)

Laird Schaub responds:

Integrity in
Money
Matters!
One of the things that distinguishes Sunrise Credit Union
from other financial institutions
is our mission. Integrity in
money matters is why we're
here! At the core of our work is
the desire to provide a de monstration of responsible and compassionate handling of money
and the relationships that go
with that.
Sunrise Credit Union is community-based and member-owned.

In m y experi ence,
the product vs. process
dichorom y is a fa irl y
common source of tension in groups, which
m akes it important to
explore what it means and how you might
work with it. I want to bring up three points:
1. In most groups there's a spectrum of
what people want to get out of whole-group
meetings (plenaries), and it's rare for a group
to ever explore the different answers in the
room. The "product" people will often say
that the answer is, "To solve problems; to make
decisions;" the "process" people will answer,
"To build relation ship ; to make co nnections with odler members so that we W1dersrand
each other berter and feel closer. " Neither are
wrong and neither answer should be interpreted as excluding the other (rhar is, the
product people are not against relationship,
and the process people are not antidecisions). It's a question
of emphasis.
The rubber hi ts
the road on this when
discussion gets complicated, and someone
proposes going deeper
into rhe causes of the
tension. For the produa
people, this is their
nightm are. It can be
highl y s ubje cr ive
whether rhere is any
value ro be had in exploring rhose dark
waters, and meanwhile the agenda is shot to
hell. Fo r the process people, this is the
moment rhey've been waiting for-when
they fin ally get to the good part.
If the group fails to app reciate that people
are wanting di ffe rent things from this
moment, the probl em will never go away.
The answer is not adjustments ro the rules
for invokin g back lip voting; it's to discuss
what is the approp riate mix of decisionmaking and relationship artending fo r the
group in rhat moment.
2. OK, let's suppose you' ve successfully
navigared the confusion in point 1. Another
common issue is weak facilitation , where
eith er it is confusing or not deemed safe

enough for people ro add their input on
topics in open discussion (hence the reliance
on slower-moving formats dlat protect air time
for the shy, confused, or bartered), or people
are allowed to repear themselves. Good facilitation means topics are well defined, and
off-topic or repetitious input is cordially, yet
firmly interrupted. If yo u want meetings
like that, yo u have to back up your facilitato rs when rhey attempt to rein folks in.
3. Finally, groups often get bogged down
because of a poor understanding about how
to effectively delegate. The most common
problems are artempting commirtee work in
plenary (forcing people to sit through a level
of discussion for which they don't want to
be present and which they trust the commirtee
do handle on their behalf) , or redoing the
committee's work in plenary because the
mandate wasn't clear enough. If the latter
is occurring with regularity, it is often difficult to get people to serve on commirtees
(why bother if the work will just be picked
apart or overhauled in plenary?), which leads
to more of the former (because there are no
functioning co mmirtees to hand work
off to!). It can be a
vicious cycle.
For m y money,
product and process
are both important,
and healthy groups
need to be artending
to the case-by-case
balance of the two
all the time. Hopefully, this gives yo u
an idea abou t important leverage points fo r
moving the process vs. product boulders
out of the road to berter meetin gs.

Good facilitation

means topics are well

We offer:
• Online Banking
• Free Checking
• Low Fees
• Visa Card & Debit Card
• Savings, CDs, IRAs, and
Money Market
• Loans- Personal and Project
• Excellent Rates
• Federally Insured

Find out more!
scuwic.org
www.sunrisecreditunion.org
888-87 1-3482 or 970-679-4311

Sunrise Credit Union
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defined, and off-topic
or repetitious input is
cordially, yet firmly
interrupted.

Laird Schaub, a member o/SandhiLL farm community in Missouri, has been doing consulting work
on group process since 1987, A longtime activist in
community networking, he has lived in community
since 1974 and has been involved with the FeLLowship for Intentional Community (HC) since 1986;
he is currently its Executive Secretary. iaird@ic.org;
660-883-5545.

Ifyou have questions for these process and focilitation experts, send them to communities@ic.org, c/o
'/1sk the Experts."(We won't print your name or
community

ifyou wish.) Thank you!
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AERO

Megacities Ecovillage
Network Launched at TenYear Ecovillage Anniversary
Gathering

N

early 200 people fro m 22 countries gathered at the Findhorn
Foun dation in northern Scotland Ocrober 1-7, 2005, to celebrate the
lOth anniversary of Global Ecovillage Network (GEN). We celebrated not only our
accomplishments since the first GEN gathering at Findhom in 1995, but the launching
of three exciting new proj ects.

O ne was the GEN Youth Council,
facilitated by Marti Muller of Auroville
commulllty
lD
south
India. Twenty-five young
people from co untries
around the world stood on
the stage and recited their
vision and purpose, giving
us all a glimpse of our
hoped-for future.
"We are the GEN Yo uth
Council. We are a network of
young people who have come
together to support each other
in reaching out to the youth
of the world and to let our
voice be heard. We've come
together to support each other as we initiate
projects, find ourselves, and build the ecovitlages of the fUture.

We are a place to share creative ideas and
inspirations. We will realize the power we
have within us. With the support and wisdom
ofthe elders, we will indeed change this world.
We are succession species. We are the next
generation. We are the next GEN!"
This was an occasion for happy tears
among many of us older folks, and we gave
them a standing ovation. Though we marveled all week at the progress we've made
in this still-embryonic movement begun
a sh ort decade ago by a dozen folks, we
o ld er ecovi ll ag er s were
inspired and relieved by this
show of commitment by the
younger partiCipants.
Our seven-day celebration also included the official
beginning of GEN 's Gaia
Education project. In this
innovative program people
worldwide w ill be able to
take four-week courses on
various aspects of sustaina bl e livin g in hand s- on
interactive learning centers
within ecovillages and other "green" education centers, as well as in mainstream
academic institutions. Gaia Education was

Lois Arkin is cofounder of Los Angeles Eco- Village, a representative to Ecovillage Network of the
Americas (ENA), and board member of Global Village Tnstitute.
Summaries ofplenaries and photos of the GEN Findhorn Gathering: wwwfindhorn.org.
Gaia Education: ecovillage. wikicities.comlwikiIGaia_Education.
Gaia University: www.gaiauniversity.org.
Megacities Ecovillage Network (for people engaged in actual ecovillages or solid core group start-ups)

ALTERNATIVE
EDUCATION
RESOURCE
ORGANIZATION

www.EducnionReyolution.ors
• Looking for a better educational
environment?
• Familiar with alternative schools,
homeschooling, and other options?
• Frustrated with the school system?
You DO

HAVE A CHOICE!

-

AERO is the hub of co mmunication s for
educational alternatives. AERO is a nonprofit
organi zati on founded in 1989 by education
expert Jerry Mintz to provide parents, students,
teache rs and organizations with th e information
to make informed dec isions about their
edu cation needs an d choices. We also assist
thos e sta rting new alternatives and changing
present schools.

(800) 769-4171
info@educationrevolution.org
417 Roslyn Rd.
Roslyn Heights. NY I 1577
www.EducationRevolution.org

"an excellent book ...
beautifully-illustrated ... the writing is
clear and conc ise, the examp les well
presented and the logic is transpa rent"
Bill Me/caif, Communities magazine

Read detail s, excerpts, reviews, etc. at
www.grahammeltzer.com/
Available on line the publishers
www.trafford .com/04-2802

Lois Arkin: crsp@igc.org, or Marcelo Todescan: marcelotodescan@yahoo. com.br.
Winter 2005
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Creating a
Life Together:
Practical Tools to Grow Ecovillages
and Intentional Communities

By Diana Leafe Christian
Editor, Communities Magazine
Foreword by Patch Adams
"Every potential ecovillager
should read it."
-Bill Mollison
"Wow! The newest, most
comprehensive bible for
builders of intentional
communities."
-Hazel Henderson
"A really valuable resource ...
I wish I had it years ago."
-Starhawk
"On my top three 'must-read'
list for cohousers."
-Ann Zabaldo,
Takoma Village Cohousing
"I stayed up till 2:00 am with
this book! ... I recommend
it for all cohousing groups
and cohousing professionals. "
-Sally Wright,
Pleasant Hill Cohousing

"The right book at the right
time . Will help community
founders avoid fatal mistakes."
-Hi/dur Jackson, Co-founder,
Global EcovilLage Network
New Society Publishers, 2003
22.95 • store.ic.org • Bookstores
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originated by GEN and developed by 12
founding members of Global Ecov ill age
Educators for a Sustainable Earth (GEESE):
Giovanni Ciarlo (Huehuecoyod, Mexico);
Jonathan Dawson (Findhorn Foundation,
Scotland, and GEN Europe); May East
(Findhorn , Scotland) ; Hildur and Ross
Jackson (Gaia Trust, Denmark); Daniel
Greenberg (Living Routes, USA); Kosha
Joubert (Okodorf Sieben Linden, Germany); Will Keepin (Satyana Institute,
USA); Max Lindegger (Crystal Waters,
Australia); Ina Meyer-Stoll (ZEGG, Germany); Marti Muller (Auroville, India);
and Liz Walker (EcovilJage at Ithaca, USA) .
(We'll cover Gaia Education in more detail
in a future ENA column.)
Gaia University is
another sustainability
education project with
a similar name, but it's
not to be confused with
GEN's new Gaia Educa tion project.
Developed over th e
past year by GEN
International Advisoty Board Member and
Huehuecoyotl cofounder Liora Adler and
GEN-Europe Council Member and British
permaculture teacher and educator Andy
Langford, Gaia University wi ll offer bachelors and masters degrees in sustainable
living, with courses also held in ecovillages
and sustainability education centers worldwide. Gaia Un iversi ty is now accredited
internationally through the British Council,
and several ecovillages are in various stages
of planning to become regional coordinating centers for its programs, including
the Ecovillage Training Center at The Farm
in Tennessee. (We'll cover Gaia University
more deeply in a future column as welL.)
The launching of Gaia University and
GEN's Gaia Education proj ect coincide
with the U .N. Decade of Education for
Sustainability (2005-2015) . In fact Gaia
Education is endorsed by UNITAR (United
Nations Institute for Training and Research).

large rectangular dinner table filled with
laughter, conversation, and the excitement of sharing a meal with other ecovillage activists from halfway around the
world. Though we were not very good at
one another's languages, the communication flowed with a little help from
wine, good food, and the joy of being
together. Until very recently, creating
ecovillages in intensely urban areas was a
peculiar concept for many, even those
within the ecovillage movement. But at
this Findhorn gathering urban ecovillages were darn near trendy. Being a
megacity ecovillage person myself, I was
on a high.
At that dinner table, our mutual realization of the common
issues and processes and
successes we are engaged
in within our megacities led us to a
determined Cty of "We
can do it! We will do
it! And we are doing
it! " as hands came
together at the center of the table, stacking
one upon the other, pancake-style. A dozen
hands sealed the deal to an uproarious
shout of, "We are the Megacities Ecovillage Network! " Suddenly the attention of
a hundred other diners was upon us .
Discovering our passions, our mutual
love of cities, and love for our own cities
in particular led us to realize we could be
one another's "secret weapon" in our struggles to reinvent the way people live in cities.
Because we have greater mutual understanding of the unique set of issues and
opportunities of megacities (e.g., the need
to retrofit no-longer-used industrial buildings and reduce auto dep e ndency;
socio-economic class issues; and the challenges of homelessness, wasted resources,
crime, and air/soil/water quality), and we
are engaged in a variety of proj ec ts to
address these issues, we can be more strategic
about helping one another and influence
millions of people toward change.
Our new Megacities Ecovillage Network was officially launched the next
evening at the closing ceremonies when I
was invited onstage to introduce the dozen
of us present, especially the Brazilians from
San Paulo led by Marcelo Todescan. Q

At this Findhorn

gathering urban
ecovillages were

darn near trendy.

For me personally, perhaps the most
exciting initiative born at the Findhorn
the
Megacities
conference
was
Ecovillage Network. Twelve of us from
cities of over five million-Sao Paulo,
Tokyo, and Los Angeles- sat around a
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Second Helpings: When to
Talk and When to Walk

H

ave you ever been at a meeting where
someone wanted to discuss a topic
the group already had an agreement
about-perhaps an agreement that took a
long time to reach and left everyone feeling
exhausted? You can hear the groans and see
the eyeballs rolling. (No, no anything but
that.)
I know groups that detest that moment
so much they've developed rules to protect
themselves from it, such as declaring a sixmonth moratorium on a topic once a decision
has been made.
But what's going on?
First of all , decisions are always made
with imperfect knowledge. Always. And
even if you could know everything that
was a factor in the decision (which you
can't), the information seldom has the good
grace to stay put. That is, it
erodes or morphs into something else. You have to keep
an eye on It.
SO I have another idea
about whether to open up
a topic for reconsideration.
Instead of asking, "How long
has it been since we've talked
about that? " consider a different standard: "What's
changed?" By which I mean:
What new information has
rumed up, or what old information no longer applies? If the group
thinks the factors have shifted enough,
then it should talk about whether that
means the agreement should be modified
(or dumped). If not, then sorry, we're not
going to use valuable group time to restage
your particular version of the Passion Play
on that subject.

If it's a consensus group then everyone
has ro be on board in order put it on the
agenda. I suggest that the bellwether question be whether there's enough new information
ro justifY reexamination. In my experience,
a well-functioning group can change a decision on a dime-if there's new data sufficient
to justifY a shift. The loyalty should be to
quality not constancy.
Now let's reverse engines and look more
closely at why groups are motivated to
protect themselves ftom the horror of reconsideration. I think there are a host of reasons,
none of which are well addressed by a temporary gag order.
In large groups it is often impossible (or
a miracle) to get everyone to a meeting. Thus,
there needs to be a mechanism for informing
the missing what has happened, so they can
be brought up to speed and
be given a chance to respond
to points raised in the discussion. If the minutes (the
usual way information is shared
with the absent) are sketchy
or incomplete, then members
who missed the discussion
may, in all innocence, want
to replow old ground (not
knowing that the mule has
already been down that row).
And it's worse than that.
Groups change. New people
join and there needs to be a way to bring
them into awareness of what has gone before.
Not just the decisions, but how the group
got there, so they have a reasonable chance
of understanding what factors were considered in reaching current policy; so they have
a reasonable chance of not asking the group
to have the same conversation if they have

Laird Schaub is Executive Secretary ofthe Fellowship fo r Intentional Community (FI C, publisher of
this magazine), and a fou nding member of Sandhill Farm community in M issouri.
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Classes -Workshops - Events
all areas of sustainability
Earth-Based Vocations
Permaculture Design

2639 Agua Fria St., Santa Fe, NM 87505
505-424-9797 ww\v.ecoversity.org

GreenSingles.com
Free Photo Ads for
progressive singles in the
environmental , vegetarian
& animal rights
communities . Thousands of
searchable ads for
friendship , dating, marriage.
Quick & easy sign-up .
Celebrating our 20th year!
"where heartS and minds connect"

Veggie Love.com
Free Fhoto ads tor single
vegetarians) vegans) raw
toodists and others who
seek a plant-based diet.
For triendship) dating)
marriage. Sign up in
minutes and meet !::Jour
Veggie Love.
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Visions of Utopia:
Experiments in
Sustainable Culture

Geo ph Kozeny, a core staff membe r of the first two
ed ition s of the Comm unities Directory and a featu red
co lumni st in Comm unities magazi ne, spe nt 4 years
creating this documentary about intentional communities.
Now you can actua ll y see how some communities look
"up close" w hile you li sten to comm unity membe rs
te ll their stories in the ir own words. Featuring:
- A brief histo ry of 2500 yrs of shared living
-Profiles of 7 very dive rse co mmunities
Camphill Special Schoo l (' 61 , PAl , Tw in
Oa ks (' 67, VA), Ananda Village (' 69, CAl,
Bre itenbush Hot Sp rings (,77, OR),
Purple Rose Col lective ('7 8, CAl
Ea rth aven (, 92 , NC)
-Insights about w hat wo rks and w hat doesn' t
- 90 min utes of information & inspiration!

"Outstanding Project
of the Year Award"
-Com mun a l Studi es Assoc iation, Oct 2003
$33 Postpa id: FIC Video - 138-V Twin Oaks Rd ,
Louisa VA 23093 - (800)995-8342 - Online info & orders:
http://store .ic.org/products/v isions-of-utop ia-video .htm I
For progress reports email <geop h@ic.org>.
Ordinary people doing extraordinary things.

Wordsworth Typing and Editing Services
As an egalitarian business, we value the time of all our partners equally.
The rate for all our services is $28 per hour.
We specialize in:

Typing & transcribing
Editing & proofreading
Graphic design & layout

o

0000 0000 DODO 000

0
000 0000
000 0000
0000

orth

Wordsworth is a business of Meadowdance Commun ity Group.
Meadowdance is an egalitarian, child-centered community that we lcomes
human dive rsity, eco logical sensibility, m utual learning and joy.
We began our dance w ith the turning of the new millenium and
keep learning new steps as we grow.

Please visit our website: www.wordsworthcoop.com
or contact us at wordsworth@wordsworthcoop.com
Wordsworth Typing and Editing Services
(802) 563-2105 fax
2078 Vermont Route 15
(866) 761-9362 toll-free
Walden , VT 05873
(802) 563-2105 outside the US
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questions about the decision . Yet minutes
are seldom that good . It takes time to capture them and edit them and to make them
accessible. And who knows which topics
someone will ever question. The price for
doing this poorly, however, is the same one
paid by those who neglect history-they are
condemned to repeat themselves.
There are other reasons why gro ups are
leery of reconsideration. It can be soapbox
time, where the garrulous run amok, squandering precious group time repeating what
others (or worse, they, themselves) h ave
already said. Groups who have trouble reining
in the loquacious tend to rely on rules (like
cloture or moratoria) or cumbersome processes
(like Go Rounds, which limit air time per
individual) instead of facing the music and
insisting on better meeting behavior (o r at
least better facilitation). To be fair, big talkers
can have a way of m aking this really difficult, through sulking, whining, or even
pitching temper tantrums. However, waiting
them out and hoping for a lightning bolt of
self-realization to call them to their senses is
seldom a winning strategy.

Decisions are always
made with imperfect
knowledge. Always.
When this gets out of hand, and the group
acquiesces to the demand for reconsideration to appease the longwinded in the hopes
of moving things along (since subtle hints
about repetition are gelling nowhere), then
there's the further danger of reinforcing filibusters as an effective technique for getting
one's way. This can get ugly.
So where does that leave us? It boils down
to solutions that address root causes:
- Ifyou're concerned about individuals talking
too much (is the person off topic, repetitive,
unfocused, intimidating?), talk about that.
• If people are repeating what others have
already said in the same meeting, you need
tighter facilitation.
• If people are repeating what was said in
meetings the speaker missed, you need berter
minu tes.
• If there's no important new information
on a topic, decline the invitation to go there.
Next topic, p lease.
Q
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at hand to play with; the potential clout
with local officials-as well as inevitable
conflicts, challenges, heartbreaks, and innovative community solutions. So I recommend
Reinventing Community as the perfect gift
for fam ily or friends who
wonder why you want to
live so eccentrically.
Of course all these observa tions are pre se nted as
experiences one has uniquely
in cohousing. Although no
one actually wri tes, "Only
in cohousing d o yo u find
_ __ _ ," followed by
a descrip tion of a typical
heartwarming expe rience
you'd find in any kind of
intentional community, the
implication is nevertheless
there th roughout: "Cohousing is wonderful, feeling
connected to and supported
by o thers i s g r ea t ; we
invented community." (I'm
ass um ing the book's tid e,
"Reinventing Community, "
means coho using is reinventi ng th e ge neric
"comm u nity" of typ ical
neigh bo rh oods a n d sub urbs.) But to continue my
rant here, despite my tiltingat-windmills to co nvince cohousers they
didn't invent the warm-fuzzies of community living- tha t p eop le living in
communities fro m student housing coops to communes also experience the sense
of support and connection daily-many

coho users insist on believing these heartwarming new experiences exist within the
boundaries of the coho using movement
alone. "Harrumph!"
Nevertheless, the book offers a rich
smorgasbord of communi ty tales to choose from .
You can dip in sporadically
or read sequentially through
top ics ranging from how
coho using fosters ecological sustainability to how it
creates a unique neighborhood culture. One of my
favo rite tales is, "If Not Us,
Who?" b y Patty Mara
Gourley, about how Tierra
Nueva residents in Oceano,
California, many of them
ill from the effects of windborne pesticide spaying of
th e strawberry field next
door, not only successfully
stopped the toxic spraying
but arranged that the field
b e farme d or ga nica ll y
instead. Another favorite is
Ellen Orlean's acco unt of
how future residents ofWtld
Sage in Boulder, Colorado,
who ranged from high salar ied profess io nals to
single moms with limited
incomes, grappled with their differing
interests, value judgments, and projections
in creating both market-rate and affo rdable housing units in the same proj ect.
(Excerpted as "Do We Really Value 'Diversity'?" in the Fall '04 issue.)

Tierra Nueva
residents
not only

successfully

stopped the

toxic spraying
of the field
next door,

but arranged
that it be
farmed

Reinventing Community:
Stories from the "Walkways
of Coho using
David Wann, Editor
Fulcrum Publishing, 2005
Pb. 277, pp. $17.95

Reviewed by D iana Leafe Christian
Dave Wann's Reinventing Com munity is
one of the best overall introdu ctions to
cohousing I've see yet (along with McCamant and Durrett's Cohousing, of course),
showing what coho using is about through
50 short, readable stories by 38 different
coho using residents in a wide variety of
coho using communities across the United
States (and one in Canada).
This anthology is also one of the best
overviews of community livin g I've seen
yet-the small unexpected pleasures; the
ongoing sense of connection; the steady
support of neighbors and friends; the safety,
especially for older people and children;
children always having many near-siblings
Winter 2005

organically
instead.

The Findhorn Book of Community Living
From regular Communities magazine
contributor Bill Metcalf, a small but
comprehensive, easy- to- read guide to
contemporary community living,
with all the joys and challengesand lots of examples from round the world.
128 pages paperback . $9.95
ISBN 1-84409-032-9
available from your local bookstore
or call toll free 1-800-856-8664
or order online from www.steinerbooks.org
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Other favorite tales editor D ave Wann
kindly allowed us to include in Communities magazine "Sh aring th e Wealth of
Co mmuni ty with Fos ter C hild re n" by
Laura Fitch of Pioneer Valley (Winter '04
issue), and "O f Ravens and Rules," by
Lynn Nadeau of RoseWind Co housing,
about conflict and resolution over which
resident-created art was acceptable for permanent pub lic display in common areas
(Spring '05 "Arts in Co mmunity" issue) .
We've excerpted from Reinventing Comm unity again in this U rban Communi ty
issue-see "Living the Good Life Downtown," about Swan's M arket Coho using,
pg.40.
Editor Dave Wann is som ething of a
h ero of min e, as h e's th e co-auth or with
Dan Chiras of Superbia! 3 1
to Create
Sustainable N eighborhoods, and co-author
of AjJluenz a: Th e All-Consu ming Epidemic. H e's also a filmmaker who produced
the award-win ning Smart Growth and
th e recent program Designing a Great
N eighborhood, aired on Free Speech TV,
vario us PBS stations, and soon to be featured on Lime TV- AOL founder Steve

Case's n ew n etwork ab out alte rn a tive
lifestyles.
M any of the book's contributors will
be familiar to Communities readers: Michael
McIntyre (Sunward Cohousing) and Ro b
Sandelin (Sharingwood Cohousing), coG u es t Editors o f o u r 2000 issu e o n
co h o us in g; R ain es Co h e n (Berke ley
C ohousing), co-G uest Editor with Betsy
M orri s o f our S ummer ' 05 issu e o n
cohousing; and article contributors Patty
Mara Go urley (Tierra Nueva) ; Franny
Osman ( ew View Cohousing); Sharon
Villines (Takoma Village); and Dana SnyderGrant (New View Cohousing). (See Dana's
Jor Spring, "pg. 22.)
Lum inaries in the coho using m ovement contrib ute stories as well: Kath ryn
M cCama nt a nd C huck D urrett , th e
cohousin g architects who brought this
fo rm of com muni ty to North Am erica
with their 1986 book Cohousing; Jim Leach
of Wonderland Hill Development Company; coho using arch itects Mary Kraus
and Laura Fitch; former Cohousing magazine editor Stella Tarnay; Rick M ockler,
current president of Coho using Associa-

tion of th e U .S.; an d G rah am Meltzer,
author of Sustainable Community: Learning
ftom the Cohousing Model. (See Graham's
article, "Urban Biotope"- Japanese Style, "
pg.57.)
W hile I enjoyed Reinventing Com munity and highly reco mmend it, in
addi tion to my issue with th e occas ional
"We invented community" stance, I sometimes felt p ut off by a public relatio ns
"puff-piece" tone in a few of the stories .
But that's easily overlooked, since the overwhelming m ajority of the tales are quite
engaging and credible, not to mention the
potential widespread good this book will
do the coho using movement-and our
intentional communities movem ent in
general.
Diana Leaft Christian is editor of
Communities magazine and author of Creating
a Life Together: Practical Tools to Grow
Ecovillages and Intentional Communi ties. She
lives at Earthaven Ecovillage in North Carolina.

See what keeps
our readers going
Your Guide
to Self-Reliant Living

MAGAZINE

Take control of your own life. Thousands
of people have gone BACKfioME to enjoy
less complicated, more rewarding lives
... and you can join them. In each
bimonthly issue, fmd articles on topics
such as:
• Owner-Built & Mortgage-Free Homes
• Livestock Selection
• Orgaruc Garderung
• Home Projects
• Solar, Wmd, & Hydro Power
• Profitable Home Businesses
and much, much more!
Subscribe to BACKHoME for just $21.97/year
or try a two-issue subSCription for just $5.95
Call us at 800-992-2546, write to us at
P.O. Box 70CM, Hendersonville, NC 28793
or visit our Web site
·www.BackHomeMagazine.com
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Reach

COMMUNITIES WITH
OPENINGS

REACH is our column for all your Class ified
needs. In addition to ads intended to help match
people looking for communities with communities looking for people, Reach has ads for workshops,
goods, services, books, products and personals
of interest to people in terested in Communities.
You may use th e form on th e last page of
Reach to place an ad. THE REACH DEADLINE
FOR THE SPRING 2006 ISSUE (OUT IN APRIL)
IS FEBRUAR Y 15.
The special Reach rate is only $ 0.25 per word
(up to 700 words, $0.50 per word thereafter for
all ads) so why not use this opportunity to network with others interested in community? We
offer discounts for multiple insertions as well:
$0.23 per word for two times and $0.20 per
word for four times. If you are an FIC member;
take off an additional five percent.
Pleose make check or money order payable
to Communities, and send it, p lus your ad copy,
word count, number of insertions and category
to: Patricia Greene, 387 Hewlett Rd., Hermon,
NY 73652; phone 375 - 347-3070, email:
patricia@ic.org (If you email an ad, please include
your mailing address, phon e num ber and be
sure to send off the check at the same time.)
Intentional communities listing in the Reach
section are invited to also visit our online Com munities Directory a t http: //d irectory.ic. org
Listing on our web site is free and da ta from the
site is used to p ro duce our print version of the
Communities Directory, with a new edition coming
out annually. Contact: directory@ic.org or 540894-5798 for more information on being listed
in the Communities Directory.

speCl

AQUARIAN CONCEPTS COMMUNITY,
Sedona, Ar iz o n a. Fo un ded by Gab ri el of
Sedo n a an d N ia nn Em erso n C hase in
1989. Currently 105 adults and children .
In te rn at io nal mem bers. Globa l chan ge
wo rk for Desti ny Reservists in Divi ne
Adm ini stration. God-centered commu nity base d on teachi n gs of The URAN TIA
Book and Co n t inuin g Fifth Ep oc hal Re velation The Cosmic Family Volum es as received
by Ga briel of Sedo na. Org ani c ga rdens .
Sta rsee d Schoo ls of Melc h izedek, lan dscaping, Soulistic Medical Institute. Serious
spi ri t ual co m mitment requi red. POB 394 6,
Sedo na, A Z 8634 0 ; 92 8 - 204 -7 2 06 ;
in f o@ aquarian co n ce ptscommunity. org;
www. aquari a n co n ce pt scommuni t y.o rg ;
www.g loba lchangemusic.org
AQUARIUS COMMUNITY, Vail, Arizona .
Sha r e picturesque mo un ta in w il de rne ss
ranch bless ed wit h idea l w ea th er. $150/ mo.
inc lud es ut ili t ies. SASE. Box 69, Va il, AZ
85647 -0069; jkubias@hotmail.com
CAMPHILL VILLAGE MINNESOTA, Sauk
Ce ntre, Minn eso ta . Part of t he Inte rn atio nal Ca mphill m ovement. Loca ted in rural
ce nt ral Minn esota. life-sharin g co mmunity
of 60 peo p le, 25 of w ho m are adu lts w ith
spec ial needs. We are on 400 acres-woods,
fie lds, river, ponds . We have a dairy far m,
beef fa rm, weave ry ( rug s an d sca rve s),
woo d shop ( toys and hou se h o ld it ems),
ba kery (bread, coo ki es, cerea ls), dollmaking
shop, fo od p rocess in g ki tc hen an d large
vegeta ble gardens . We provide our own
b read and biodynam ic/ organic meat, m ilk
an d vegetabl es. We live and work t oge ther
with respect f o r ea ch person 's abilities .
Although we w o rk out of a n o n-d enominatio nal Christ ian philo soph y, we accept
peop le of all sp iritua l pa t hs. Fos t er ing a
mood of reverence and grat itude is an essentia l part of Camp hi ll lif e. We ce leb rate t he

sectIon you wish yo u ad to appear

o Communities with Openings
o Communities Fo rming 0 People Looking
o Internships 0 Resources

Cost: 251t/wd. to 100 words, 501t/wd. thereafter.
231t/wd.-2 inserts, 201t/wd.-4 inserts. FIC members get
5% discount. Please include payment with submission.
Abbrev. & phone # = 1 wd. , PO Box = 2 wd.
Word Count at 2SIt/word
_ _ Word Count at SOIt/word

=

$ _ _ __

= $ _ _ __

TOTAL PAYMENT ENCLOSED $
Winter 2005

seaso nal and Christian festiv als of the yea r
w ith so ngs, st ori es, pl ay s and ot her activit i es t h at ar e p r epa r ed tog eth e r in t he
comm un ity. We seek peo pl e to join usfam ilies, coup les, single peop le. We need
peop le who can be Ho use pa rents (usua lly
w ith fo ur spec ial needs peopl e and o ne o r
two o th er "co- w o rk ers" ), a d airy fa rm er,
ga rd eners and people willing to lend a hand
w hereve r needed. We are looking fo r lo ng
te rm, committed peop le ge nera lly sta rt ing
w ith a six m onth get-acq uain ted period.
We provid e hea lt h ins ura nce, t h ree wee ks
vacatio n and m eet each person's nee d s as
possible. For inform ation : 757 36 Celtic Drive,
Sauk Cent re, MN 56378; 32 0-732-6365;
Fa x: 320 -732 - 3204; CVMN@rea-alp .com;
www.camphillvillage-minnesota.org
DANCING RABBIT, Rutledge, Missouri.
We are activel y see king new m embers to
jo in us in cre at ing o ur vibrant home and
sustai nabi li ty demo n st ra tio n project. We
are bui ldi n g our homes w ith earth-friendly
mate ri als o n ou r 28 0 beau tifu l, r ollin g
acres in north east M iss ouri . We li ve, wo rk
and pl ay tog eth er; wi t h coop erati o n and
fe mini sm as b as ic p rincipl es. W e grow
muc h of o u r food a n d sh a r e delicious
organic meals together eve ry day. We make

Crafts and Creations
from U.S_
Intentional Communities

Please type or print text of ad on separate sheet ofp ap er.
Make check out to Communities magazine.
NAME.___ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ ____
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ __ _ __ _ _

STATE._ _ _

ZIP___ _ _ _ PHONE._________________
Mail this form with payment (by February 15 for the Spring issue) to:
Patricia Greene, 3 81 Hewl ett Road , Hermon, NY 13652;

3 15-347-3070 p atricia@ic.org
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Now in our 20th year!
$23 I 4 issues

our decisions by consensus. If yo u're looking
for a nurturing home where yo u can li ve
more sustainab ly and make a differen ce
in the world, come visit us . Help make our
ecovillage grow! One-CM Dancing Rabbit
Lane, Rutledge, MO 63563; 660 -883-5511;
dancingrabbit@ic.org; www.dancingrabbit.org
EARTHAVEN , Blue Ridg e Mountain s,
North Carolina . Aspirin g ecovi llage on
320 forested acres near Asheville. Multigenerational, 60 members. Omnivores ;
vegetarians; so me rai se li vestock. Natural-built homes, organi c gardens, off-grid
power, co mposting toil ets, const ru cted
wet lands. We va lue sustainable ecological systems , permaculture , consensus,
right livelihood and vital, di versified spirituality. Businesses / services include: Red
Moon Herbs, Trading Po st, cafe, Permaculture Activist and Communities magazines,
logging, permaculture design, landscaping,
tool rent al, woodworking , carpentry/ const ruction , solar design / installation .
Workshop s on permaculture, natural
building, herbal medicin e. Seeki ng hardworking, v i sionary people, including
organic growers, famil ies with chi ldren,
people with homeste a ding skills.
www.earthaven . org; Fr ee information
pack or larger $10 pack:info@earthaven.org;
1025 Camp Elliott Road, Black Mountain,

NC 28711 ; 828-669-3931.

ELDER FAMILY COMMUNITY, near
Cherok ee, North Carolina . In Smoky
Mountain s n ea r Great Smoky Mountain
National Park. We are looking fo r more
community oriented family members (retired
or sem i-retired) to share ownership in an
expanding project of group homes with
private and shared space. This land is part
of an 80 acre intentional co mmunity and
near a 40 plus acre spiritual retreat center.
Decisions are made by consensus. Contact Anthony or Ann at 828-491 -11 02 or
email: annariel@dnet.net
ENOTA MOUNTAIN RETREAT, Hiawassee,
Georgia. Live, se rve , play and expe rience
the simple life in the beautiful north Georgia
Mountains. We are seeking residents for
our service-based spiritual, educational
retreat center/cam pground /orga nic farm
located on 60 magni f i cent acres with
streams, waterfalls and pond s. Surrounded
by 750,000 acres of National Forest. Our
focus is susta inability and serving our
guests . We ha ve current need for const ruction, sa les, accounting, front desk,
farming, an im al ca re, hou sekeep ing , whatever is needed to operate the retreat center
and farm. We offe r clean air and water,
housing, 2-3 home-cooked sit-down healthy
meals together per day, stipend, free long
d istance, In ternet access, free laundry and
much more . Co m e help us build a com-

Catoctin Creek Village
Find your future
Village -

Site tours qVq ilqble qlmost
weekend .
Mem
i pin Formqtion
session s held monthly.
For more

Om) 34-6-3071
www.cqtoctincreekvill<lge.com

at Catoctin Creek

a new Cohousing Community in
Northern Virginia!

Come discover

a magical place in

Loudoun County, Virginia - just one hour
northwest of Washington, DC.

Catoctin Creek Village is:
18 energy-efficient, custom, single-family homes on 164 acres of rolling hills,
fields and woods. Priced from $575,000. Lot sizes range from .25 acres to
10 acres.
Community commons that includes over 100 breathtaking acres of private
nature conservancy. Rolling meadows, forest, spring-fed lake, barn, and 1 mile
of Catoctin Creek river frontage. Large renovated 200-year-old farmhouse
where meals, meetings, games and gatherings are held year-round.
An opportunity for Astronomers, Naturalists, Gardeners, Goatherders,

Equestrians, Doctors, Musicians, Artists, Storytellers, Paddlers, Philosophers, Hikers, Inventors, Cooks, and Community Visionaries of all ages to
join the old-fashioned neighborhood of the future!
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munity and make a difference.
www.enota.org 706-896-9966 .
THE FARM, Summertown , Tennessee .
Founded in 1971 on t he principles of nonvio lence and a respect for the earth, The
Farm offe rs a vibrant soc ial life mixed with
rural lifestyle. The Farm is open in g its doo rs
for new members, with a special invitation
to young families seeking to put their ideals
to work in a nurturing environment. The
best introduction to our culture is to visit
us for a Farm Experience Weekend. Re ceive
an in-depth look at our history, tour the
grounds and part i cipate in a va riety of
wo rkshops that highlight our many diverse
in terests and experiences. To learn more,
visit www.thefarmcommunity.com
FELLOWSHIP COMMUNITY, Spring Valley,
New York . We seek co-workers. Located
30 minutes north of NYC, we are an intergenerational community founded in 1966,
centered around the care of the elderly.
Now numbering about 150 elderly, cowo rk ers and chi ldren, we grow ou r own
fruit and vegeta bles bio-dynam ica lly. All
ages work together in our practica l work
activities. They incl ude a candle shop, metal
shop, wood shop, weavery/ handwork group,
g reenh ouse, publi sh ing pre ss, bakery, outlet
sto re and medical pra ctice . The sp iritual
scie nce (anthroposophy) of Rudolf Steiner

is the basis for our work. There is a Wa ldorf School and seve ral other
an throposophical initiatives nearby. Our
lifestyle is an intense soc ial/ cultural commitment to the futu re of mankind. Check
out our web site at www.F ell owshipCommunity.org If you are interested in co-working
or need additiona l info, p lease contact our
office at 845-356-8494; or write to: Ann
Scharff, c/o The Executive Circle at 247 Hungry
H 0 /I 0 w Rd ., SP r i n g Va /I e y, NY 7 0977;
rsffoffice@fellowshipcommunity. org
SANDHILL FARM, Rutledge, Missouri. We
are a sma ll famil y of friends living togethe r
on an income-sharing organic farm. We
va lu e coope ration, ra isin g c hi ldren, li ving
simp ly, caring for our land, growing mo st
of our own food, work ing through ou r differences, making good ecologica l choices,
and having fun wit h o ur f riends. We've
been at this for 31 yea rs and continue to
grow in our visions and our capability to
realize them. Sound like home? POB 755,
Rutledge, MI 63563; visitorscm@sandhil/farm.org; 660-883-5543; www.sandhillfarm.org
TWIN OAKS, Louisa, Virginia . Tw in Oaks
has been crafting cu lture and susta inable
community for over 35 years. We are cur rently l ooking for ne w members, and
wou ld love to have you vis it. Right now
we wou ld espec i al ly like more woman

n.

Cuba: Lik afttt Oil
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Report frotn Germany.

3nl bJtttDational i\1.erling
OJl Peak Oil and Gas

-+

Susan T. Brown
7 Dancing Rabbit Lane
RutledgeJ MO 63563
660-883-5669

virgoediting@yahoo.com

The Second U.S.
Conference on Peak
Oil and Community
Solutions

Community R€Sttrg('ll(£
and Oil Depldion
._.....".<-

:

Reasonable rates
(sliding scale available)
Small jobs welcome

with speakers
,-

,":.dl

Diana Leafe Christian
Richard Heinberg
John Ikerd
Jan Lundberg
Pat Murphy
Megan Quinn
Robert Waldrop
Join us in Yellow Springs,
Ohio, September 23-25, for
the latest reports on Peak Oil
and an in-depth look at what
comes next.

A Program of Community Service, Inc.

Winter 2005
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members . We can o ff er yo u : work in our
community bu sin esses , an abundance of
homegrown o rga ni c food, a thri ving social
scene, and an es t abl is hed culture of nonv iolence , f emini sm an d eg alit a riani sm .
Yo u can offe r us: you r ta len t s and skills
(o r y our u nski ll ed enthusias m ) and y our
des ire t o li v e an ecol o g ica l and in co m esha rin g li fest y le. For in for m ation: Twin
Oaks, 738- R Twin Oak s Rd. , Lo u isa, VA
23 0 93; 540 -894-5 72 6; twinoak s@ic.org;
www.twino a ks. org

Neshama Abraham Paiss

OUf

ZevPaiss

Services Include:

• Gerring Started Workshop
• Working with the Press
• Group Process Training
• Spokesperso n Training
• Grass roots Marketi ng
• Website D evelopment
• Membership Buildin g
• Special Event Planning
• New Member Integration
• Ads & Promotional M aterials

'A

hamPaiss
&

a ssoci at es

Call us at 3 03-413-8066, email us at
Zpaiss@Comcast.net
or visit wwwAbrahamPaiss.com

COMMUNITIES FORMING
AND REFORMING
ECO-FARM , Plant City, Florida. We are
a fa m ily f arm near Tampa, Fl ori da w orki ng
to create a sustainab le, f ar m-b ased intenti onal commun ity. O ur i nt e re sts are:
ac hiev able susta in abl e li v ing , alternati v e
energies, books, d rummin g, environmental
is sues, farmin g, soc ia l ju stice, etc. We
farm veg etabl es and orn amental trees,
and also have a sm all f arm mechanic shop
in which c ommunity m embers participate. If interested, c hec k o ut o ur w eb site
at www.ecofarmfl.org and phone: 8 73-7547374 .

MARQUETTE, NEBRASKA. Great opportunity to help create an unusual community
with health and learning center. We have
pur c h as ed a 24,500 sf school building
bu i lt in 1983 on four acres . Has aud ito rium , gy m , ca feteria with full comm ercia l
kitc hen, 15,000 sf of clas sro o m space t hat
co u ld be livi ng quarters for re sid ents . Tiny
town of 280 nea r Interstate 80 and Aurora.
Seek in g peo ple to be develop ers w ith m e
f o r hea lth ce nter, events and work shops,
re sid e ntial community. Cont act : Ken
Bertrand at 800-478-7643 and lea ve messag e.
RURAL COOPERATIVE COMMUNITY,
USA. M y hu sband and I are curren t ly in
Haw th o rn e, Florida with as sets to in ves t
in t o co mmunity . We ' ve identif ie d t h e
values : o pp os e the root cau ses of wa r;
the m ajo r g o al: personal freedom f o r t he
indi vidu al. Help us make it happ en! Phone
352 -48 7-027 5 or for complet e d etails a nd
pictures, see www.everything-is-related.in fo
TERRASANTE DESERT COMMUNITY,
Tucson, Arizona. Looking for re sourceful
p eopl e who want to build community on
1 6 0 ac res of vegetated Sonor an d ese rt
surro un de d by State land tru st. Exp lorations in alte rn ati ve building, so lar ene rgy,
perm acul tu re, natural healing , quiet livi ng,
art istic en deavo r s. Abundant we ll wate r,

Wonderland Hill Development Company
Expert Cohousing Builder and Developer
Now Available!! Head, Heart and Hands
Lessons in Community Building by Shari Leach
Shari is a commun ity building
expert and former President of the
Cohousing Association

-

• •I A.a .

•
•
•

15 completed communities in CO , CA and AZ
Pioneering Elder Cohousing in the US
New Communities forming nationally

-,

,,-

WHDC

Order on our website :
www.whdc.com

B U 1 L D E RS

"L ,EA CII

"Sustainability Through Community"

4676 Broad way
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good neighbors, mountain vistas, awes ome sun s et s . Contact Bru ce a t
520-403-84 30 or email : scher@anci e ntimages.com
TRILLIUM FARM, Jacksonville, Oregon .
We, a couple of a rtist s, edu ca tor s a nd
activists, are rebirthing Trillium Community Farm in southwestern Oregon! Equity
member ship s in LLC owning l and and
community building s; pri va t e dwelling
own e rship , seve ral av ail abl e . Pow e rful
wild ern ess landscape . Qui et , r e mote ,
scenic, y et less than an hour from sev eral
towns, regional city. Op erat e Birch Creek
Art s and Ecology Cente r and uni v ersity
progr am. Ri ve r, cre ek, pond s, ex c ellent
soil , o rg ani c garden s, sunn y dry c limate,
grav ity flow sw eetwate r. No dogs, mu c h
wildlif e. Vegetari an c ommunity spac es.
POB 733 0, Jack so n ville, OR 9 75 3 0; 5 47899-7 6 96; ww w. d eep w ild. o rg
WHITE OAK FARM, Williams, Oregon .
Looking for community-minded part ners
w ith agricultural / home steading ex p erie nc e to help run n o n-profit farm a nd
education ce nter. info@whiteoakfarmcsa.org

COMMUNITY HOUSES
AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE OR RENT

MOVING?

To ensure uninterrupted service, send us ,
your change-of-address information as far
in advance as possible, and we' ll get your
subscription to wh ere you are, when you
should get it. Be sure to send your old
address information (copi ed off your mailing label), as we ll as your new address.
SOLTERRA COHOUSING, Durham, North
Carolina. Cu st o m buil t in eco-fri e ndl y
So lterra, an es t abli shed multi-g eneration al,
pass ive sol ar coh ousin g community in semirural west Durh am. Incredible loc ation:
close to Duke Uni ve rsity and UNC, Chapel
Hill. 20 acr es op en and w ood ed . Shared
ownership in comm on lands: w al kin g path s,
pl ay sp aces, m ea d o w s, common h o u se,
t wo -ac r e or ga ni c g arden . City se rv ices.
Sol t erra also bord ers 43 acre nature prese rve. Hou se is 3 BR, 2 .5 bath , o pen li ving
space, som e p ass ive sol ar f ea tures. Hardwood fl oo rs, in-home art/ project studio,
built in ca bin etry. $279 , 500, m o re d et ail s
at www.pe t ehill s.c om /l1 8 or ca ll 83 2-76757 38.

OLD ADDRESS:

NAME
AD DRESS
CITY/TOWN
STATE/ PROV

ZIP/ POSTAL CODE

NEW ADDRESS:

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/TOWN
STATE/ PROV

ZIP/ POSTAL CODE

Please return to:
Communities, 138 Twin Oaks Rd, louisa, VA 23093

or email:
order@ic.org

AIRVILLE, PENNSYlVANIA . Community minded altern ative hom es t ea d ers looking
for kindred spirit(s) to rent m o bil e home,
share organic garden space in rural Airvill e.
Opportunity for market gard en/C SA. Commuting di stance to York and Lanca st e r,
PA and Bel Air, MD . Beautiful hiking trail s,
Su squehanna River nearby. Contact us at :
7 77 -8 62 - 7737 or 65 7 E. Posey Rd., Airville,
PA 77 3 02 .

Please include your 5-digit customer number
from the mailing label. (The 5 numbers to
the left of the letters "ADB" on the second
line of your label.)

Loving MOre®
iS the only magazine on
polyamory--open couples, triads & moresomes, sharing a
lover, expanded family, sexual healing, jealousy, sacred sex,
co-parenting, community, and other topics of interest to
those who are open to more than one love . Plus regional
groups, events, and personal contacts.

Send $6 for sample issue or write for info on subscriptions, books, tapes, and East & West summer conferences .

Loving More, Box 4358C, Boulder, CO 80306
LMM@ lovemore .com / www .lovemore .eom / 1-800-424-9561
Winter 2005
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TERRASANTE DESERT COMMUNITY,
Tucson, Arizona . Seeking resourceful community builders also interested in
stewardship / eco-conscious land usage.
Land possibilities availab le for creative
souls. 4 -4 0 acres with or without water,
on or off grid. $30,000-$200,000, terms
ava il ab le. We have rental places, earthen
dwellings and can accommodate campers.
$120-$450 monthly. Contact Bruce at 520-

A l.I.I,orld Beyond <;apitalism
The Annual Internatn'l Multiracial Alliance
Building Peace Conference. Workshops, all
meals, childcare, festivals, _ ...." .....

403-8430 or emai l : scher@anc ientimages.com

CONSULTANTS
FACILITATION AND WORKSHOPS on consensus and other decision-making tools.
Learn ski ll s to make your meetings upbeat
and productive, from planning age nd as
to dealing with "difficult" people. Save
hours of time and frust rat ion and deepen
your sense of community. Contact: Tree
Bressen, 547 -484-7 756; tree@ic. org; www.treegroup . info
SACRED ARCHITECTURE' S HARMONIZING
INFlUENCES . Buildings can gene r ate
vib ran t, life supp o rtin g inf luences . Visit:
www.vastu-design.com;

INTERNS AND
RESIDENCIES

S!!'-3:'ke

Mu*oorns!
Spawn,
books,and videos

***

ear 'round continuous
cultivation on natural
logs

Free Catalog
(800) 692·6329

***

mushroom@thefarm.org
www.mushroompeople.com

ENOTA MOUNTAIN RETREAT, Hiawassee,
Gerogia. Live, serve, play and experience the
simpl e life in the beautifu l north Georgia
Mountains . We are looking for Residential
Interns in organic farming, sustai nability,
maintenance, construction and occasional
housekeeping for our service-based, spi ritu al,
educational retreat center/campground/organic
farm located on 60 magnificent acres with
strea m s, waterfa ll s and ponds. Su rro unded
by 750,000 acres of National Forest. Our focus
is sustainab il ity and serving our guests . We
offer clea n air and water, housing, 2-3 homecooked, sit-down, healthy meals together per
day, stipend, free long distance, Internet
access, free laundry and much more. We prefer
a four-mo nth co mmitm ent. Come help us
build a comm uni ty and make a difference .
www.enota .org 706-896-9966.
SANDHILL FARM , Rutledge , Missouri.
Internships in Susta in ab le Community
Living. April 1 to November 1, 2006 . Gain
expe ri ence in o rga ni c farming, food pro-

Northwest Intentional Communities Association
Communities networking
WA,OR, ID.
Intentional Communities
and Cohousing.
Newsletter and gatherings.
Huge web resource library at
http://www.ic.org/nica
For sample newsletter send $1 or SASE to: NICA 2007 33rd Ave S.
Seattle, WA 98144 Email floriferous@msn.com
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cessing, tempe h production, homestead
maintenance and construction ski ll s, consensus decision making, group and
interpersonal process. Learning is informal
and hands-on. Come for six weeks or longer.
More information about t he Sand hi ll Farm
In tentional Community and applyi n g for
an interns hip: 660-883-5543; interns@sandhillfarm.org; www.sandhillfarm.org

PERSONALS
GREEN SINGLES .com Free Photo Personal
Ads for progressive singles in the environmental, vegeta ri an and animal rights
co mmun ities who value natural health,
personal growth and spiritua lity, for f ri endship, dating and marriage sin ce 1985 .
Thousands of listing s. Quick and easy sign up . www.GreenSingles.com

PRODUCTS
Colloidal Silver. Natural Antibiotic. Safe,
Powerful. Be prepared . Easy to Make . For
info, send SASE. M. Wenger, 302 S. Fulton,
Edina, MO 63537 .
GREETING CARDS AND INSPIRATIONAL
BOOKS . Handcrafted using nature's beauty
and orig in al poetry. Change t he heart of
the wor ld one lette r at a time. www.w isdomofstones.com

PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS,
WEB SITES
COHOUSING: A CONTEMPORARY
APPROACH TO HOUSING OURSELVES by
Kathryn McCamant and Charl es Durrett .
Hundreds of co lor and black and white
photos to inspire, hundreds of drawings
and diagrams to explai n, and thousands
of words to te ll the story. You wi ll want to
start your own cohousing community by
the time you have finis hed the first chapte r.
$25 plus $5 shipp ing (It is $32 in store!)
Order today from The Cohousing Company,
7250 Addison Street, Suite 773, Berkeley,
CA 94702. 570-549-9980, coho@cohousingco .com; www. cohousingco .com
THE CONSENSUS POCKET GUIDE: Th is 80page guide offers leaders and facilitators
the basic principles and methods for bringin g
about consens us-based decisions. A portable,
easy-to -read reference . $11 .95 plus s8t h .
Purchase at www.consensustools.com along
w ith othe r tools for participati ve decisionmaking . Call 303-440-0425, ext. 3 or email:
info@consensustools.com
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NEW SOLUTIONS NEWSLETTERS contain
original research on a variety of issues relative to liv ing in a post-o il society, such as:
Cuba: life After Oil, Community Resurgence
and Oil Depletion, Peak Oil and Peak Tech nology, Peak Oil and Peak Empire and more.
Upcoming issues wi ll cover the Second US
Co nfere nce on Peak Oil and Community
Solutions held September 23-25. New Solutions is published by Community Service,
In c. (CS I), under its new program Th e Community Solution . CSI, a non-profit organization
founded in 1940 to promote small local community, is the original founder of the FIe.
Yearly subscription / membership is $25. For
a free sample of New Solutions, contact us
at: < mailto:info@communitysolution.org or
read them on-line at www.communitysolution.org
Write or call: POB 243 , Ye ll ow Springs, OH
45387,937-767-2161.
HAVENS: Stories of True Community
Healing . New book by Leonard Jason and
Martin Perdoux presents a relatively lowcost and effective solution growing in
neighborhoods across the country: true
community. People are moving in together
to meet each other's needs and to offer a
way to recover the caring, structure, direction and respect that a healthy family can
provide . People living together in these
healing communities in clude the eld erly,
recovering alcoho lics and drug addicts and
people suffering from mental illness and
chronic illnesses. To order a copy of t hi s
book from Praeger Publishers, call 7-800225-5800.
INTRODUCTION TO CONSENSUS . Useful
inf ormation abo ut participatory group
process and susta in ab le decision-making .
In c lude s 28-page Guide For Facilitators .
Also
available
in
Spanish .
Briggsbea@aol.com; $15 c heck or money

order to Beatrice Briggs, POB 25, Black Earth,
W153575.
WHY PAY RENT OR MAKE MORTGAGE
PAYMENTS, when you can live rent free?
The Caretaker Gazette contains p rope rty
caretak in g / housesitting openings, advice
and information for property ca retakers,
housesitters and landowners . Published
since 198 3. Subscribe rs receive 800+ property caretak in g opportunities each year,
worldwide. Some estate management positions start at $50,000 / yr., plus benefits .
Subscriptions : $29 /yr. The Caretaker Gazette,
POB 4005, Bergheim, TX 78004; www.core taker.org < http ://www. caretaker.

RESOURCES
PUBIC BULLETIN BOARD and information
resource. Helping organizations and individua ls find what th ey need and fi nd each
othe r. wwwpostanotice . org activit ies ,
community events, housing, jobs, media,
meetings, merchandise, personals, resources,
resumes, serv ices.

We can edit vour manuscript,
article, grant, resume,
website, dissertation
or book
in social science,
humanities,
science or
mathematics
using your own formatting
st yle or APA, Chicago,
MLAorAP
formatting

from you handwritten,
typed or electronically
generated document.
W e prOVid e th r ee levels of editing:
•
•
•

FEDERATION OF EGALITARIAN COMMUNITIES (FEe) . LIVE YOUR VALUES, LEARN
NEW SKILLS. For 25 years, the FEC has welcomed new members to our groups based
on cooperation, eco logy, fairness, and nonvio lence. No joining fees required, just a
wil lingn ess to join in the work. We share
in come from a variety of cottage industries. For more information: www.thefec.org;
fec@ic.org; 477-679-4682; or send $3 to
FEC, HC-3, Box 33 70-CMOO, Tecumseh, MO
65760.

proofread ing
copy ed iting a nd
full edit (including

o rganizationa l sugg esti o ns)

Editors Sue and John Morris
have more than 47
years of combined
editing and
graphic
design experience
WE WORK IN WORD ,
PAGEMAKER,
QUARK XPRESS , ADOBE
ILLUSTRATOR ,
LATEX AND

Statement of Ownership, Management and Circulation
Communities, publication #0199-9346, is published 4 times a year with an annual
subscription of $20. Contact Tony Sirna at 660-883-5545. The publisher's address, the
office of publication and the publisher's headquarters is Fellowship for Intentional
Community, Rt. 1, Box 156, Rutledge, MO 63563. Diana Christian is editor. The owner
is Fellowship for Intentional Community, a nonprofit, nonstock corporation. There are no
security holders. The tax status has not changed in the preceding 12 months.
Ex tent & Na ture of Ci rculation
ota No o les (Net Fress Nun
I A.
!:S . Paid &Ior K.eq uested Ci rcu latio n
(a) Sales th rough dealers & ca rri ers, street ve ndors, & cou nter
sales (n ot mailed)
(b) Paid or Requested M ail Subsc ri ptions (InCludi ng advert isers
proof copiesl exchange co pies)
1'-· ota I' aid &Ior Requested C ircul ati on
. r ree (s(n un on by M al
co mp limentary, & o th er ree
arn ers & other means
E. h ee Isrri butlon urs ide the M al
F.
ota Free Isrri bu tlo n
ora D ist ribution
H. Lop ies Not D istri_buted
(1 ) Office use. leftove rs. spo iled
(2 Return rom news agem s
ota
Percent Paid &Ior Req ues ted Circulatio n

Winter 2005

No of C o pies
Eac Issue d urin g
Preceding 12 Mo nths

ADOBE
PHOTOSHOP

Accual No of C 0f;ies of
Single Issue Pub ished
Nea rest to Fil ing Date

3733

3091

2087

1906

1325
34 12
0
0
50
3462

1282
3188
2uu
0
200
3388

27 1
0
3733
93%

303
0
369 1
92%

We charge $28 per hour
for all our services
Please visit our website at
http://www.editide_us or
contact us through
info@editide.us
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FIC MEMBERSHIP, COMMUNITIES MAGAZINE, & DIRECTORY ORDER
Communities MagazineSubscribe Today!

Fellowship for Intentional
Community (FIC) Memberships!

The FIC is a network of communitarians
promoting communication and understanding
about and among intentional communities
across North America. The Fellowship:
• publishes CommunWes magazine and the
(see Directory ad on the inside back cover)
with update listi ngs about communities
best-selling CommunWes Directory.
in North America-including those
• built and maintains the Intentional
now forming.
Communities site on the World Wide Web
<www.ic.org> .
• hosts gatherings and events
about community.
• builds bridges between commu'ty Membership
. nembershiP category)
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.
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. 0 sponsoring,
Your source for the latest information,
issues, and idea s about intentional communities and cooperative living!
Supplements the Communitjes Directory

. $250 & up,
. 0 sustaining,
$ 100 & up,
ducLib le.
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I
than baSI
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FIC services
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lated from their nearest neighbors outside the community.
Similarly, the rural groups usually enjoy
cleaner air, and less noise pollution (except
when tractors or chainsaws are fired up, or
when construction projects are underway).
The deep country quiet is especially inspiring
at night in the wimer, and in the summer
the nocturnal sounds of insects, coyotes,
and hoot owls can keep a city visitor awake
for many hours-while the city's background noise of passing trucks and car
alarms often has a similar effect on visitors
from the farm. And with low levels oflight
pollution, on a clear night the rural slcies
are amazing to behold.
Country kids typically can run around
outside and far afield with very little adult
supervision, while in the city a tighter rein
is usually advisable. Country folks are far
more likely to leave the doors unlocked (if
they have locks at all) and the keys in the
ignition. A fortunate recent trend is that
many of the coho using communities are
contained enough that they can also enjoy
some of this freedom from worry.
Being more spread out and farther from
things in general, people living in rural
communities tend to interact more with
their fellow community members than do
their urban counterparts. A couple of major
exceptions to this are the smaller urban
collectives where everyone lives under the
same roof-sharing meals, bathrooms, and
common spaces-and those communities
such as Ganas, Goodenough, and Zendik
which emphasize everyday interactions and
conversations as a central part of their culture.
By now you've probably guessed that I
have a preference for rural living, which is
true; however I also enjoy visiting city
groups because they, too, have a lot to offer.
For example, the hardware store is only
minutes away, instead of miles, and there
are hundreds of amenities near at hand
such as bookstores, jazz clubs, museums,
and all-night cafes. Being in a population
center means there are far more potential
customers for a community-owned business. And I've know a lot of folks who
moved back to the city from the country
Winter 2005

because they just weren't meeting enough
people of their age group or with shared
interests.
Obviously, there are trad e-offs to be
made, and the criteria will vary from person
to person, and even for the sam e person
over time. The main thing to remember is
that checldists, like those you'll find in the
Directory, are only a first step in evaluating
how well a community might match up
with your needs and preferences. Behind
each criterion is a wide world of possibilities, so be prepared to dig deeper once you
find a group that sounds appealing. Happy
Directory surfing!
Q

Now in our 20th year!
$23 I 4 issues

Geoph Kozeny has lived in various kinds of
communities fo r 32 years, and has been on the
road fo r 17 years visiting communities both urban
and rural-asking about their visions and realities, taking photos, and in general exploring what
makes them tick. Presently, he is editing part two
of a video documentary on intentional communities, aspiring to convey the vision and passion that
drives the movement, and tell stories about what
works.

Accredited college programs In £covillages
Scotland, India, Australia, Senegal, Brazil, Mexico, USA

Living
Routes
STUDY ABROAD FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
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The Urban/Rural Spectrum

I

was wondering about how many intentional communities are urban , rural, or somewhere in between-my
intuition said that it was abo ut a 50/50 split between
the city folks and the co untry folks- so I logged onto my
now favorite web site directory.ic.orglrecordsl?action =search
to see what I could find.
Consistent with past directories , the current list of North American communities-804
at the instant I checked, but growing steadily
since- includes about 40 percent that are
urban , suburban , or in small towns . The
comparable stats for the 216 communities
from other continents were somewhat lower
(25 percent), but it's important to note that
the listings are nei ther complete nor fully
representative for an y country, continent,
or state. Instead, what you'll find is co ntact
info and a profile for those groups who heard BY GEOPH
about the online directory and had someone
available to log on and enter their information. Thus the scope of the data in the Directory is only
as good as the visibiliry and outreach
of the Fellowship for Intentional
Comm uniry (FIC)-so use it yo urself, and help spread the word. (FIC
is the publisher of the Communities
Directory, the ic.org webs ite, and this
Directory,
magazine.)
A noteworthy feature of the new
Directory is that the listings are managed by the communities themselves,
and the database is being constantly
updated. That way fo lks surfing the
websi te are always lookin g at the
most recent data. In the future when
a new paper edition is p ending, the Directory staff will
send our advance warning to all the groups li sted, then six

months later they' ll take a new snapshot of the current
data and dump that into the next printing (the recently
published 4 th Edition listin gs were captured in March
200 5).
Additionally each group is asked a series of questions
about their population, gender balance, visitor policies, ownership, joining fees, governance
and leadership , financial and participation
req uirements , shared meals, dietary restriction s, percentage of foo d grown, sex ual
orientations, and shared spiritual practices,
if any. So there's a lot of useful information
to be distilled, and a great "Search" feature
that allows yo u to hunt for groups with any
or all of those specific traits.
One thing you won't get from reading the
D irectory listings is a sense of how each comKOZENY munity's beliefs and practices translate into
the reality of everyday life. Lucky for you,
I'm feeling inspired to elaborate on a few
generalities I've come up with, based on my many visits
to a diverse cross-section of groups.
Most traits occur on a continuum
fro m urban to rural, with the suburbs and s mall town s falli n g
somewhere between. For example,
the more rural the group, the farthe r
ap art the hous es an d co mmunity
spaces-the m ost common exception being rural ecovillages which
tend to cluster their buildings to leave
more open space for agric ultu re,
woods, conservation, and recreation.
(See "The Village Can Save the City, "
pg 30.) Even then, compared to their
more urban contemporaries, they tend to be further iso-

Of the communities

listed in the

about 40

percent are urban,

suburban, or living in
small towns.
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SUBSCRIBE TO
COMMUNITIES MACAZINE
"Offers Fascinating inSights into the joys
and challenges of commUnIties...
by their foremost pioneers,"
Corinne McLaughlin, co-author,
Spiritual Politics, cofounder,
Sirius Community
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Transition &

Your source for the latest
information, issues, and
ideas about intentional
communities and cooper_
ative living today!
Each issue is focused around
a theme: Conflict &
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As we experience the power of people working together with each other
and the Earth, we build momentum, inspiration, and hope. In these
times of chaotic danger and opportunity, everything is possible.
- 1. brush
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